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With humor and ease, Father Michael Gaitley, MIC, deftly unlocks the "one thing," the key to the
Church's wisdom, and the greatest mystery of the Catholic faith: the Most Holy Trinity. Far from
being a scholarly or academic read, The "One Thing" is Three makes deep theology accessible
to every-day Catholics. What's more, it makes even what's familiar or forgotten appear in a way
that's new, exciting, and relevant. Thus, The "One Thing" is Three brings its readers a unique
and powerful experience of the faith. It's the perfect book for the Year of Faith.

The 'One Thing' is Three by Fr. Michael Gaitley, MIC, is written for everyone. The conversational
tone has an appeal that invites the reader into the journey of life. I highly recommend this book
for anyone who loves the Church and seeks a deeper understanding of her teachings. Filled with
references to Vatican II and Pope John Paul II, this book will enrich your belief in God's plan of
salvation, especially during the Year of Faith --Bishop David Ricken, Diocese of Green Bay,
Wis.Fr. Michael Gaitley, MIC, has a holy passion not only to contemplate the truth and beauty of
the Trinity but to communicate it, which he does here with practical wisdom and spiritual insight.
Readers will gain a new understanding and appreciation of the mysteries of faith, based on what
the Church teaches about the highest and holiest Mystery of all: 'The communion of the Holy
Trinity is the source and criterion of truth in every relationship' (CCC, n. 2845). Both inspiring and
illuminating, I highly recommend this book. --Scott Hahn, Ph.D. Author, Speaker, Professor of
Theology and Scripture, Franciscan University of SteubenvilleIn The 'One Thing' Is Three, Fr.
Gaitley, offers the perfect resource for all those who desire sanctity and wisdom but who are
busy just trying to keep up with life's constant demands. Whether you're new to the faith or a
cradle Catholic like me, this book will unlock the treasures of Catholicism in a way that's clear,
concise, and compelling. --Robert Stackpole, STD Director, John Paul II Institute of Divine
MercyAbout the AuthorFather Michael Gaitley, MIC was ordained to priesthood Saturday,
October 16, 2010. Father Michael holds a Masters Degree in Theology, and a Licentiate Degree
in Spiritual Theology. After 8 years of working on his book, Consoling the Heart of Jesus it was
released in February 2010 with the creative campaign, Don t Give up Chocolate for Lent, Do this
Retreat Instead . With some incredible endorsements from Fr. Mitch Pacwa, Danielle Bean of
Faith and Family magazine, and many more, the book is now in its 7th printing. The uniqueness
of this do-it-yourself retreat is that it combines the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius with the
teachings of Saints Therese of Lisieux, Faustina Kowalska and Louis de Montfort. Fr. Michael is
the director of the Association of Marian Helpers in Stockbridge, Mass. holding the honorary title
of Father Joseph .
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Acclaim for The ‘One Thing’ Is ThreeThe ‘One Thing’ Is Three by Fr. Michael Gaitley, MIC, is
written for everyone. The conversational tone has an appeal that invites the reader into the
journey of life. I highly recommend this book for anyone who loves the Church and seeks a
deeper understanding of her teachings. Filled with references to Vatican II and Pope John Paul
II, this book will enrich your belief in God’s plan of salvation, especially during the Year of Faith.
— BISHOP DAVID RICKENDiocese of Green Bay, Wis.WARNING: This book is dangerous. It
brims with wisdom and wonder, and with enthusiastic and infectious joy. If you want to preserve
your comfortable categories and ideological classifications of Catholicism as either “liberal” or
“conservative,” don’t read this book. It will turn your prejudices inside out and upside down.If you
think the Church’s teachings are unintelligible, outdated, impersonal, boring, repressive,
platitudinous, impractical, or irrelevant; if you think that theology makes no difference to the
energy and joy with which you live your daily life; if you think Vatican II was a mistake; if you think
John Paul II was not the greatest man of the 20th century; if you think the Church’s old dogmas,
like the Trinity and practices like Marian devotion and Eucharistic Adoration, are “out of touch”
with the modern world and modern youth; then this is the very best book for you. It will turn your
myopia inside out.Imagine John Paul II writing a book on all the mysteries of Catholic theology in
a simpler style than he ever used before. You’ve imagined this book.This is the very best
example I have ever seen of “the new evangelization” in the form of a book for contemporary
Catholics. It covers just about everything, yet slowly and clearly. If you wonder what God is doing
in the Church today to convert and convince the modern world, read this book. It’s an amazing
achievement: It’s simple enough for beginners and profound enough for professionals.— PETER
KREEFT, PH.DAuthor, Speaker, and Professor of Philosophy, Boston CollegeThe ‘One Thing’ Is
Three is packed with deep theological insight, and while bursting with information, it is written
from the heart and speaks to the heart in such a way that the reader is drawn into a greater
realization about the nature, mission, and action of the Holy Trinity. I can think of no better timing
than the Year of Faith for this book to be introduced. Fr. Gaitley has given us a great guide to help
us in our knowledge and, therefore, our love for God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy
Spirit.— BISHOP DANIEL R. JENKY, CSCBishop of Peoria, Ill.Fr. Michael Gaitley’s The ‘One
Thing’ Is Three is nothing short of a popular synthesis of the great Catholic thought of our time. If
you’re asking yourself, “What’s in it for me?” wait until you enjoy his combination of humor,
passion, and brilliance rising to lyrical beauty. Analogies abound to help you understand truths
you couldn’t get your mind around for their abstractness or vagueness. Can a theology book be
a page-turner? This one is!— RONDA CHERVIN, PH.D.Professor of Philosophy, Holy Apostles
SeminaryFr. Michael Gaitley, MIC, has a holy passion not only to contemplate the truth and
beauty of the Trinity but to communicate it, which he does here with practical wisdom and
spiritual insight. Readers will gain a new understanding and appreciation of the mysteries of
faith, based on what the Church teaches about the highest and holiest Mystery of all: “The



communion of the Holy Trinity is the source and criterion of truth in every relationship” (CCC, n.
2845). Both inspiring and illuminating, I highly recommend this book.— SCOTT HAHN,
PH.D.Author, Speaker, Professor of Theology and Scripture, Franciscan University of
SteubenvilleIn The ‘One Thing’ Is Three, Fr. Michael Gaitley, MIC, displays his extraordinary gift
for expressing the most profound theological truths in simple, approachable, and attractive
language. Father Gaitley shows that communio is a key that opens up virtually every mystery of
the Christian faith — from the Holy Trinity to redemptive suffering, from the Sacraments to
sexuality. Readers will find their understanding deepened and their faith enriched.— MARY
HEALY, STDAssociate Professor of Sacred Scripture, Sacred Heart Major SeminaryOnce I
started reading this book, I found it so enjoyable that I couldn’t put it down. I congratulate Fr.
Gaitley on a very fine work. I think not only beginners but many others will find inspiration in
reading and meditating on this theological retreat.— FR. PETER FEHLNER, FI, STDRector
Emeritus, Shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe, La Crosse, Wis.This is a beautiful book of Catholic
teaching with personal stories and practical instruction that can easily be applied to everyday
life, especially in this Year of Faith.— TERESA TOMEOSyndicated Catholic Talk Show Host,
Bestselling Catholic Author, Motivational SpeakerIn The ‘One Thing’ Is Three, Fr. Gaitley offers
the perfect resource for all those who desire sanctity and wisdom but who are busy just trying to
keep up with life’s constant demands. Whether you’re new to the faith or a cradle Catholic like
me, this book will unlock the treasures of Catholicism in a way that’s clear, concise, and
compelling.— LISA M. HENDEYFounder of www.CatholicMom.comAuthor of A Book of Saints
for Catholic MomsCopyright © 2013 Marian Fathers of the Immaculate Conceptionof the B.V.M.
All rights reserved.Available from:Marian Helpers CenterStockbridge, MA 01263Prayerline:
1-800-804-3823Orderline: 1-800-462-7426Library of Congress Catalog Number:
2012945837Cover Art: Photograph of the Church of the Holy Trinity mosaic, Budva,
Montenegro, by Paul Boyd. Used with permission.Cover and Page Design: Curtis Bohner and
Kathy SzpakEditing and Proofreading: David Came and Sarah Chichester† IMPRIMATUR
†Timothy A. McDonnellBishop of Springfield, MassachusettsNovember 4, 2012NIHIL
OBSTATRev. Mark S. Stelzer, STDCensor LibrorumOctober 17, 2012IMPRIMI POTESTRev.
Kazimierz Chwalek, MICProvincial SuperiorOctober 19, 2012THEOLOGICAL NOTE: The
subtitle of this work, How the Most Holy Trinity Explains Everything, is not meant to imply in any
way that the mystery of the Most Holy Trinity is somehow conflated or exhausted by this or any
other theological exposition. While God has revealed himself to man as one God in three divine
persons, human reason cannot fully grasp or exhaust this most central mystery of Christian
faith.To My TeachersIn GratitudeA friend of mine teaches philosophy and religion at a Catholic
high school in Southern California. One time, when I was in town, she invited me to speak to her
students. I said, “Sure,” and on the day we’d arranged, I gave a 40-minute talk to five class
periods. At the end of the day, I was totally exhausted. Seeing this, my friend laughed and said,
“Now imagine if you had to do this every day!”After that one-day teaching experience, I have a
new appreciation for the hard work and sacrifices of so many teachers. It is not easy. So, I’d like



to begin by thanking all of my teachers, especially the ones who taught me so much of the
philosophy and theology found in these pages. In particular, I gratefully acknowledge Fr. W.
Norris Clarke, SJ; Dr. Peter Kreeft; Dr. John F. Crosby; Fr. Timothy Gallagher, OMV; Fr. Romanus
Cessario, OP; Dr. Scott Hahn; Dr. Josef Seifert; Dr. Anthony Keaty, Dr. Kenneth Schmitz; Fr.
Matthew Lamb; Fr. Thomas Weinandy, OFM, Cap.; and Dr. Michael Waldstein.I’d also like to
thank the young adult group, “Three,” from my home parish, St. Peter Chanel, in Hawaiian
Gardens, California. The members of this group graciously listened to lectures from me every
Friday night during my first summer break from the seminary. (It was their Friday penance.)
Those lectures and our subsequent conversations helped shape many of the ideas in this
book.On the book-preparation end of things, I first want to express my gratitude to those who
proofread the manuscript and gave me their comments, especially, David Came, Dr. Robert
Stackpole, STD; Fr. Peter Damien Fehlner, FI, STD; Fr. Mark Stelzer, STD; William Perales, Erin
Flynn, and Sarah Chichester, who has been a particularly big help. I’m also grateful to Curtis
Bohner and Kathy Szpak for assisting with the cover and page design. I’d also like to thank all
those who lifted me up in prayer during the time of writing, especially Mary Immaculate, my
friends in the Hearts Afire parish-based programs; the Visitation Sisters in Tyringham,
Massachusetts; the Norbertine Sisters in Tehachiapi, California; the Oblate Sisters of the Most
Blessed Sacrament in Stockbridge, Massachusetts; the Sister Servants of the Incarnate Word in
Birmingham, Alabama; Mark Fanders, Maria Valentini, and Sr. Bernadette-Marie, FM.For the
opportunity to work on and publish this book, I thank my religious family, the Congregation of
Marian Fathers of the Immaculate Conception. Finally, my deepest gratitude goes to God, the
Most Holy Trinity: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.Fr. Michael E. Gaitley, MIC, STLNational Shrine of
The Divine MercyStockbridge, MassachusettsOctober 11, 2012Commencement of the Year of
FaithAcknowledgmentsPermission is gratefully acknowledged to cite from the following:The exit-
return diagram of the Summa Theologiae from Summa of Summa by Peter Kreeft. Copyright ©
1990 by Ignatius Press, San Francisco.Excerpts from Love and Responsibility by Karol Wojtyła.
Copyright © 1993 by Ignatius Press, San Francisco.Excerpts from On the Way to Jesus Christ
by Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger. Copyright © 2005 by Ignatius Press, San Francisco.Diary of St.
Maria Faustina Kowalska: Divine Mercy in My Soul, © 1987 Marian Fathers of the Immaculate
Conception of the B.V.M., Stockbridge, MA 01263. www.TheDivineMercy.org.Organizational
chart of the Summa from the New Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 14 (Washington, DC: The Catholic
University of America Press, 1967), p. 112. Reprinted with permission from The Catholic
University of America Press.“Holy Trinity” by Andrei Rublev (Scala/Art Resource, NY).Special
thanks to Paul Boyd for permission to reproduce the photo of the Trinity mosaic on the front
cover.INTRODUCTIONThis book is for people such as my brother and sister. My sister has
seven kids, homeschools, and doesn’t have a lot of time to study theology. My brother also has a
family and a demanding job — he, too, can’t delve deeply into theology. Yet there’s nothing more
wonderful to study! So, I wrote this book for them, and if you’re like my brother and sister, then I
wrote it for you, too. Look at it as a kind of crash course in Catholic theology written for busy



people and in a way, I hope, that’s simple and easy to understand.THE ‘ONE THING.’ As I write,
I’m a recently ordained priest, and before my ordination, I’d been not just a seminarian but a
professional seminarian. I say “professional” because I ended up having more than 15 years of
formal theology studies and preparation to become a priest. (Unless you’re a Jesuit, this is not
the norm.) During those many years of listening to lectures, reading countless books, and writing
hundreds of papers, I was always looking for the “one thing” that could bring it all together, the
one thing that could make it all simple, the one thing that could provide a key to the Church’s
wisdom. I figured that if I could find this one thing, not only would it make me happy, but then I’d
have a much easier time sharing the Church’s wisdom with others.I believe I found it. The “one
thing” is three. The one thing is the greatest mystery of our faith. And actually, the one thing is not
really a “thing” at all but rather three divine persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit — the Most
Holy Trinity. Now, unfortunately, this one thing is not so well known. It’s often seen as esoteric,
obscure, and outside of normal life. This book is meant to change that. It’s meant to bring the
Trinity home to our hearts, make difficult theology easy to understand, and share the highlights
of a 15-year formal search for the one thing.SIMILARITIES TO CONSOLING. The rationale
behind this book is similar to that of my first book, Consoling the Heart of Jesus. Both books try
to present a kind of key. Consoling is all about presenting a key to the spiritual life. After all, part
of my many years in the seminary involved reading tons of books on spirituality. And during that
time, I was always looking for the one thing, the “key,” that could best help people to become
saints — and I believe I found it. The key to becoming a saint is to focus on making all our
actions aim at one goal: pleasing God, consoling the Heart of Jesus, and quenching his thirst for
love and for souls. That’s what Consoling was all about, namely, helping people discover this
secret of the saints and a key to great sanctity.This book is a bit different. While Consoling the
Heart of Jesus gave a spirituality, the present work gives a theology. In other words, while
Consoling aimed to help us become saints, this book aims to make us wise. Of course, sanctity
and wisdom go together. (Saints often make the best theologians.) And this is so because of the
connection between knowledge and love: The more we know God, the more we can love him.
Therefore, this book serves as a kind of complement to Consoling the Heart of Jesus. It provides
a big-picture vision of the theology that undergirds spirituality, and it helps us come to know and
love God more deeply.One other similarity to Consoling: The bold claim. In Consoling, I wrote
that in some sense, it’s easier than ever before to grow in holiness and that the book aimed to
help us become “saints, great saints, and quickly.” I felt confident to make such a bold claim
because of the time we’re living in. According to St. Faustina and Blessed John Paul II, ours is a
“time of mercy,” a time when God is offering us extraordinary grace and mercy.1Well, because
we’re living in such an extraordinary time, I believe that God not only gives us a key to great
sanctity but also a key to great wisdom. We find this key to wisdom in the theological term
“communio,” meaning “communion.” This Latin word may be unfamiliar, but don’t be afraid. The
concept is simple and yet amazingly powerful for the way it helps us grasp some of the deepest
mysteries of our faith.THE SUPER-CONCEPT OF COMMUNIO. Wait a minute. Didn’t I say that



the key to our faith, the “one thing,” is the Trinity? Yes, I did. And it’s from the Trinity that we get
the concept of communio, because this idea has its origin in the communion of love of the Most
Holy Trinity. What’s more, this idea of communio (communion) explains everything — as we’ll
see throughout the chapters of this book.Before we turn to those chapters, I’d like to thank a
certain group of people for pointing out to me this amazing super-concept of communio: The
participants of the Second Vatican Council, particularly those who became Pope John Paul II
and Pope Benedict XVI. It’s their writings that bring this concept to the forefront of our minds.
John Paul emphasized it over and over — in fact, it’s a central concept to the Catechism he
promulgated. Also, Pope Benedict was so moved by the idea that after the Council, as Joseph
Ratzinger, he helped found a theological journal called Communio. (John Paul, as Karol Wojtyła,
founded the Polish edition.) Finally, in 1985, the bishops of the Church, together with the Pope,
reflected on the meaning of the Second Vatican Council and declared that the “ecclesiology of
communion” is the central and fundamental idea of the Council documents.2Again, the concept
of communio (communion) is a special gift for our time. It helps us to interpret and understand
our faith in a wonderfully new way. Of course, it’s not something new in the sense that the
Church has never heard of it. On the contrary, it’s a concept that’s been there from the very
beginning — and I do mean the beginning: “In the beginning was the Word and the Word was
with God and the Word was God” (Jn 1:1).3 Indeed, it comes from the Trinitarian revelation of
God in Jesus Christ, the Word become flesh. This ancient idea shines a powerful new light in our
day, sparking renewal and spurring on a new evangelization.Throughout the rest of this book, I’ll
be unpacking the concept of communion. Right now, though, I’d like to end this introduction by
looking at how communion gets to the very heart of Sacred Scripture. For, again, communion is
not something “new” as in “unheard of” — rather, it’s a precious, rediscovered jewel at the center
of Divine Revelation. It’s the kind of beauty that St. Augustine famously described as “ever
ancient, ever new.”4COMMUNIO AND THE GREATEST PASSAGE IN ALL OF SCRIPTURE.
The greatest passage in all of Scripture? Obviously, not everyone will agree with me on this, but
I’ve got a good reason for saying it. Here’s how I came to discover this passage and how it’s all
about communion.I began by asking myself, “If I could just memorize one great passage in all of
the Bible, what would it be?” I didn’t know. So, I began a process of elimination. I began with the
broadest of choices: Old Testament or New Testament? Surely, “the greatest passage” would be
in the New Testament, because that’s where Christ is most fully revealed.Next, I thought, “Okay,
so what category of books in the New Testament are likely to contain the passage I seek?” That
was also easy. Even though I love the Acts of the Apostles, St. Paul and his letters, and those of
St. John, I knew that, as the Catechism of the Catholic Church teaches, “The Gospels are the
heart of all the scriptures ‘because they are our principal source for the life and teaching’” of
Jesus Christ, our Savior.5 So, I figured that the greatest passage must be located in the
Gospels. Alright, but which one? Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John?That was also an easy choice
for me: The Gospel of John. The other three Gospels follow more or less the same story line
(hence, they’re known collectively as the “synoptic Gospels”). The Gospel of John is different. It



blazes its own trail. And what a trail it blazes! A tradition in the Church gives it the symbol of an
eagle, because it’s the Gospel that soars. It’s the last Gospel, written by the apostle who was
“loved by the Lord above the others,”6 a Gospel that’s the fruit of his lifelong contemplation on
the mystery of the Word made flesh. It’s the Gospel recommended by great saints and mystics
as containing the deepest riches of our faith and mysteries of Christ.7Alright, so that narrowed it
down for me. I’d find “the greatest passage” in the Gospel of John. But where specifically? John
has 21 chapters, and they’re all filled to the brim. Well, the Gospel of John is divided into two
major sections: the Book of Signs and the Book of Glory. The Book of Signs is about how Jesus
reveals himself to the world and to “his own” and how they don’t receive him. The Book of Glory
is about how Jesus reveals his glory to those who do receive him. Of course, I want to receive
him and behold his glory, so I chose the Book of Glory.Now, the Book of Glory is divided into
three sections: The Farewell Discourse, the Passion and Death, and the Resurrection. So,
where’s the greatest passage? I chose to look in the Farewell Discourse, which spans chapters
13-17. Why? Because that’s where all the glory of the suffering, death, and Resurrection is
explained. More specifically, it contains Jesus’ last words to his disciples on the very night he
was betrayed, right before he plunges into the dark “hour” of his suffering and death. In other
words, it contains Jesus’ precious last words, his “farewell” to his disciples — and he truly saves
the best for last. Just as dying people often save their most meaningfuldeclarations of love for
the end, so also Jesus reserves his most sublime and intimate teaching for these chapters. For
instance, in them, we find “the new commandment” (13:34), “the vine and the branches” (15:5),
and “the way, and the truth, and the life” (14:6).After I had already decided to limit my search for
“the greatest passage” to the Farewell Discourse, I read something in the Diary of St. Faustina
that seemed to confirm for me that this discourse truly hides a mystery that’s unsurpassed in
beauty. Referring to the place of the last discourse as the “Cenacle” (also known as the “upper
room” of the Last Supper), the great mystic of Divine Mercy writes:Holy Hour. — Thursday.
During this hour of prayer, Jesus allowed me to enter the Cenacle, and I was witness to what
happened there. However, I was most deeply moved when, before the Consecration, Jesus
raised His eyes to heaven and entered into a mysterious conversation with His Father. It is only
in eternity that we shall really understand that moment. His eyes were like two flames; His face
was radiant, white as snow; His whole personage full of majesty, His soul full of longing. At the
moment of Consecration, love rested satiated — the sacrifice fully consummated. Now only the
external ceremony of death will be carried out — external destruction; the essence [of it] is in the
Cenacle. Never in my whole life had I understood this mystery so profoundly as during that hour
of adoration. Oh, how ardently I desire that the whole world would come to know this
unfathomable mystery!8What is this unfathomable mystery? What is the great longing of Jesus?
What is his profound conversation with the Father? I believe that this remarkable passage from
the Diary is referring to the climax of the entire Farewell Discourse: Chapter 17. In my opinion,
this chapter is the greatest in all of Sacred Scripture. Why? Because in this chapter, Jesus is no
longer speaking his last, glorious words of love to his disciples. Rather, even more glorious still,



he’s speaking his last, glorious words of love to his heavenly Father. It’s in this chapter that the
veil is lifted, the veil that covers the eternal exchange of love of the Most Holy Trinity. It’s in this
chapter that, more than anywhere else, we get a glimpse into the fundamental longing of the
Heart of Jesus, precisely as he ardently expresses it to his Father.And what is it that Jesus longs
for? What is his burning desire? That we all be one. He wants us all to participate in the
communion of love of the Most Holy Trinity. Read chapter 17. It’s all there. Jesus expresses his
desire over and over in different ways, poetically weaving a kind of tapestry of communion and
love. For instance, he prays to the Father, “that they may all be one; even as thou, Father, art in
me, and I in thee, that they also may be in us” (vs. 21). The beauty of the expression in verse
after glorious verse doesn’t dilute the clarity of the desire: Jesus wants us to be one with him in
the Most Holy Trinity.But again, remember: My quest was to find one specific passage to
memorize, not a whole chapter. No problem. The last verses of the chapter get to the heart of the
matter, and they contain what I believe is the most beautiful passage in all of Sacred Scripture, a
passage that reveals the mystery at the Heart of the Word made flesh and the deepest
expression of communion:Father, I desire that they also, whom thou hast given me, may be with
me where I am, to behold my glory which thou has given me in thy love for me before the
foundation of the world. O righteous Father, the world has not known thee, but I have known
thee, and these know that thou hast sent me. I made known to them thy name, and I will make it
known, that the love with which thou hast loved me may be in them and I in them (Jn
17:24-26).Let’s now attempt to at least scratch the surface of this stunning passage.First, it
begins with Jesus expressing his desire. Think of it: What is the burning desire of the Heart of
Jesus immediately before he enters into his Passion? (The very next verse begins chapter 18
and the Passion narrative.) He tells us right here. It’s that we may be with Jesus where, he says,
“I am.” Actually, it might make more sense to write it as follows: “to be with me where I AM.” This
is because Jesus is using the divine name that’s revealed in the book of Exodus, “I AM” (see Ex
3:14), and he wants us to be with him where “I AM” — in other words, where he is the eternal
God in glory. In fact, he wants us to behold his glory that the Father gave him “before the
foundation of the world.” Put differently, he wants us to see and to participate in the eternal life
and love of the Most Holy Trinity that was before the ages.Jesus goes on in the next sentence to
explain this desire not in terms of the divine name that he used in the previous sentence, the one
from the Old Testament (I AM), but rather in terms of the divine name as he himself reveals it in
the New Testament: “Father.” This is the name he means when he says, “I made known to them
thy name and I will make it known.” Jesus made his Father’s name known to his disciples when
he taught them how to pray, beginning with the words “Our Father” (Mt 6:9). And he fulfills his
word “and I will make it known” immediately after the Resurrection, when he tells Mary
Magdalene to tell the disciples (whom he significantly calls “my brethren”), “I am ascending to
my Father and your Father” (Jn 20:17).To reveal the name of the Father is, in a sense, the whole
reason why the Word became flesh, as the very last verse of the prologue to John’s Gospel
suggests: “No one has ever seen God; it is the only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the



Father, he has made him known” (1:18). Moreover, this “making the Father known” needs to be
understood in the Biblical sense of “to know,” similar to “Adam knew Eve his wife, and she
conceived” (Gen 4:1). “To know” in the Biblical sense, expresses deep, life-giving intimacy and
communion. Such “communion with the Father” is, according to Pope Benedict XVI, “the true
center of [Jesus’] personality; without it, we cannot understand him at all.”9The communion of
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit10 provides the background and meaning to everything we will
now cover. To bring us into this communion is the deepest desire in the Heart of Jesus, and it
explains everything.THE THREE POINTS OF COMMUNIONIn the introduction, I began by
saying that I’m going to try to make this crash course in theology simple and easy. Well, you can’t
get much simpler than three points. In what follows, we’re going to make a three-point meditation
on what I call “the three points of communion.” And these three points explain everything. Really.
They’re a kind of a summary of the Catechism and of the theology behind it. They’re not a
substitute for the Catechism, but chances are most of us aren’t going to be reading that big book
cover to cover anytime soon. I hope we will, but until then, here’s a summary for us to reflect
on:POINT ONE: Communion with the Trinity(Our final end)POINT TWO: Transforming
Communion with Christ(Our immediate end)POINT THREE: Mission of Communion(Our
mission)Again, the rest of this book will simply be a meditation on these three points. That’s all.
So let’s get started with the first one.[By the way, I will frequently refer to each point of
communion as a “part.” For instance, I’ll say something like, “Back in Part One, we learned … .”
In this case, “Part One” would simply refer to “Point One.”]The Catechism of the Catholic Church
teaches that, by far, the most important mystery of our faith is the Most Holy Trinity:The mystery
of the Most Holy Trinity is the central mystery of Christian faith and life. It is the mystery of God in
himself. It is therefore the source of all the other mysteries of faith, the light that enlightens them.
It is the most fundamental and essential teaching in the “hierarchy of the truths of faith.”11Since
the goal of this book is to take us to very the heart of theology, it looks like we’ve come to the
right place: The Trinity really is the “one thing.” It’s the mystery of our faith that’s the source of all
the other mysteries and shines light on them all. Alright, but what exactly is the Trinity?The
Catechism describes the Trinity as God’s “innermost secret,” which is that “God himself is an
eternal exchange of love, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit … .” The Catechism then goes on to say
something mind-blowingly amazing, “… and he has destined us to share in that exchange.”12
When this last line really hits home, it can transform our lives. We’ll reflect on this powerful idea
in due course, but first, let’s try to appreciate the Trinity itself more deeply.CHAPTER ONETo
Appreciate the TrinityPICTURING PAGODAS. In the introduction to his book The Everlasting
Man, G.K. Chesterton makes a sharp observation: Because Christianity is so close and familiar
to us Westerners, we’ve lost a sense of wonder for the sheer beauty of the story. In other words,
we’ve heard so many times that God became man, seen so many images of Jesus dying on the
Cross, and read so often that he rose from the dead that it doesn’t always move us as it should.
As Chesterton puts it, “It is almost impossible to make the facts vivid, because the facts are
familiar; and for fallen men it is often true that familiarity is fatigue.”13 As an antidote to this ill, he



proposes that we picture the story of Christianity in an unfamiliar context, such as in the midst of
“Chinese pagodas.” Thus, he writes:I am convinced that if we could tell the supernatural story of
Christ word for word as of a Chinese hero, call him the Son of Heaven instead of the Son of God,
and trace his rayed nimbus in the gold thread of Chinese embroideries or the gold lacquer of
Chinese pottery, instead of in the gold leaf of our own old Catholic paintings, there would be a
unanimous testimony to the spiritual purity of the story. … We [would] admire the chivalry of the
Chinese conception of a god who fell from the sky to fight the dragons and save the wicked from
being devoured by their own fault and folly.14Chesterton is right. We’ve gotten used to hearing
the Christian mysteries, and we’ve lost some sense of awe for their greatness and glory. But
while his proposal makes sense regarding the mysteries of faith that we can picture in our minds
(the Incarnation, the suffering, death, and Resurrection of Christ), it doesn’t work so well
regarding the mysteries that are entirely spiritual. The Trinity is one such mystery.So, if we can’t
picture the Trinity in the midst of Chinese pagodas, how do we take the step back from it that
Chesterton recommends? How do we make the familiar idea that God is one-in-three seem not
so familiar? How do we appreciate this mystery as if for the first time?I propose that we imagine
the alternatives, that we picture life without the Trinity. Specifically, I suggest that we put
ourselves in ancient Greece and listen to the philosophers. They’ll help us better realize the
difference that one God in three divine persons really makes.THE GOD OF THE
PHILOSOPHERS. It’s 440 BC. We’re right in the middle of the Golden Age of Greek culture.
We’ve never heard of the Trinity, but we believe there is a God. We’re wearied by the endless
tales of Greek mythology that depict God as so many gods who, sadly, are just like us: imperfect,
petty, and oftentimes tragic. Indeed, something inside us wants more than the jealousy of Hera
or the arrogance of Zeus. So we go to the philosophers.First, we go to Socrates, one of the
greatest lovers of wisdom. We ask him about God, and he simply tells us about the gods: Zeus,
Poseidon, Apollo, and Athena. As we begin to walk away disappointed, he calls out, “But there
are also the Ideas, the greatest of which is the Idea of the Good.” Hearing this, we turn back to
him with full interest and attention. As he begins to speak to us about the Ideas, his face takes
on an expression of reverence and awe, especially as he describes the Idea of the Good as...
the universal author of all things beautiful and right, parent of light and of the lord of light in this
visible world, and the immediate source of reason and truth in the intellectual; and that this is the
power upon which he who would act rationally, either in public or private life must have his eye
fixed.15“Ah, thank you, Socrates, so this Idea of the Good must be God, right?” Socrates
remains silent. He doesn’t say. He waves goodbye and walks away. Like so many of the other
Greek philosophers, he seems reluctant to dispense with the gods he grew up with. No matter.
The good news is that we’re on to something here. We’ve now got a glimpse of something
greater than the all-too-human gods of Greek mythology. So what’s next? Well, let’s fast-forward
100 years and speak with the other giant of ancient Greek philosophy: Aristotle.It’s now 340 BC.
We’re in Macedon at the palace of King Philip II, waiting outside the royal classroom. Inside,
Aristotle is busy tutoring Philip’s bright teenage son, Prince Alexander. When the lesson finishes,



the future great conqueror of empires rushes out, passing us by in a blur of youthful energy.
Then, Aristotle slowly emerges. Approaching him, we ask, “Excuse us, venerable teacher, but
would you mind giving one more lesson today? We want to know about God, and we’re wearied
by the usual stories of the gods.” With a gesture of his hand, he graciously welcomes us in.Once
inside, we explain what we’ve learned from Socrates, “He told us about the Idea of the Good, but
he didn’t tell us if it’s God.” Hearing this, Aristotle’s face brightens with the pleasure of one who
knows he’s just won a debate as he says, “The Idea of the Good is not God, because there’s
something more than the Ideas. Ideas require a thinker, and God is a self-subsisting, solitary Act
of thinking.”“And what does he think about?” we ask.“Well, God thinks only of the best thing,
which is himself.”“But does he think about us and the world?”“No. He has no interest in us or the
world.”Let’s stop right there and reflect. Many would argue that Aristotle is the greatest
philosopher in human history. (Even St. Thomas Aquinas, one of the greatest theologians in the
history of the Church, gave him the compliment of calling him “The Philosopher.”) So, one might
say he represents the farthest that natural reason could take man in his attempts to know God.
And what is the best that human reason could do? A solitary God who thinks only of
himself.Remember now, Aristotle’s God is far more refined than the flippant gods of Greek
mythology, and his theology even goes beyond that of Socrates’s utterly abstract and impersonal
Idea of the Good. Yet his theology poses a big problem. Why? Because as the gods go, so we
go. In other words, if they’re capricious, fickle, and smug — so are we more likely to be. If God is
solitary, impersonal, and aloof — so are we more likely to be. And moreover, it’s all so sad. For
just as a cold, dreary day can darken our mood and make us mean, so believing in a cruel or
heartless God can make us constantly cower in fear and be bitterly harsh with others. On the
other hand, just as a bright, shining sun high in the sky can lift our spirits and make us beam with
joy, so belief in a warm, loving, benevolent God can make our joy complete and our hearts sing
with a gratitude and love that overflows to others.Despite the benefits that derive from believing
in such a good and gracious God, the best human minds couldn’t come up with it. They all came
up short, and their gods ended up simply being reflections of themselves. God himself had to
come to our rescue and reveal to us his “innermost secret.” And what a secret! It goes well
beyond our wildest dreams, perfectly satisfies the deepest longing of our hearts, and brightens
our lives better than the Aegean summer sun. Let’s now reflect on how this secret perfectly fits
with our deepest desire and how it can make us truly happy.THE GOD WHO IS A COMMUNION
OF LOVE. In our heart of hearts, what do we long for above all else? Love. We all want to love
and to be loved. Specifically, we long for the communion of love. Look around — our culture
makes it so obvious. Almost every song on the radio is about love (or a counterfeit of love). So
much of what people say, do, and wear is really just an effort to be loveable, attractive, and
accepted. Indeed, we hunger to be in communion with others and seek it out in so many forms,
be they good or bad. For instance, we seek it in friendship, family, Facebook, fantasy, or
fornication. With desire, we may run to these things while with fright, we run away from what
seem to be the alternatives (loneliness and alienation).Given our situation of being communion



addicts, God is the perfect fit! He himself fits the hole in our hearts, for we pine for the
communion of love, and God himself is the Communion of Love. We’ve often heard the “good
news” that Jesus died for our sins — thank God and amen! But perhaps we haven’t yet come to
realize the good news that’s just as good, namely, that God is Trinity. Put differently, he’s the
Communion of Love that we long for.Let’s think about this for a minute. Over and over, we’ve
heard that the Trinity is a mystery. And many of us probably take mystery to mean “something we
can’t understand.” Wrong. We can understand it, even if we can’t comprehend it. In other words,
the Trinity makes sense (we can understand it), but we’ll never fully get to the bottom of the
sense it makes (we can’t comprehend it). We can always go deeper into the sense of the Trinity.
Problem is, we often don’t even try to scratch the surface of the sense it makes. But its sense
speaks right to the core of our hearts, to our longing for the communion of love. So, we’d do well
to reflect on the sense it makes, which has the power to make us mind-blowingly happy.Now this
makes sense: If we had to invent a God who would make us perfectly happy, we wouldn’t invent
the ancient Greek gods, and we wouldn’t invent Aristotle’s God. Rather, we’d invent the Trinity. Of
course, nobody did (and actually, as the Church teaches, nobody could have done it16), but it’s
one of those things that in hindsight, might make us say, “Oh, yeah. That makes perfect sense.
Why didn’t Aristotle think of that?” Look at it this way, starting with the basic truth: We long for the
communion of love. But a communion of love takes at least two. Thus, our “invented God” would
need to be at least two. Problem is, God must be one (Aristotle figured that much out).
Otherwise, we’re left with the cartoonish Gods of Greek mythology — or worse, the stick-and-dirt
deities of primitive religion.Okay, so our ideal God must be one, but if he is Love itself, it would
seem that he would also need to be at least two, for love is about relationship, and relationship
involves more than one. Alright then, let’s look at a God who is one-in-two, a “Holy Bi-nity.”On the
one hand, this God is kind of disappointing, because relationships of two tend to be of the
romantic kind, and those in such relationships often jealously guard their love. “Two is company
and three’s a crowd,” as they say. Nevertheless, it would seem that a Holy Bi-nity would make us
at least somewhat happy. It would give us the kind of contentment and warmth that some people
feel when they watch a royal wedding. Of course, they’re not actually involved with the royal
couple, but as they watch the wedding on TV, they’ll squeeze clenched hands to their hearts and
get gushy about seeing the royals in love. So it would be with a Holy Bi-nity: We’d be glad to see
that Mr. and Mrs. God are so in love with each other, but we’d still remain just outside
observers.Now here’s an idea. What if our ideal God were not one-in-two but one-in-three?
Okay, this gets us excited. It’s kind of like the excitement people feel when, a few months after
the royal wedding, they hear that a royal baby is on its way. Better yet, it’s like the excitement
when the baby finally arrives and people are gooo-ing and gaaa-ing over it, wishing they could
hold it, and so on. It’s especially the excitement of the grandparents who come rushing in. Of
course, grandma and grandpa had loved seeing their child and his or her spouse happily
married and in love, but when the baby comes, look out! Then they’re over at the baby’s house
all the time. They want to caress the baby, kiss it, and give it presents.In other words, while the



intimacy of a husband and wife (marital love) is rightfully closed off to and exclusive of others,
the intimacy of a mom, dad, and baby (family love) is rightfully open to others. This kind of family
love is expansive and includes others, including other children. It’s a fruitful love that multiplies.
So, while a marital two is blissful, somewhat exclusive company, a familial three is a happy
crowd that grows.Thus, if we could come up with a God who would make us truly happy, our best
bet would be to make one who is at least one-in-three. For, then, we’d have a God who is a
Family of Love and whose love could reach out to us in our existential loneliness, saying, “Come,
join the Family!”17 Of course, this is as far as our hypothetical invention could go. We don’t know
that God would invite us to share in his inner life — and after the fall, it’s definitely doubtful. But
what if … What if the God who is the Communion of Love invited us to join the Family? This
would make us incomprehensibly happy.Well, something beyond our wildest dreams is true:
God is Trinity, an eternal Family of Love. What’s more, he invites us to share in his own divine life.
If we accept, we’ll enjoy communion with him, and it will make us incredibly happy. In the next
chapter, let’s reflect more deeply on this wonderful news and soak in the joy.CHAPTER TWOTo
Share in the Trinity’s Exchange of LoveAlright, now I don’t mean to be a killjoy, but I think we
should organize this section around a more formal theology lesson. Don’t worry, though. It’s a
good one and not too complicated. In fact, it’s one of the best lessons I ever learned during my
marathon time in the seminary. It has to do with the meaning of salvation (or, as the Catechism
calls it, “justification”). According to the Catechism, the gift of salvation is the “most excellent
work of God’s love,” and in the opinion of St. Augustine, “It is a greater work than the creation of
heaven and earth.”18 Again, as I said in the beginning, we’re trying here to get to the heart of
theology, and based on these quotes, it looks like we’re on the right track. So what is salvation?
Salvation is two steps. The first is called redemption (or “restoration”). This is the part of
salvation that has to do with the forgiveness of our sins and our restoration to a state similar to
where we were before the fall. The second step is called glorification. This has to do with our
being raised up to a state much, much higher than before the fall, a state of sharing in the
Trinity’s own exchange of love. To fully appreciate this second step, we need to come to better
understand the first. So, let’s start by looking at redemption.REDEMPTION. We’re all sinners,
born under the power of sin (see Rom 3:9-12). This power took hold of us because of the fall of
our first parents, Adam and Eve. The Catechism describes their first sin as follows:Man, tempted
by the devil, let his trust in his Creator die in his heart and, abusing his freedom, disobeyed
God’s command. This is what man’s first sin consisted of. All subsequent sin would be
disobedience toward God and lack of trust in his goodness.In that sin man preferred himself to
God and by that very act scorned him. He chose himself over and against God, against the
requirements of his creaturely status and therefore against his own good. Created in a state of
holiness, man was destined to be fully “divinized” by God in glory. Seduced by the devil, he
wanted to “be like God,” but “without God, before God, and not in accordance with God.”19As a
result of this original sin, we all suffer its unfortunate effect, namely, broken communion. We find
this break in communion in four different relationships: with God, with ourselves, with our



neighbor, and with the rest of creation. The most fundamental break, the one that leads to
everything else falling apart, is the break in communion with God.One of my professors in the
seminary, Peter Kreeft, explained this with an unforgettable image. He said it’s like a set of iron
rings suspended in the air and held together, because the first one is touching a powerful
magnet, which represents God. When the first ring (man’s soul, which includes smaller, interior
rings) pulls away from the magnet, all the other rings (his other relationships) break away and fall
to the floor. Let’s now unpack this image.Man’s soul is the first ring, and when, through sin, he
pulls away from the magnet (God), he immediately suffers an effect in his soul. Not only does he
lose the magnetizing energy of original holiness and divine friendship, but his heart itself
becomes wounded. We see this wound in Adam and Eve right after the fall, “They become afraid
of the God of whom they have conceived a distorted image — that of a God jealous of his
prerogatives.”20 We see this false fear active in them when they run and hide from God as he
comes strolling into the Garden (see Gen 3:8). We see this same false fear in ourselves when
we, too, run from God and avoid him after we sin.The loss of the “magnetism” of God’s grace in
our souls also makes our souls themselves begin to fall apart. It’s kind of like there’s a set of
smaller rings suspended within the first ring of the soul. These smaller rings are our reason, will,
and passions (appetites). Before the fall, all these smaller rings were joined together and
remained in harmony and communion. After the fall, they’re pulled apart: Reason becomes
darkened such that it doesn’t clearly see the good; the will becomes fickle and weak, and the
passions become wild, unpredictable, and difficult to control. Describing this disharmony within
him as “sin” and “the flesh,” St. Paul unforgettably expresses the common experience of fallen
humanity:I do not understand my own actions. For I do not do what I want, but I do the very thing
I hate. … I can will what is right, but I cannot do it. For I do not do the good I want, but the evil I do
not want is what I do. Now if I do what I do not want, it is no longer I that do it, but sin which
dwells within me.So I find it to be a law that when I want to do right, evil lies close at hand. For I
delight in the law of God, in my inmost self, but I see in my members another law at war with the
law of my mind and making me captive to the law of sin which dwells in my members. Wretched
man that I am! Who will deliver me from this body of death? (Rom 7:15, 17-24).That last line
leads us to the second ring: the human body. Before the fall, the body was to remain in
communion with the soul (the first ring). In other words, if Adam and Eve had not sinned, they
never would have experienced death, which is the separation of body and soul. But when the
first ring (the soul) separates from the force of the magnet (the living God), it can no longer stay
in communion with the second ring (the body). Thus, after the first sin, the body and soul begin
to separate, which is manifested as aging and eventually death. Put differently, after the first sin,
everyone must die a physical death of separation of body and soul. Worse still is the “second
death,” known as hell. In other words, unless God does something to bring us back into
communion with himself before we die, then when we do die, we will also suffer the terrible
second death: eternal alienation from God.Next comes the third ring: our neighbor. What
happens when the third ring breaks off from the others? Tension in human relationships. This



includes the most intimate of human relationships, namely, that between man and woman. The
Catechism teaches that, as a result of the fall, “The union of man and woman becomes subject
to tensions, their relations henceforth marked by lust and domination.”21 All the other human
relationships suffer as well. For, after man’s break with God, so many forms of selfishness and
egotism take over the human heart, causing division, injustice, misery, and war. Indeed, when
man breaks communion with God, he quickly sets himself up as his own god and sees himself
as the center of the universe, which causes a multitude of evils. As the earlier citation from the
Catechism pointed out, this was the very reason why man chose to break from God, “He wanted
to ‘be like God,’ but ‘without God, before God, and not in accordance with God.’”The fourth ring
is the rest of creation. The Catechism observes that now, as a result of original sin, “visible
creation has become alien and hostile to man.”22 Instead of the original harmony with creation,
now wild animals maul men, men torture animals and pollute the environment, and natural
disasters destroy life and property. The earth still sustains humanity, but it yields its fruit only
through the sweat of toilsome labor and by the blood that flows from the pricks of so many forms
of “thorns and thistles” (see Gen 3:18).What a mess! Seven rings scattered on the ground in a
mix of blood, sweat, and tears. But thanks be to God, for Jesus Christ our Redeemer forgives us
our sins, restores us to communion with God, and gives us the grace to re-enter into communion
with ourselves, our neighbors, and even with the rest of creation. In later sections, we’ll look
more closely at how this restoration is accomplished. Right now, let’s turn our attention to the
second part of salvation.GLORIFICATION. The second part of salvation is called glorification.
Unfortunately, this part is often overlooked, and I think it’s because redemption often gets all the
attention. Don’t get me wrong, we surely should rejoice that Christ heals us and forgives us our
sins, but there’s more to get excited about — much, much more.When I was a child, I remember
being taught in my Catechism class that if we follow the commandments and love God with all
our mind, heart, soul, and strength, then we’ll get to go to heaven and behold God in “the
Beatific Vision.” On hearing this, I pictured heaven as all the saints sitting on some massive
grandstand, looking up in the sky at the greatest fireworks display in the cosmos. In other words,
I figured that heaven would be a spectator sport: us watching God do what God does. It’s not
that. Heaven is our participation in the very life and love of the Most Holy Trinity. So, we won’t
simply be “watching the game.” We’ll be playing in it — or, as C.S. Lewis puts it, we’ll be in the
“Great Dance” with God and with one another.23 The point is, we’ll literally be part of the action.I
have to admit that back when I was a child, I wasn’t quite satisfied with the idea of heaven as a
spectator sport. Later in life, I read a passage from an essay by Lewis that spoke directly to my
dissatisfaction:We do not want merely to see beauty, though, God knows, even that is bounty
enough. We want something else which can hardly be put into words — to be united with the
beauty we see, to pass into it, to receive it into ourselves, to bathe in it, to become part of it. ... At
present … [w]e cannot mingle with the splendors we see. But all the leaves of the New
Testament are rustling with the rumor that it will not always be so. Someday, God willing, we shall
get in.24Specifically, we will get “in” on the action. Again, in heaven, we’ll literally be part of the



glorious action that we’ll also behold. And what is the glorious action of the Trinity? As we’ve
already heard from the Catechism, it’s an “eternal exchange of love.” The Father eternally pours
himself out in a total gift of self-giving love to the Son. The Son eternally receives that love from
the Father, beholds his caring countenance, and responds with his own act of self-giving love to
the Father. Meanwhile, the proceeding love between the Father and the Son is the Holy Spirit.
So, we’ll be participating in this eternal exchange of mutual, self-giving love. Indeed, God “has
destined us to share in that exchange.”25 He desires to make us partakers of his own divine
nature (see 2 Pet 1:4). He wants to fully “divinize” us in glory.26Unfortunately, many Christians
have never heard of this “divinization” idea before, and it may seem too good and glorious to be
true. Well, it is true. It’s been the teaching of the Church from the very beginning. In fact, a major
theme in the writings of the early Fathers of the Church is the “divinization” of man, the idea that
in saving us, God wants to make us share in his own divine life. In fact, the theme was so
pervasive in the teachings of the early Church that it was incorporated into the Liturgy,27 and
theologians coined a Latin phrase to describe it: admirabile commercium, meaning “the
marvelous exchange.” This exchange is indeed marvelous as is clear from the famous
expression of it by St. Athanasius (296-373), “God became man that man might become god.”28
It’s summarized by the words of St. Paul, “That though he was rich, yet for your sake he became
poor, so that by his poverty you might become rich” (2 Cor 8:9). And it’s most beautifully
expressed by this poetic passage penned by St. Gregory of Nyssa (335-394):Man, as a being, is
of no account; he is dust, grass, vanity. But once he is adopted by the God of the universe as a
son, he becomes part of the family of that Being, whose excellence and greatness no one can
see, hear, or understand. What words, thoughts, or flight of the spirit can praise the
superabundance of this grace? Man surpasses his nature: mortal, he becomes immortal;
perishable, he becomes imperishable; fleeting, he becomes eternal; human, he becomes
divine.29If this idea of our divinization doesn’t make us shake in our shoes with joy, we haven’t
quite gotten it yet. That’s alright. This idea is a tremendous weight for our minds to try to lift: the
awesome weight of our hope of glory. But we should strive to lift it. We should ponder it in our
hearts. For, as the gift offered becomes more and more real to us, we’ll occupy ourselves less
and less with the petty distractions of life that currently hold so much of our attention.In his
marvelous essay, The Weight of Glory, C.S. Lewis invites us to make it real, to consider “the
staggering nature of the rewards promised in the Gospels.”30 Yet, knowing that we do not
consider these promises enough, Lewis gently chastises himself and us:We are half-hearted
creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition when infinite joy is offered us, like an
ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in a slum because he cannot imagine what
is meant by the offer of a holiday at the sea. We are far too easily pleased.31Now, someone
might say, “Yes, I may be too easily pleased, but at least my little mud pies are right here before
me, and they keep me quite contented. I’d rather have them than the pie in the sky that I can’t eat
until I die.” There’s a problem with this objection. The “infinite joy” that Lewis is talking about isn’t
just pie in the sky. The joy he means seeps in now as the greatness of the gift sinks into our



minds and hearts. We drink deeply of it as our prayer matures, and life becomes bathed in a
peaceful light. But this takes time and the discipline of prayer, and we may not be there yet. Not
to worry. Even if we don’t quite get it yet, the angels do, and they thank God on our behalf while
he patiently waits for us to realize the gift he offers. Moreover, their example helps us appreciate
the gift and experience the joy.THE ANGELS STAND IN AWE — THE DEMONS BURN WITH
ENVY. Regarding the example of the angels, I’m thinking especially of the angels of the Nativity.
On that incredible night when our Savior was born for us, humanity didn’t fully grasp what was
happening. But the angels got it. First, an angel of the Lord announces the good news to the
shepherds:Be not afraid; for behold, I bring you good news of a great joy which will come to all
the people; for to you is born this day in the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And
this will be a sign for you: you will find a babe wrapped in swaddling cloths and laying in a
manger (Lk 2:10-12).Then, after this announcement, all the other angels can’t seem to contain
themselves. “Suddenly,” the text says, “a multitude of the heavenly host” breaks forth from the
heights and appears. At this moment, I imagine them as so many friends at the biggest surprise
party in the history of the cosmos. For long millennia, they’d been hiding in the dark, impatiently
waiting for just the right moment to let out an explosion of joy. Finally, the cue has come: the
announcement of the birth of the Savior. And again, that’s when all heaven breaks loose. A
multitude of angels bursts into ecstatic song and praise, extolling the goodness of God who has
descended not only to forgive the sins of humanity but to raise humanity up to God’s own divine
life. They must have been beside themselves with wonder and joy at the mercy of God.
Marveling at how low God stoops to save man, their song of praise and adoration rises up to
heaven, “Glory to God in the highest!”Now, what a gift we have in the Church that at every
Sunday Mass (outside of the seasons of Advent and Lent), during the Gloria, we’re reminded of
the marvelous moment of the angels’ joyful wonder at man’s salvation, a moment that should
rouse us from our spiritual slumber to rightfully respond to the “good news” of our salvation with
our own joy. Again, this is the good news not only that God forgives us our sins (for good reason,
the Gloria is preceded by the Penitential Rite) but that he raises us up to his own divine life and
glory, to a place that’s even higher than the angels!That the angels rejoice in the gift of salvation
given to man is a testimony to their humility. For, if we think about it, the extent to which God
shows his mercy to humanity can truly be taken as a scandal. In saving us, God raises us higher
than the angels. Think of this for a moment: higher than the angels. According to the natural
order of creation, angels are vastly superior to human beings. As pure spirits, their intellects far
surpass our own. Moreover, when they appear, they are so wonderfully terrible that we may need
to be told, “be not afraid,” and may have to fight the temptation to fall on our faces and worship
them, mistaking them for God (see Rev 22:8-9). Yes, the angels are absolutely fantastic. Yet God
wants to divinize man, not the angels. He has destined man alone to partake of his own divine
nature, and this has potential for great scandal.32Some theologians believe that man’s glorious
destiny was indeed a scandal. They say that the revelation of man’s destiny is what caused, at
the beginning of time, the fall of one-third of the angels. Such theologians speculate that before



the creation of humanity, the angels were given a test. They were shown that the Word would
become flesh, that he would become man, and that by doing so, he would raise up human
nature even higher than that of the highest of angels. This struck the pride of the greatest of the
angels, Lucifer, about whom Isaiah speaks:How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, who didst
rise in the morning? How art thou fallen to the earth, that didst wound the nations? And thou
saidst in thy heart: I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God, I will sit
in the mountain of the covenant, in the sides of the north. I will ascend above the height of the
clouds, I will be like the most High. But yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, into the depth of
the pit (Isaiah 14:12-15).33Notice how Lucifer kept repeating in his heart, “I … I … I.” It seems he
was saying, “No! Not those puny creatures (humanity) but me! I want to be the one to ascend to
the divine nature, I want to exalt my throne above the angels, I want to be the one raised up to
take part in the divine action.” And then, according to one tradition of the Church, Lucifer made
one further “I” statement before being banished to hell: “I will not serve.” In other words, he
decided he wouldn’t humble himself to serve a creature of a lower order of creation than himself,
even if that “creature” were really the Incarnate God himself. And again, a third of the angels
(who are now demons) went down with Lucifer (who is now Satan).The lesson of the fallen
angels is a sobering gift for us. It should help us realize just how good and generous God is to us
fallen human beings. It should remind us that Satan and his demons hate us and literally burn
with hellish envy. It should remind us that in their rebellious rage, they would like nothing more
than to have us lose the gift that they once coveted. It should remind us that they would like
nothing more than to drag us down with them “into the depth of the pit,” that they’d like nothing
more than to get back at God by preventing him from raising us up to the thrones of glory that
Lucifer had so perversely cherished.I suggest that part of Satan’s strategy is to make us never
realize the good that God offers us. For instance, he tries to distract us from God’s gift of glory
with the promise of mere mud pies. On the other hand, I believe it’s the strategy of the good
angels to suddenly burst into song and remind us that we are called to “Gloria! Gloria! Gloria!”
And it is all ours, if only we, unlike Lucifer, will love and serve God, who comes to us in the
greatest humility.COMMUNION WITH THE TRINITY: OUR FINAL, JOYFUL END. Thus, we have
a choice before us: communion or alienation, life or death, eternal bliss or eternal hell. Do we
want to serve God or serve ourselves? Will we do God’s will or our own? Do we choose to be
self-giving or selfish? The heart of the question really is this: Do we want to be truly happy?
During my senior year in high school, I experienced a profound deepening in my Catholic faith, a
kind of conversion. Then, when I entered college, I spent a lot of time trying to put it all together,
trying to figure out how to make what I’d discovered about Christ and his Church more fully the
center of my life. This wasn’t easy. I’d grown up in the fast-paced, fun-loving, and hedonistic
culture of Southern California, and many of my thought patterns and attitudes didn’t yet match
my newly re-found faith. One day, one of my friends handed me a short book entitled, The
Gospel of Life, by Pope John Paul II. Reading it totally changed my life.I think what did it for me
was that the Pope answered “the big question” in a simple and clear-cut way. He basically asked,



“What is the meaning of life?” And then, he gave the answer: self-giving love. John Paul repeated
this simple answer over and over throughout the book: “Life finds its meaning when it is given as
a gift. The meaning of life is self-giving love.” This struck me so profoundly because it was the
exact opposite answer from what I’d learned from my Southern California culture. That culture,
which John Paul would call “a culture of death,” said that the meaning of life is found in
selfishness, pleasure-seeking, and doing whatever you want. It said, “If you want to be happy, be
selfish.” On the other hand, John Paul was saying, “If you want to be happy, give yourself in love.”
Moreover, he added that this kind of self-giving living, when embraced by believers, would build
true communion with others, a culture of life, and a civilization of love.We’ll have more to say
about the culture of life in Part Three, but for now, I think the important point is for us to ponder
more deeply the most crucial question: What is the meaning of life? What brings happiness?
Selfishness or self-giving love? It’s the latter. Look around. People who make selfishness the
center of their lives are miserable. It doesn’t work. It’s never worked. For selfishness leads to the
opposite of authentic communion, which is what we’re really longing for. Yet people keep going
down that road to hell.On the other hand, people who make self-giving the center of their lives
are almost always happy. Look around. The happiest people are the most generous in self-
giving. It works. It’s always worked, and it’s how people find true communion and happiness.
Simply compare Mother Teresa to a Hollywood glamor queen. Mother Teresa, who embraced a
life of humility, self-giving, and sacrifice, radiated joy from within — despite her trials of darkness.
The glamor queen who embraces power, pleasure, and possessions shines and sparkles on the
outside but is often sad and hollow on the inside.This life is a preparation for our final end,
communion with the Most Holy Trinity. The Trinity itself is a communion of Self-Giving Lovers,
and we’re invited to spend eternity in their loving embrace, to share in their exchange of love. Are
we ready? Probably not. That’s okay, because the training time is now. The purpose of this life is
to learn to love as the Trinity loves. It’s the time to be trained in self-giving love. And the soul that
accepts such training in this life will not only be filled with the joy that flows from giving, love, and
communion, but at the end of life, they will easily enter into the overwhelming joy of the God who
is Gift, Love, and Communion. On the other hand, the soul that has been confirmed in
selfishness in this life just may come to see the self-giving love of the Trinity as a kind of torture.
The brightness of Love will burn the eyes of their souls, and they may prefer the dark sorrow and
despair of hell, which just might hurt less.Remember, this present, earthly life is a flash in the
pan. Our time here is short. What is 80 years compared to eternity? Close to nothing. So, we
should use well the short, precious amount of time we have here and come to intimately know
and love our final end: the Most Holy Trinity. That’s what this point, Point One, was meant to help
us do. The next point, Point Two, is dedicated to how we get there.Let’s review: Our final end is
communion with the Trinity. In other words, our destiny is to share in the eternal exchange of love
of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.Now, when saints make it to heaven — Blessed Mother Teresa,
for example — does the Trinity suddenly grow in number? Does it become Father, Son, Holy
Spirit … and Mother Teresa? In other words, if the saints are “divinized” (made to share in the



divine nature), do the number of divine persons increase?No. The Trinity remains three.Okay,
then where does Mother Teresa go? Does she take her seat on the great grandstand of the
saints in heaven who fix their gaze on the Most Holy Trinity? Is heaven really a spectator sport
after all?No. While heaven is the Beatific Vision, it’s also a participation in the Trinitarian action,
the action of the Father pouring himself out in self-giving love to the Son, the Son responding in
the same way, and then the Holy Spirit, who is Love, proceeding from the Father and the
Son.Alright, then where do the saints go? I mean, if the Trinity is still three, and the saints are
sharing in the action, then where are the saints?The saints are in Christ. He is our participation
in the Trinity. In other words, our participation in the life of the Trinity is to become one of the
persons of the Trinity. Specifically, we become “part” of the Incarnate Son, through the power of
the Holy Spirit. When this happens, we don’t become equal to Christ. Rather, we become
members of his Body (see Rom 12:5; 1 Cor 12:12). Christ is the Head, and we are his members
— not equal to him, but truly one with him, and we ascend through him, with him, and in him, in
the unity of the Holy Spirit, to the Father. In short, we truly participate as “other Christs” in Christ’s
own eternal gift of self-giving love to the Father.This chapter will focus on our transforming
communion with Christ (by the power of the Holy Spirit), which brings us home to the Father. In
particular, we’re going to look at the ways this marvelous transformation in Christ takes
place.Now, to properly understand our transformation in (or into) Christ, it’s helpful to see it in the
context of a journey. That’s because our transformation in Christ takes us places; with Christ, we
do some traveling; through Christ, we go back to the Father. Alright, but when we travel, it’s often
a good idea to have a map so as to know where we are and where we want to go. Therefore,
before we begin looking at the ways by which we’re transformed in Christ, let’s first spend some
time studying the map.And by the way, while the journey surely involves some very deep
theology, don’t worry. For, as we walk this journey, we’ll take small steps, and there’s no fear of
getting lost, because we’ll have a clear and simple map.CHAPTER ONEOur Roadmap from the
Trinity and Back to the TrinityFINDING THE MAP. After my first year-and-a-half in the seminary, I
felt frustrated. The classes up to that point had largely been a hodge-podge of different
perspectives on Catholic theology, and I couldn’t make sense of them all. One professor taught
this and another taught that, saying, “Rahner held this,” and “von Balthasar held that.” I knew it
was important to know the different schools of theology and everything, but my mind was
swimming in a hundred different theological opinions. So, I started a novena, and each day, I
ardently begged God for wisdom, for the ability to see the big picture and not to lose the forest
for the trees.In the middle of the novena, I remember sitting in the seminary library, surrounded
by books. I complained to the Lord, saying, “Lord, I don’t even know where to begin. Look at all
these books!” A whole shelf of books with similar spines suddenly caught my eye. I went over for
a closer look. Two words jumped out at me, Summa Theologiae. “Oh, not that, Lord. Anything but
that!” This particular version of the Summa was 60 volumes. I had read short parts of this
massive theological work of St. Thomas Aquinas before, and it was not easy going. Was the Lord
now inviting me to dive in? After dismissing that frightening idea, I got up from my chair and went



to one of the library computers. As soon as I moved the mouse, the blank screen popped to life,
and I just about fell out of my chair. There on the glowing screen shined a beautiful, circular
diagram that bore the heading, “Outline of the Summa.” Okay, I took this as a sign that I should
start studying it.The Summa Theologiae, meaning “summary of theology,” is the greatest
theological work of St. Thomas Aquinas, one of the Church’s preeminent theologians. What
makes it so great is not only its content but also its manner of organization. I had feared reading
it so long as I simply saw it as so many thousands of pages of dense, dry, and outdated
medieval theology. I came to love it as I got to know its brilliant organizational structure, known as
the “The Great Circle of Being,” which is what that diagram on the computer screen was all
about.34 I actually had encountered this circular structure several years before, but I think the
shotgun blast of new theological perspectives blew it out of my mind. Anyway, I should say
something more about that earlier encounter with the Great Circle.While a sophomore in
college, I was blessed to take the most meaningful course of all my studies. It was called “The
Human Person: A Philosophical Exploration” and was taught by a visiting professor, Fr. Norris
Clarke, SJ. After the first class, I knew there was something special about Fr. Clarke. Even
though he was in his 80s, he had a sense of wonder like a child and an ardent love of wisdom
that everyone in class seemed to recognize and appreciate. Therefore, years later, I wasn’t
surprised to read the following on the dedication page of a book written by one of Father’s former
students. It read: “To Fr. Norris Clarke, SJ: More than a Thomist; a little Thomas.” In other words,
not only was Fr. Clarke a master of the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas, but he’d become wise
like the saint. And if you asked this “little Thomas” what best summarizes and captures the
essence of wisdom, he’d probably answer, “The Great Circle of Being,” for he talked so
animatedly about it during class. I’d now like to summarize this phenomenal idea that provides a
mental map of all of philosophy, theology, and reality (as communion).THE UNIVERSE AS
JOURNEY. St. Thomas describes the idea of “The Great Circle of Being” as follows: “In the
emergence of creatures from their first source is revealed a kind of circular movement, in which
all things return, as to their end, back to the very place from which they had their origin in the first
place.”35 In other words, all of creation (all beings) goes forth from God and then returns to God,
making one big, circular movement. This circular movement, or Great Circle, can also be likened
to a journey, the Great Journey, the great movement of all of creation from the Trinity and back to
the Trinity.Saint Thomas wasn’t the first person to come up with the idea of “the Great Circle of
Being” (or the universe as Journey). In fact, he borrowed the idea from a philosopher of late
antiquity named Plotinus (205-270 AD). But even Plotinus wasn’t the first to discover the idea.
According to Fr. Clarke, no one person first discovered it, because it’s a universal concept that
everyone recognizes and expresses in various ways. He writes:[T]his basic image of the
universe and all life, including human life, as a journey is a very old and very rich one, an
archetypal image that shows up everywhere in cultures around the world, in their mythology,
poetry, wisdom stories, art, philosophy, religion, etc. — and for very good reasons, since we all
instinctively recognize the journey as the basic form of all human lives, a journey that can only be



adequately described in a story. Thus in most religions throughout history first comes the story,
only later come all the philosophical and theological reflections, commentaries, clarifications,
explanations. Even in Christianity, first comes the Story, only afterwards the Creed. One of the
favorite descriptions of the human being for St. Thomas and all medieval thinkers was Homo
Viator, Man the Traveller.36That last idea about “Man the Traveller” is something we may easily
relate to because of its connection to another idea, namely, “pilgrimage.” In St. Thomas’s day,
making a pilgrimage (going on a no-frills journey, usually on foot, to a sacred place or shrine)
was extremely popular. It was so popular because a pilgrimage summarizes life, reminding the
pilgrim that “here we have no lasting city, but we seek the city that is to come” (Heb 13:14), the
New Jerusalem in heaven. In our own society, where we have a billion more comforts and
luxuries than were available during the Middle Ages, it would seem that people would be less
eager to be reminded that this life isn’t all there is. Yet the idea of pilgrimage is still popular, at
least among Catholics. At the National Shrine of The Divine Mercy, where I live, I’m amazed at
the number of modern-day pilgrims who come to visit us throughout the year. Not surprisingly,
the walking pilgrimage of medieval times has given way to the riding pilgrimage — usually on a
big, air-conditioned bus — but people still come. For we all know deep inside that this life isn’t all
there is. We all know we’re on a journey to the “something more” that truly satisfies, and the act
of making a pilgrimage resonates with this reality.But what about society as a whole? Is the idea
of the universe as journey still widely recognized? I think so, at least by way of “story” in the
sense mentioned by Fr. Clarke in the last citation, namely, that we all still instinctively recognize
the basic form of human life as journey and story. Speaking of stories, I have one that illustrates
this point from the days when I had the joy of listening to Fr. Clarke’s enthralling lectures week
after week.One day, Father was speaking enthusiastically about the connection between the
universe as journey and the human journey as story, and this is what I remember as the gist of
the lesson:In every culture, in every society, in every family throughout history, people like to tell
and listen to stories, but nobody likes a story without a point, and we love happy endings. That’s
because we all recognize deep inside that our lives are both gift and task, the task being that
we’re called to make our lives into good stories! That is, they should have a point to them, and
we want them to have a happy ending.The way our lives become good stories and have happy
endings is by doing God’s will. God has a plan for our lives; there’s a specific way that he wants
us to help him bring all of creation back to himself, and our happiness comes from helping him
do this according to our gifts and talents and in the way he wills for us.One of the students, an
unbeliever who heard Fr. Clarke speak this way, raised her hand and gave a remarkable
response. Here’s my best attempt to repeat what she shared:Father, this makes sense, and
painful sense. I don’t feel that my life is a good story. Instead, it’s more like the sitcoms I watch on
TV. They’re just a series of episodes. There’s no real point to them as a whole. They just go from
one stupid joke to another with no real end in mind. That’s my life and the lives of so many of my
friends: We just go around from weekend to weekend, doing our best to have “fun” so as to avoid
the gnawing, inner ache of a hidden desperation. But you’re right. There is indeed something



else inside me that’s crying out, “Make your life a good story!” And in my own small way, I want to
help the cosmos return to its source.I was deeply moved by this student’s candor and openness,
and it helped me to recognize more clearly the truth of what Father was saying. I realized that,
yes, I, too, want to make my life a “good story,” or as Mother Teresa would say, “something
beautiful for God.” I, too, want to help God in the great work of salvation. Yet I, too, had often
found my life sadly episodic and meaningless, and I wondered if it were already too late for me. I
thought to myself, “Could my life really become a good story?”I got an answer to this question
the following semester when I discovered the consoling message of Divine Mercy, which
emphasizes that it’s never too late to say “yes” to God. This message, which finds its basis in
Sacred Scripture, teaches that mercy can make all things new, that it can bring good out of evil,
and that it can even bring an even greater good out of evil. But now I’m getting ahead of myself,
so let’s get back to learning about the journey and save Divine Mercy for later.Okay, so there’s
this great, universal, and archetypal idea of “the universe as Journey” that everyone seems to
recognize, at least intuitively. But perhaps the idea is still somewhat vague and general. Well
then, let’s begin to home in on specifics, starting with the point that there are two basic stages to
the journey: first, the journey out from God and then, the journey back to God. In Latin, these two
stages are known as exitus (exit) and reditus (return). Together, the “out and back,” “exitus and
reditus” make a circle, the Great Circle of Being. In what follows, we’ll trace these two stages of
the journey out from God and back to God.THE JOURNEY OUT. Why did God create? He surely
didn’t have to. After all, he was totally happy in and of himself, a perfect family of love: Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit. Moreover, he knew that creating would add nothing to his glory, for it was
already complete. He created, therefore, simply to share his goodness. As one beautiful line
from the Catechism puts it, “Creatures came into existence when the key of love opened [God’s]
hand.”37 Now, what exactly is this love? Let’s explore it.I wonder if God’s love when he creates is
something like that of a young man and woman who are deeply in love. Sometimes, such a
couple will take a step back from a tender embrace to gaze at each other, to take each other in
with their eyes, before embracing again. We might see them do this, for instance, at a dance.
There’s a moment when, prompted by the man, the woman will playfully spin out from his arms
— their hands still joined and eyes still gazing — and then she’ll come twirling back into his
embrace. There’s something beautiful about that moment, as anyone who’s danced with another
well knows. I wonder if there was something like this going on during the act of creation.Creation
is an act of the entire Trinity: Father, Son (Word), and Holy Spirit. At the same time, each divine
person creates according to his unique “property.”38 The Catechism sums up these “properties”
by saying that the Father is the one “from whom all things are,” the Son is the one “through whom
all things are,” and the Holy Spirit is the one “in whom all things are.”39 In light of these three
properties and using the above analogy, we might describe creation as that playful moment at a
dance where, to the music that is the Holy Spirit and prompted by the Father, the Word goes
twirling out from the Father’s loving embrace. This “twirling out” of the Word to the music of the
Holy Spirit from the arms of the Father causes the procession of creatures from God at creation.



Such an image of creatures playfully and tenderly going forth from the Father, through the Word,
and in the Love that’s the Holy Spirit seems fitting to the imagery of Sacred Scripture:For as the
rain and the snow come down from heaven, and return not thither but water the earth, making it
bring forth and sprout, giving seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall my word be that
goes forth from my mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I
purpose, and prosper in the thing for which I sent it. For you shall go out in joy, and be led forth in
peace; the mountains and the hills before you shall break forth into singing, and all the trees of
the field shall clap their hands (Is 55:10-12, emphasis added).Before the mountains had been
shaped, before the hills, I was brought forth; before he had made the earth with its fields, or the
first of the dust of the world. When he established the heavens, I was there, when he drew a
circle on the face of the deep, when he made firm the skies above, when he established the
fountains of the deep, when he assigned to the sea its limit, so that the waters might not
transgress his command, when he marked out the foundations of the earth, then I was beside
him, like a master workman; and I was daily his delight, rejoicing before him always, rejoicing in
his inhabited world and delighting the sons of men (Prov 8:25-31, emphasis added).Together,
these two passages reveal the exitus-reditus structure of reality as well as the intimacy,
joyfulness, and delight that God finds in creating. They remind us that God did not have to
create. Creation was a freely chosen overflow of love marked by, we might say again, a kind of
playfulness. It really does seem like that moment of the dance, the moment of “twirling out.” It
also reminds us of that brief moment of the loving gaze, that moment to take the other in with
one’s eyes in a new light and, as it were, “from a distance.” I wonder if part of the reason why
God the Father created in the first place was to take a “step back” to admire the beauty of the
Word in a new light, namely, in creatures. For all creatures are created according to the pattern
of the Word, and it’s the Word’s reflection in creatures that causes the Father to gaze so lovingly
upon them.With this in mind, we can better appreciate that God the Father is like the young man
at the dance who lovingly gazes on his beloved at mid-twirl, delighting in her goodness just
before she comes twirling back to him. In other words, God the Father beheld the material
creation that twirled out from him through his Word and in his Spirit, and while lovingly gazing on
it, he saw that it was “good” (Gen 1:25). In fact, it was more than just “good.” For, after he created
man and woman, who reflect the beauty of the Word more than the rest of creation, he then saw
that this work was “very good” (Gen 1:31). Next, he waited for this very good creation to come
twirling back to him through the Word, with the Word, and in the unity of the Holy Spirit — but as
we know too well, man and woman were not the best dancers. They chose not to return to God.
They sinned.Sin is bad news: The “very good” creation becomes badly broken. The good news
is that the Word and the Spirit will see to it that creation is healed and gloriously returned to the
Father.40 For, as we already read in Isaiah, God says, “So shall my word be that goes forth from
my mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I purpose, and
prosper in the thing for which I sent it.” Later in this chapter, we’ll learn how the Word and the
Spirit bring creation back to God after sin — “Plan B.” In the next section, “The Journey Back,”



we’ll see how creation was originally supposed to come back to God — “Plan A.”Before we turn
our attention to this next section, there’s one last point that will be helpful for us to consider here:
Why does God create so much? Anyone who has ever sat quietly before a lake on a summer
evening will know exactly what I mean. Remember how the seemingly tranquil scene suddenly
came to life? Remember how you began to notice beetles buzzing about, fish nabbing flies with
a “whirlp!” at the water’s surface, leaves gently rustling in the wind, prickly weeds poking at your
pants, and the billion blades of grass? Creation is full to the brim. Why? Why so much? Why did
God create such a multitude and diversity of things, even encouraging such fullness with the
command, “Be fruitful and multiply”? (Gen 1:28). The answer has to do with God’s desire to see
himself reflected in his creation, and St. Thomas gives this answer in what is probably my
favorite passage in his entire massive Summa. He writes:Hence we must say that the distinction
and multitude of things come from the intention of the first agent, who is God. For He brought
things into being in order that His goodness might be communicated to creatures, and be
represented by them; and because His goodness could not be adequately represented by one
creature alone, He produced many and diverse creatures, that what was wanting to one in the
representation of the divine goodness might be supplied by another. For goodness, which in
God is simple and uniform, in creatures is manifold and divided; and hence the whole universe
together participates [in] the divine goodness more perfectly, and represents it better than any
single creature whatever.41Marvelous. Absolutely marvelous. But why does St. Thomas say that
God’s goodness couldn’t be adequately represented by one creature alone? Surely God’s
goodness could have been represented by a single creature. For instance, God could have
created one white daisy, and the beauty of that little daisy would indeed have reflected and
represented God’s Beauty. But Thomas is right: It would have been inadequate — especially
when you compare that one lonely daisy to a field of flowers of a thousand species planted near
a wild ocean with the bright sun beaming in the sky and a family picnicking on a white, sandy
beach, with their dogs playfully chasing the waves, while seagulls sail lazily on the wind like
kites. Of course, our little, white daisy wilts in comparison to such a glorious scene, because
such a scene much more adequately reflects God’s infinite power, goodness, and beauty.
Indeed, when it comes to finite creatures trying to represent the infinite Creator, St. Thomas is
right: While they’ll never do it perfectly, the more the merrier.Acclaim for The ‘One Thing’ Is
ThreeThe ‘One Thing’ Is Three by Fr. Michael Gaitley, MIC, is written for everyone. The
conversational tone has an appeal that invites the reader into the journey of life. I highly
recommend this book for anyone who loves the Church and seeks a deeper understanding of
her teachings. Filled with references to Vatican II and Pope John Paul II, this book will enrich
your belief in God’s plan of salvation, especially during the Year of Faith.— BISHOP DAVID
RICKENDiocese of Green Bay, Wis.WARNING: This book is dangerous. It brims with wisdom
and wonder, and with enthusiastic and infectious joy. If you want to preserve your comfortable
categories and ideological classifications of Catholicism as either “liberal” or “conservative,”
don’t read this book. It will turn your prejudices inside out and upside down.If you think the



Church’s teachings are unintelligible, outdated, impersonal, boring, repressive, platitudinous,
impractical, or irrelevant; if you think that theology makes no difference to the energy and joy
with which you live your daily life; if you think Vatican II was a mistake; if you think John Paul II
was not the greatest man of the 20th century; if you think the Church’s old dogmas, like the
Trinity and practices like Marian devotion and Eucharistic Adoration, are “out of touch” with the
modern world and modern youth; then this is the very best book for you. It will turn your myopia
inside out.Imagine John Paul II writing a book on all the mysteries of Catholic theology in a
simpler style than he ever used before. You’ve imagined this book.This is the very best example I
have ever seen of “the new evangelization” in the form of a book for contemporary Catholics. It
covers just about everything, yet slowly and clearly. If you wonder what God is doing in the
Church today to convert and convince the modern world, read this book. It’s an amazing
achievement: It’s simple enough for beginners and profound enough for professionals.— PETER
KREEFT, PH.DAuthor, Speaker, and Professor of Philosophy, Boston CollegeThe ‘One Thing’ Is
Three is packed with deep theological insight, and while bursting with information, it is written
from the heart and speaks to the heart in such a way that the reader is drawn into a greater
realization about the nature, mission, and action of the Holy Trinity. I can think of no better timing
than the Year of Faith for this book to be introduced. Fr. Gaitley has given us a great guide to help
us in our knowledge and, therefore, our love for God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy
Spirit.— BISHOP DANIEL R. JENKY, CSCBishop of Peoria, Ill.Fr. Michael Gaitley’s The ‘One
Thing’ Is Three is nothing short of a popular synthesis of the great Catholic thought of our time. If
you’re asking yourself, “What’s in it for me?” wait until you enjoy his combination of humor,
passion, and brilliance rising to lyrical beauty. Analogies abound to help you understand truths
you couldn’t get your mind around for their abstractness or vagueness. Can a theology book be
a page-turner? This one is!— RONDA CHERVIN, PH.D.Professor of Philosophy, Holy Apostles
SeminaryFr. Michael Gaitley, MIC, has a holy passion not only to contemplate the truth and
beauty of the Trinity but to communicate it, which he does here with practical wisdom and
spiritual insight. Readers will gain a new understanding and appreciation of the mysteries of
faith, based on what the Church teaches about the highest and holiest Mystery of all: “The
communion of the Holy Trinity is the source and criterion of truth in every relationship” (CCC, n.
2845). Both inspiring and illuminating, I highly recommend this book.— SCOTT HAHN,
PH.D.Author, Speaker, Professor of Theology and Scripture, Franciscan University of
SteubenvilleIn The ‘One Thing’ Is Three, Fr. Michael Gaitley, MIC, displays his extraordinary gift
for expressing the most profound theological truths in simple, approachable, and attractive
language. Father Gaitley shows that communio is a key that opens up virtually every mystery of
the Christian faith — from the Holy Trinity to redemptive suffering, from the Sacraments to
sexuality. Readers will find their understanding deepened and their faith enriched.— MARY
HEALY, STDAssociate Professor of Sacred Scripture, Sacred Heart Major SeminaryOnce I
started reading this book, I found it so enjoyable that I couldn’t put it down. I congratulate Fr.
Gaitley on a very fine work. I think not only beginners but many others will find inspiration in



reading and meditating on this theological retreat.— FR. PETER FEHLNER, FI, STDRector
Emeritus, Shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe, La Crosse, Wis.This is a beautiful book of Catholic
teaching with personal stories and practical instruction that can easily be applied to everyday
life, especially in this Year of Faith.— TERESA TOMEOSyndicated Catholic Talk Show Host,
Bestselling Catholic Author, Motivational SpeakerIn The ‘One Thing’ Is Three, Fr. Gaitley offers
the perfect resource for all those who desire sanctity and wisdom but who are busy just trying to
keep up with life’s constant demands. Whether you’re new to the faith or a cradle Catholic like
me, this book will unlock the treasures of Catholicism in a way that’s clear, concise, and
compelling.— LISA M. HENDEYFounder of www.CatholicMom.comAuthor of A Book of Saints
for Catholic MomsAcclaim for The ‘One Thing’ Is ThreeThe ‘One Thing’ Is Three by Fr. Michael
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the front cover.INTRODUCTIONThis book is for people such as my brother and sister. My sister
has seven kids, homeschools, and doesn’t have a lot of time to study theology. My brother also
has a family and a demanding job — he, too, can’t delve deeply into theology. Yet there’s nothing
more wonderful to study! So, I wrote this book for them, and if you’re like my brother and sister,
then I wrote it for you, too. Look at it as a kind of crash course in Catholic theology written for
busy people and in a way, I hope, that’s simple and easy to understand.THE ‘ONE THING.’ As I
write, I’m a recently ordained priest, and before my ordination, I’d been not just a seminarian but
a professional seminarian. I say “professional” because I ended up having more than 15 years of
formal theology studies and preparation to become a priest. (Unless you’re a Jesuit, this is not
the norm.) During those many years of listening to lectures, reading countless books, and writing
hundreds of papers, I was always looking for the “one thing” that could bring it all together, the
one thing that could make it all simple, the one thing that could provide a key to the Church’s
wisdom. I figured that if I could find this one thing, not only would it make me happy, but then I’d
have a much easier time sharing the Church’s wisdom with others.I believe I found it. The “one
thing” is three. The one thing is the greatest mystery of our faith. And actually, the one thing is not
really a “thing” at all but rather three divine persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit — the Most
Holy Trinity. Now, unfortunately, this one thing is not so well known. It’s often seen as esoteric,
obscure, and outside of normal life. This book is meant to change that. It’s meant to bring the
Trinity home to our hearts, make difficult theology easy to understand, and share the highlights
of a 15-year formal search for the one thing.SIMILARITIES TO CONSOLING. The rationale
behind this book is similar to that of my first book, Consoling the Heart of Jesus. Both books try
to present a kind of key. Consoling is all about presenting a key to the spiritual life. After all, part
of my many years in the seminary involved reading tons of books on spirituality. And during that



time, I was always looking for the one thing, the “key,” that could best help people to become
saints — and I believe I found it. The key to becoming a saint is to focus on making all our
actions aim at one goal: pleasing God, consoling the Heart of Jesus, and quenching his thirst for
love and for souls. That’s what Consoling was all about, namely, helping people discover this
secret of the saints and a key to great sanctity.This book is a bit different. While Consoling the
Heart of Jesus gave a spirituality, the present work gives a theology. In other words, while
Consoling aimed to help us become saints, this book aims to make us wise. Of course, sanctity
and wisdom go together. (Saints often make the best theologians.) And this is so because of the
connection between knowledge and love: The more we know God, the more we can love him.
Therefore, this book serves as a kind of complement to Consoling the Heart of Jesus. It provides
a big-picture vision of the theology that undergirds spirituality, and it helps us come to know and
love God more deeply.One other similarity to Consoling: The bold claim. In Consoling, I wrote
that in some sense, it’s easier than ever before to grow in holiness and that the book aimed to
help us become “saints, great saints, and quickly.” I felt confident to make such a bold claim
because of the time we’re living in. According to St. Faustina and Blessed John Paul II, ours is a
“time of mercy,” a time when God is offering us extraordinary grace and mercy.1Well, because
we’re living in such an extraordinary time, I believe that God not only gives us a key to great
sanctity but also a key to great wisdom. We find this key to wisdom in the theological term
“communio,” meaning “communion.” This Latin word may be unfamiliar, but don’t be afraid. The
concept is simple and yet amazingly powerful for the way it helps us grasp some of the deepest
mysteries of our faith.THE SUPER-CONCEPT OF COMMUNIO. Wait a minute. Didn’t I say that
the key to our faith, the “one thing,” is the Trinity? Yes, I did. And it’s from the Trinity that we get
the concept of communio, because this idea has its origin in the communion of love of the Most
Holy Trinity. What’s more, this idea of communio (communion) explains everything — as we’ll
see throughout the chapters of this book.Before we turn to those chapters, I’d like to thank a
certain group of people for pointing out to me this amazing super-concept of communio: The
participants of the Second Vatican Council, particularly those who became Pope John Paul II
and Pope Benedict XVI. It’s their writings that bring this concept to the forefront of our minds.
John Paul emphasized it over and over — in fact, it’s a central concept to the Catechism he
promulgated. Also, Pope Benedict was so moved by the idea that after the Council, as Joseph
Ratzinger, he helped found a theological journal called Communio. (John Paul, as Karol Wojtyła,
founded the Polish edition.) Finally, in 1985, the bishops of the Church, together with the Pope,
reflected on the meaning of the Second Vatican Council and declared that the “ecclesiology of
communion” is the central and fundamental idea of the Council documents.2Again, the concept
of communio (communion) is a special gift for our time. It helps us to interpret and understand
our faith in a wonderfully new way. Of course, it’s not something new in the sense that the
Church has never heard of it. On the contrary, it’s a concept that’s been there from the very
beginning — and I do mean the beginning: “In the beginning was the Word and the Word was
with God and the Word was God” (Jn 1:1).3 Indeed, it comes from the Trinitarian revelation of



God in Jesus Christ, the Word become flesh. This ancient idea shines a powerful new light in our
day, sparking renewal and spurring on a new evangelization.Throughout the rest of this book, I’ll
be unpacking the concept of communion. Right now, though, I’d like to end this introduction by
looking at how communion gets to the very heart of Sacred Scripture. For, again, communion is
not something “new” as in “unheard of” — rather, it’s a precious, rediscovered jewel at the center
of Divine Revelation. It’s the kind of beauty that St. Augustine famously described as “ever
ancient, ever new.”4COMMUNIO AND THE GREATEST PASSAGE IN ALL OF SCRIPTURE.
The greatest passage in all of Scripture? Obviously, not everyone will agree with me on this, but
I’ve got a good reason for saying it. Here’s how I came to discover this passage and how it’s all
about communion.I began by asking myself, “If I could just memorize one great passage in all of
the Bible, what would it be?” I didn’t know. So, I began a process of elimination. I began with the
broadest of choices: Old Testament or New Testament? Surely, “the greatest passage” would be
in the New Testament, because that’s where Christ is most fully revealed.Next, I thought, “Okay,
so what category of books in the New Testament are likely to contain the passage I seek?” That
was also easy. Even though I love the Acts of the Apostles, St. Paul and his letters, and those of
St. John, I knew that, as the Catechism of the Catholic Church teaches, “The Gospels are the
heart of all the scriptures ‘because they are our principal source for the life and teaching’” of
Jesus Christ, our Savior.5 So, I figured that the greatest passage must be located in the
Gospels. Alright, but which one? Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John?That was also an easy choice
for me: The Gospel of John. The other three Gospels follow more or less the same story line
(hence, they’re known collectively as the “synoptic Gospels”). The Gospel of John is different. It
blazes its own trail. And what a trail it blazes! A tradition in the Church gives it the symbol of an
eagle, because it’s the Gospel that soars. It’s the last Gospel, written by the apostle who was
“loved by the Lord above the others,”6 a Gospel that’s the fruit of his lifelong contemplation on
the mystery of the Word made flesh. It’s the Gospel recommended by great saints and mystics
as containing the deepest riches of our faith and mysteries of Christ.7Alright, so that narrowed it
down for me. I’d find “the greatest passage” in the Gospel of John. But where specifically? John
has 21 chapters, and they’re all filled to the brim. Well, the Gospel of John is divided into two
major sections: the Book of Signs and the Book of Glory. The Book of Signs is about how Jesus
reveals himself to the world and to “his own” and how they don’t receive him. The Book of Glory
is about how Jesus reveals his glory to those who do receive him. Of course, I want to receive
him and behold his glory, so I chose the Book of Glory.Now, the Book of Glory is divided into
three sections: The Farewell Discourse, the Passion and Death, and the Resurrection. So,
where’s the greatest passage? I chose to look in the Farewell Discourse, which spans chapters
13-17. Why? Because that’s where all the glory of the suffering, death, and Resurrection is
explained. More specifically, it contains Jesus’ last words to his disciples on the very night he
was betrayed, right before he plunges into the dark “hour” of his suffering and death. In other
words, it contains Jesus’ precious last words, his “farewell” to his disciples — and he truly saves
the best for last. Just as dying people often save their most meaningfuldeclarations of love for



the end, so also Jesus reserves his most sublime and intimate teaching for these chapters. For
instance, in them, we find “the new commandment” (13:34), “the vine and the branches” (15:5),
and “the way, and the truth, and the life” (14:6).After I had already decided to limit my search for
“the greatest passage” to the Farewell Discourse, I read something in the Diary of St. Faustina
that seemed to confirm for me that this discourse truly hides a mystery that’s unsurpassed in
beauty. Referring to the place of the last discourse as the “Cenacle” (also known as the “upper
room” of the Last Supper), the great mystic of Divine Mercy writes:Holy Hour. — Thursday.
During this hour of prayer, Jesus allowed me to enter the Cenacle, and I was witness to what
happened there. However, I was most deeply moved when, before the Consecration, Jesus
raised His eyes to heaven and entered into a mysterious conversation with His Father. It is only
in eternity that we shall really understand that moment. His eyes were like two flames; His face
was radiant, white as snow; His whole personage full of majesty, His soul full of longing. At the
moment of Consecration, love rested satiated — the sacrifice fully consummated. Now only the
external ceremony of death will be carried out — external destruction; the essence [of it] is in the
Cenacle. Never in my whole life had I understood this mystery so profoundly as during that hour
of adoration. Oh, how ardently I desire that the whole world would come to know this
unfathomable mystery!8What is this unfathomable mystery? What is the great longing of Jesus?
What is his profound conversation with the Father? I believe that this remarkable passage from
the Diary is referring to the climax of the entire Farewell Discourse: Chapter 17. In my opinion,
this chapter is the greatest in all of Sacred Scripture. Why? Because in this chapter, Jesus is no
longer speaking his last, glorious words of love to his disciples. Rather, even more glorious still,
he’s speaking his last, glorious words of love to his heavenly Father. It’s in this chapter that the
veil is lifted, the veil that covers the eternal exchange of love of the Most Holy Trinity. It’s in this
chapter that, more than anywhere else, we get a glimpse into the fundamental longing of the
Heart of Jesus, precisely as he ardently expresses it to his Father.And what is it that Jesus longs
for? What is his burning desire? That we all be one. He wants us all to participate in the
communion of love of the Most Holy Trinity. Read chapter 17. It’s all there. Jesus expresses his
desire over and over in different ways, poetically weaving a kind of tapestry of communion and
love. For instance, he prays to the Father, “that they may all be one; even as thou, Father, art in
me, and I in thee, that they also may be in us” (vs. 21). The beauty of the expression in verse
after glorious verse doesn’t dilute the clarity of the desire: Jesus wants us to be one with him in
the Most Holy Trinity.But again, remember: My quest was to find one specific passage to
memorize, not a whole chapter. No problem. The last verses of the chapter get to the heart of the
matter, and they contain what I believe is the most beautiful passage in all of Sacred Scripture, a
passage that reveals the mystery at the Heart of the Word made flesh and the deepest
expression of communion:Father, I desire that they also, whom thou hast given me, may be with
me where I am, to behold my glory which thou has given me in thy love for me before the
foundation of the world. O righteous Father, the world has not known thee, but I have known
thee, and these know that thou hast sent me. I made known to them thy name, and I will make it



known, that the love with which thou hast loved me may be in them and I in them (Jn
17:24-26).Let’s now attempt to at least scratch the surface of this stunning passage.First, it
begins with Jesus expressing his desire. Think of it: What is the burning desire of the Heart of
Jesus immediately before he enters into his Passion? (The very next verse begins chapter 18
and the Passion narrative.) He tells us right here. It’s that we may be with Jesus where, he says,
“I am.” Actually, it might make more sense to write it as follows: “to be with me where I AM.” This
is because Jesus is using the divine name that’s revealed in the book of Exodus, “I AM” (see Ex
3:14), and he wants us to be with him where “I AM” — in other words, where he is the eternal
God in glory. In fact, he wants us to behold his glory that the Father gave him “before the
foundation of the world.” Put differently, he wants us to see and to participate in the eternal life
and love of the Most Holy Trinity that was before the ages.Jesus goes on in the next sentence to
explain this desire not in terms of the divine name that he used in the previous sentence, the one
from the Old Testament (I AM), but rather in terms of the divine name as he himself reveals it in
the New Testament: “Father.” This is the name he means when he says, “I made known to them
thy name and I will make it known.” Jesus made his Father’s name known to his disciples when
he taught them how to pray, beginning with the words “Our Father” (Mt 6:9). And he fulfills his
word “and I will make it known” immediately after the Resurrection, when he tells Mary
Magdalene to tell the disciples (whom he significantly calls “my brethren”), “I am ascending to
my Father and your Father” (Jn 20:17).To reveal the name of the Father is, in a sense, the whole
reason why the Word became flesh, as the very last verse of the prologue to John’s Gospel
suggests: “No one has ever seen God; it is the only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the
Father, he has made him known” (1:18). Moreover, this “making the Father known” needs to be
understood in the Biblical sense of “to know,” similar to “Adam knew Eve his wife, and she
conceived” (Gen 4:1). “To know” in the Biblical sense, expresses deep, life-giving intimacy and
communion. Such “communion with the Father” is, according to Pope Benedict XVI, “the true
center of [Jesus’] personality; without it, we cannot understand him at all.”9The communion of
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit10 provides the background and meaning to everything we will
now cover. To bring us into this communion is the deepest desire in the Heart of Jesus, and it
explains everything.INTRODUCTIONThis book is for people such as my brother and sister. My
sister has seven kids, homeschools, and doesn’t have a lot of time to study theology. My brother
also has a family and a demanding job — he, too, can’t delve deeply into theology. Yet there’s
nothing more wonderful to study! So, I wrote this book for them, and if you’re like my brother and
sister, then I wrote it for you, too. Look at it as a kind of crash course in Catholic theology written
for busy people and in a way, I hope, that’s simple and easy to understand.THE ‘ONE THING.’
As I write, I’m a recently ordained priest, and before my ordination, I’d been not just a seminarian
but a professional seminarian. I say “professional” because I ended up having more than 15
years of formal theology studies and preparation to become a priest. (Unless you’re a Jesuit, this
is not the norm.) During those many years of listening to lectures, reading countless books, and
writing hundreds of papers, I was always looking for the “one thing” that could bring it all



together, the one thing that could make it all simple, the one thing that could provide a key to the
Church’s wisdom. I figured that if I could find this one thing, not only would it make me happy, but
then I’d have a much easier time sharing the Church’s wisdom with others.I believe I found it.
The “one thing” is three. The one thing is the greatest mystery of our faith. And actually, the one
thing is not really a “thing” at all but rather three divine persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit —
the Most Holy Trinity. Now, unfortunately, this one thing is not so well known. It’s often seen as
esoteric, obscure, and outside of normal life. This book is meant to change that. It’s meant to
bring the Trinity home to our hearts, make difficult theology easy to understand, and share the
highlights of a 15-year formal search for the one thing. SIMILARITIES TO CONSOLING. The
rationale behind this book is similar to that of my first book, Consoling the Heart of Jesus. Both
books try to present a kind of key. Consoling is all about presenting a key to the spiritual life. After
all, part of my many years in the seminary involved reading tons of books on spirituality. And
during that time, I was always looking for the one thing, the “key,” that could best help people to
become saints — and I believe I found it. The key to becoming a saint is to focus on making all
our actions aim at one goal: pleasing God, consoling the Heart of Jesus, and quenching his
thirst for love and for souls. That’s what Consoling was all about, namely, helping people
discover this secret of the saints and a key to great sanctity. This book is a bit different. While
Consoling the Heart of Jesus gave a spirituality, the present work gives a theology. In other
words, while Consoling aimed to help us become saints, this book aims to make us wise. Of
course, sanctity and wisdom go together. (Saints often make the best theologians.) And this is
so because of the connection between knowledge and love: The more we know God, the more
we can love him. Therefore, this book serves as a kind of complement to Consoling the Heart of
Jesus. It provides a big-picture vision of the theology that undergirds spirituality, and it helps us
come to know and love God more deeply.One other similarity to Consoling: The bold claim. In
Consoling, I wrote that in some sense, it’s easier than ever before to grow in holiness and that
the book aimed to help us become “saints, great saints, and quickly.” I felt confident to make
such a bold claim because of the time we’re living in. According to St. Faustina and Blessed
John Paul II, ours is a “time of mercy,” a time when God is offering us extraordinary grace and
mercy.1 Well, because we’re living in such an extraordinary time, I believe that God not only
gives us a key to great sanctity but also a key to great wisdom. We find this key to wisdom in the
theological term “communio,” meaning “communion.” This Latin word may be unfamiliar, but
don’t be afraid. The concept is simple and yet amazingly powerful for the way it helps us grasp
some of the deepest mysteries of our faith.THE SUPER-CONCEPT OF COMMUNIO. Wait a
minute. Didn’t I say that the key to our faith, the “one thing,” is the Trinity? Yes, I did. And it’s from
the Trinity that we get the concept of communio, because this idea has its origin in the
communion of love of the Most Holy Trinity. What’s more, this idea of communio (communion)
explains everything — as we’ll see throughout the chapters of this book.Before we turn to those
chapters, I’d like to thank a certain group of people for pointing out to me this amazing super-
concept of communio: The participants of the Second Vatican Council, particularly those who



became Pope John Paul II and Pope Benedict XVI. It’s their writings that bring this concept to the
forefront of our minds. John Paul emphasized it over and over — in fact, it’s a central concept to
the Catechism he promulgated. Also, Pope Benedict was so moved by the idea that after the
Council, as Joseph Ratzinger, he helped found a theological journal called Communio. (John
Paul, as Karol Wojtyła, founded the Polish edition.) Finally, in 1985, the bishops of the Church,
together with the Pope, reflected on the meaning of the Second Vatican Council and declared
that the “ecclesiology of communion” is the central and fundamental idea of the Council
documents.2Again, the concept of communio (communion) is a special gift for our time. It helps
us to interpret and understand our faith in a wonderfully new way. Of course, it’s not something
new in the sense that the Church has never heard of it. On the contrary, it’s a concept that’s been
there from the very beginning — and I do mean the beginning: “In the beginning was the Word
and the Word was with God and the Word was God” (Jn 1:1).3 Indeed, it comes from the
Trinitarian revelation of God in Jesus Christ, the Word become flesh. This ancient idea shines a
powerful new light in our day, sparking renewal and spurring on a new
evangelization.Throughout the rest of this book, I’ll be unpacking the concept of communion.
Right now, though, I’d like to end this introduction by looking at how communion gets to the very
heart of Sacred Scripture. For, again, communion is not something “new” as in “unheard of” —
rather, it’s a precious, rediscovered jewel at the center of Divine Revelation. It’s the kind of
beauty that St. Augustine famously described as “ever ancient, ever new.”4COMMUNIO AND
THE GREATEST PASSAGE IN ALL OF SCRIPTURE. The greatest passage in all of Scripture?
Obviously, not everyone will agree with me on this, but I’ve got a good reason for saying it. Here’s
how I came to discover this passage and how it’s all about communion. I began by asking
myself, “If I could just memorize one great passage in all of the Bible, what would it be?” I didn’t
know. So, I began a process of elimination. I began with the broadest of choices: Old Testament
or New Testament? Surely, “the greatest passage” would be in the New Testament, because
that’s where Christ is most fully revealed.Next, I thought, “Okay, so what category of books in the
New Testament are likely to contain the passage I seek?” That was also easy. Even though I love
the Acts of the Apostles, St. Paul and his letters, and those of St. John, I knew that, as the
Catechism of the Catholic Church teaches, “The Gospels are the heart of all the scriptures
‘because they are our principal source for the life and teaching’” of Jesus Christ, our Savior.5 So,
I figured that the greatest passage must be located in the Gospels. Alright, but which one?
Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John?That was also an easy choice for me: The Gospel of John. The
other three Gospels follow more or less the same story line (hence, they’re known collectively as
the “synoptic Gospels”). The Gospel of John is different. It blazes its own trail. And what a trail it
blazes! A tradition in the Church gives it the symbol of an eagle, because it’s the Gospel that
soars. It’s the last Gospel, written by the apostle who was “loved by the Lord above the others,”6
a Gospel that’s the fruit of his lifelong contemplation on the mystery of the Word made flesh. It’s
the Gospel recommended by great saints and mystics as containing the deepest riches of our
faith and mysteries of Christ.7 Alright, so that narrowed it down for me. I’d find “the greatest



passage” in the Gospel of John. But where specifically? John has 21 chapters, and they’re all
filled to the brim. Well, the Gospel of John is divided into two major sections: the Book of Signs
and the Book of Glory. The Book of Signs is about how Jesus reveals himself to the world and to
“his own” and how they don’t receive him. The Book of Glory is about how Jesus reveals his
glory to those who do receive him. Of course, I want to receive him and behold his glory, so I
chose the Book of Glory.Now, the Book of Glory is divided into three sections: The Farewell
Discourse, the Passion and Death, and the Resurrection. So, where’s the greatest passage? I
chose to look in the Farewell Discourse, which spans chapters 13-17. Why? Because that’s
where all the glory of the suffering, death, and Resurrection is explained. More specifically, it
contains Jesus’ last words to his disciples on the very night he was betrayed, right before he
plunges into the dark “hour” of his suffering and death. In other words, it contains Jesus’
precious last words, his “farewell” to his disciples — and he truly saves the best for last. Just as
dying people often save their most meaningfuldeclarations of love for the end, so also Jesus
reserves his most sublime and intimate teaching for these chapters. For instance, in them, we
find “the new commandment” (13:34), “the vine and the branches” (15:5), and “the way, and the
truth, and the life” (14:6).After I had already decided to limit my search for “the greatest passage”
to the Farewell Discourse, I read something in the Diary of St. Faustina that seemed to confirm
for me that this discourse truly hides a mystery that’s unsurpassed in beauty. Referring to the
place of the last discourse as the “Cenacle” (also known as the “upper room” of the Last
Supper), the great mystic of Divine Mercy writes:Holy Hour. — Thursday. During this hour of
prayer, Jesus allowed me to enter the Cenacle, and I was witness to what happened there.
However, I was most deeply moved when, before the Consecration, Jesus raised His eyes to
heaven and entered into a mysterious conversation with His Father. It is only in eternity that we
shall really understand that moment. His eyes were like two flames; His face was radiant, white
as snow; His whole personage full of majesty, His soul full of longing. At the moment of
Consecration, love rested satiated — the sacrifice fully consummated. Now only the external
ceremony of death will be carried out — external destruction; the essence [of it] is in the
Cenacle. Never in my whole life had I understood this mystery so profoundly as during that hour
of adoration. Oh, how ardently I desire that the whole world would come to know this
unfathomable mystery!8What is this unfathomable mystery? What is the great longing of Jesus?
What is his profound conversation with the Father? I believe that this remarkable passage from
the Diary is referring to the climax of the entire Farewell Discourse: Chapter 17. In my opinion,
this chapter is the greatest in all of Sacred Scripture. Why? Because in this chapter, Jesus is no
longer speaking his last, glorious words of love to his disciples. Rather, even more glorious still,
he’s speaking his last, glorious words of love to his heavenly Father. It’s in this chapter that the
veil is lifted, the veil that covers the eternal exchange of love of the Most Holy Trinity. It’s in this
chapter that, more than anywhere else, we get a glimpse into the fundamental longing of the
Heart of Jesus, precisely as he ardently expresses it to his Father.And what is it that Jesus longs
for? What is his burning desire? That we all be one. He wants us all to participate in the



communion of love of the Most Holy Trinity. Read chapter 17. It’s all there. Jesus expresses his
desire over and over in different ways, poetically weaving a kind of tapestry of communion and
love. For instance, he prays to the Father, “that they may all be one; even as thou, Father, art in
me, and I in thee, that they also may be in us” (vs. 21). The beauty of the expression in verse
after glorious verse doesn’t dilute the clarity of the desire: Jesus wants us to be one with him in
the Most Holy Trinity. But again, remember: My quest was to find one specific passage to
memorize, not a whole chapter. No problem. The last verses of the chapter get to the heart of the
matter, and they contain what I believe is the most beautiful passage in all of Sacred Scripture, a
passage that reveals the mystery at the Heart of the Word made flesh and the deepest
expression of communion: Father, I desire that they also, whom thou hast given me, may be with
me where I am, to behold my glory which thou has given me in thy love for me before the
foundation of the world. O righteous Father, the world has not known thee, but I have known
thee, and these know that thou hast sent me. I made known to them thy name, and I will make it
known, that the love with which thou hast loved me may be in them and I in them (Jn
17:24-26).Let’s now attempt to at least scratch the surface of this stunning passage.First, it
begins with Jesus expressing his desire. Think of it: What is the burning desire of the Heart of
Jesus immediately before he enters into his Passion? (The very next verse begins chapter 18
and the Passion narrative.) He tells us right here. It’s that we may be with Jesus where, he says,
“I am.” Actually, it might make more sense to write it as follows: “to be with me where I AM.” This
is because Jesus is using the divine name that’s revealed in the book of Exodus, “I AM” (see Ex
3:14), and he wants us to be with him where “I AM” — in other words, where he is the eternal
God in glory. In fact, he wants us to behold his glory that the Father gave him “before the
foundation of the world.” Put differently, he wants us to see and to participate in the eternal life
and love of the Most Holy Trinity that was before the ages.Jesus goes on in the next sentence to
explain this desire not in terms of the divine name that he used in the previous sentence, the one
from the Old Testament (I AM), but rather in terms of the divine name as he himself reveals it in
the New Testament: “Father.” This is the name he means when he says, “I made known to them
thy name and I will make it known.” Jesus made his Father’s name known to his disciples when
he taught them how to pray, beginning with the words “Our Father” (Mt 6:9). And he fulfills his
word “and I will make it known” immediately after the Resurrection, when he tells Mary
Magdalene to tell the disciples (whom he significantly calls “my brethren”), “I am ascending to
my Father and your Father” (Jn 20:17).To reveal the name of the Father is, in a sense, the whole
reason why the Word became flesh, as the very last verse of the prologue to John’s Gospel
suggests: “No one has ever seen God; it is the only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the
Father, he has made him known” (1:18). Moreover, this “making the Father known” needs to be
understood in the Biblical sense of “to know,” similar to “Adam knew Eve his wife, and she
conceived” (Gen 4:1). “To know” in the Biblical sense, expresses deep, life-giving intimacy and
communion. Such “communion with the Father” is, according to Pope Benedict XVI, “the true
center of [Jesus’] personality; without it, we cannot understand him at all.”9The communion of



the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit10 provides the background and meaning to everything we will
now cover. To bring us into this communion is the deepest desire in the Heart of Jesus, and it
explains everything.THE THREE POINTS OF COMMUNIONIn the introduction, I began by
saying that I’m going to try to make this crash course in theology simple and easy. Well, you can’t
get much simpler than three points. In what follows, we’re going to make a three-point meditation
on what I call “the three points of communion.” And these three points explain everything. Really.
They’re a kind of a summary of the Catechism and of the theology behind it. They’re not a
substitute for the Catechism, but chances are most of us aren’t going to be reading that big book
cover to cover anytime soon. I hope we will, but until then, here’s a summary for us to reflect
on:POINT ONE: Communion with the Trinity(Our final end)POINT TWO: Transforming
Communion with Christ(Our immediate end)POINT THREE: Mission of Communion(Our
mission)Again, the rest of this book will simply be a meditation on these three points. That’s all.
So let’s get started with the first one.[By the way, I will frequently refer to each point of
communion as a “part.” For instance, I’ll say something like, “Back in Part One, we learned … .”
In this case, “Part One” would simply refer to “Point One.”]THE THREE POINTS OF
COMMUNIONIn the introduction, I began by saying that I’m going to try to make this crash
course in theology simple and easy. Well, you can’t get much simpler than three points. In what
follows, we’re going to make a three-point meditation on what I call “the three points of
communion.” And these three points explain everything. Really. They’re a kind of a summary of
the Catechism and of the theology behind it. They’re not a substitute for the Catechism, but
chances are most of us aren’t going to be reading that big book cover to cover anytime soon. I
hope we will, but until then, here’s a summary for us to reflect on:POINT ONE: Communion with
the Trinity(Our final end)POINT TWO: Transforming Communion with Christ(Our immediate
end)POINT THREE: Mission of Communion(Our mission)Again, the rest of this book will simply
be a meditation on these three points. That’s all. So let’s get started with the first one. [By the
way, I will frequently refer to each point of communion as a “part.” For instance, I’ll say something
like, “Back in Part One, we learned … .” In this case, “Part One” would simply refer to “Point
One.”]The Catechism of the Catholic Church teaches that, by far, the most important mystery of
our faith is the Most Holy Trinity:The mystery of the Most Holy Trinity is the central mystery of
Christian faith and life. It is the mystery of God in himself. It is therefore the source of all the other
mysteries of faith, the light that enlightens them. It is the most fundamental and essential
teaching in the “hierarchy of the truths of faith.”11Since the goal of this book is to take us to very
the heart of theology, it looks like we’ve come to the right place: The Trinity really is the “one
thing.” It’s the mystery of our faith that’s the source of all the other mysteries and shines light on
them all. Alright, but what exactly is the Trinity?The Catechism describes the Trinity as God’s
“innermost secret,” which is that “God himself is an eternal exchange of love, Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit … .” The Catechism then goes on to say something mind-blowingly amazing, “… and
he has destined us to share in that exchange.”12 When this last line really hits home, it can
transform our lives. We’ll reflect on this powerful idea in due course, but first, let’s try to



appreciate the Trinity itself more deeply.The Catechism of the Catholic Church teaches that, by
far, the most important mystery of our faith is the Most Holy Trinity:The mystery of the Most Holy
Trinity is the central mystery of Christian faith and life. It is the mystery of God in himself. It is
therefore the source of all the other mysteries of faith, the light that enlightens them. It is the most
fundamental and essential teaching in the “hierarchy of the truths of faith.”11Since the goal of
this book is to take us to very the heart of theology, it looks like we’ve come to the right place:
The Trinity really is the “one thing.” It’s the mystery of our faith that’s the source of all the other
mysteries and shines light on them all. Alright, but what exactly is the Trinity?The Catechism
describes the Trinity as God’s “innermost secret,” which is that “God himself is an eternal
exchange of love, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit … .” The Catechism then goes on to say
something mind-blowingly amazing, “… and he has destined us to share in that exchange.”12
When this last line really hits home, it can transform our lives. We’ll reflect on this powerful idea
in due course, but first, let’s try to appreciate the Trinity itself more deeply.CHAPTER ONETo
Appreciate the TrinityPICTURING PAGODAS. In the introduction to his book The Everlasting
Man, G.K. Chesterton makes a sharp observation: Because Christianity is so close and familiar
to us Westerners, we’ve lost a sense of wonder for the sheer beauty of the story. In other words,
we’ve heard so many times that God became man, seen so many images of Jesus dying on the
Cross, and read so often that he rose from the dead that it doesn’t always move us as it should.
As Chesterton puts it, “It is almost impossible to make the facts vivid, because the facts are
familiar; and for fallen men it is often true that familiarity is fatigue.”13 As an antidote to this ill, he
proposes that we picture the story of Christianity in an unfamiliar context, such as in the midst of
“Chinese pagodas.” Thus, he writes:I am convinced that if we could tell the supernatural story of
Christ word for word as of a Chinese hero, call him the Son of Heaven instead of the Son of God,
and trace his rayed nimbus in the gold thread of Chinese embroideries or the gold lacquer of
Chinese pottery, instead of in the gold leaf of our own old Catholic paintings, there would be a
unanimous testimony to the spiritual purity of the story. … We [would] admire the chivalry of the
Chinese conception of a god who fell from the sky to fight the dragons and save the wicked from
being devoured by their own fault and folly.14Chesterton is right. We’ve gotten used to hearing
the Christian mysteries, and we’ve lost some sense of awe for their greatness and glory. But
while his proposal makes sense regarding the mysteries of faith that we can picture in our minds
(the Incarnation, the suffering, death, and Resurrection of Christ), it doesn’t work so well
regarding the mysteries that are entirely spiritual. The Trinity is one such mystery.So, if we can’t
picture the Trinity in the midst of Chinese pagodas, how do we take the step back from it that
Chesterton recommends? How do we make the familiar idea that God is one-in-three seem not
so familiar? How do we appreciate this mystery as if for the first time?I propose that we imagine
the alternatives, that we picture life without the Trinity. Specifically, I suggest that we put
ourselves in ancient Greece and listen to the philosophers. They’ll help us better realize the
difference that one God in three divine persons really makes.THE GOD OF THE
PHILOSOPHERS. It’s 440 BC. We’re right in the middle of the Golden Age of Greek culture.



We’ve never heard of the Trinity, but we believe there is a God. We’re wearied by the endless
tales of Greek mythology that depict God as so many gods who, sadly, are just like us: imperfect,
petty, and oftentimes tragic. Indeed, something inside us wants more than the jealousy of Hera
or the arrogance of Zeus. So we go to the philosophers.First, we go to Socrates, one of the
greatest lovers of wisdom. We ask him about God, and he simply tells us about the gods: Zeus,
Poseidon, Apollo, and Athena. As we begin to walk away disappointed, he calls out, “But there
are also the Ideas, the greatest of which is the Idea of the Good.” Hearing this, we turn back to
him with full interest and attention. As he begins to speak to us about the Ideas, his face takes
on an expression of reverence and awe, especially as he describes the Idea of the Good as...
the universal author of all things beautiful and right, parent of light and of the lord of light in this
visible world, and the immediate source of reason and truth in the intellectual; and that this is the
power upon which he who would act rationally, either in public or private life must have his eye
fixed.15“Ah, thank you, Socrates, so this Idea of the Good must be God, right?” Socrates
remains silent. He doesn’t say. He waves goodbye and walks away. Like so many of the other
Greek philosophers, he seems reluctant to dispense with the gods he grew up with. No matter.
The good news is that we’re on to something here. We’ve now got a glimpse of something
greater than the all-too-human gods of Greek mythology. So what’s next? Well, let’s fast-forward
100 years and speak with the other giant of ancient Greek philosophy: Aristotle.It’s now 340 BC.
We’re in Macedon at the palace of King Philip II, waiting outside the royal classroom. Inside,
Aristotle is busy tutoring Philip’s bright teenage son, Prince Alexander. When the lesson finishes,
the future great conqueror of empires rushes out, passing us by in a blur of youthful energy.
Then, Aristotle slowly emerges. Approaching him, we ask, “Excuse us, venerable teacher, but
would you mind giving one more lesson today? We want to know about God, and we’re wearied
by the usual stories of the gods.” With a gesture of his hand, he graciously welcomes us in.Once
inside, we explain what we’ve learned from Socrates, “He told us about the Idea of the Good, but
he didn’t tell us if it’s God.” Hearing this, Aristotle’s face brightens with the pleasure of one who
knows he’s just won a debate as he says, “The Idea of the Good is not God, because there’s
something more than the Ideas. Ideas require a thinker, and God is a self-subsisting, solitary Act
of thinking.”“And what does he think about?” we ask.“Well, God thinks only of the best thing,
which is himself.”“But does he think about us and the world?”“No. He has no interest in us or the
world.”Let’s stop right there and reflect. Many would argue that Aristotle is the greatest
philosopher in human history. (Even St. Thomas Aquinas, one of the greatest theologians in the
history of the Church, gave him the compliment of calling him “The Philosopher.”) So, one might
say he represents the farthest that natural reason could take man in his attempts to know God.
And what is the best that human reason could do? A solitary God who thinks only of
himself.Remember now, Aristotle’s God is far more refined than the flippant gods of Greek
mythology, and his theology even goes beyond that of Socrates’s utterly abstract and impersonal
Idea of the Good. Yet his theology poses a big problem. Why? Because as the gods go, so we
go. In other words, if they’re capricious, fickle, and smug — so are we more likely to be. If God is



solitary, impersonal, and aloof — so are we more likely to be. And moreover, it’s all so sad. For
just as a cold, dreary day can darken our mood and make us mean, so believing in a cruel or
heartless God can make us constantly cower in fear and be bitterly harsh with others. On the
other hand, just as a bright, shining sun high in the sky can lift our spirits and make us beam with
joy, so belief in a warm, loving, benevolent God can make our joy complete and our hearts sing
with a gratitude and love that overflows to others.Despite the benefits that derive from believing
in such a good and gracious God, the best human minds couldn’t come up with it. They all came
up short, and their gods ended up simply being reflections of themselves. God himself had to
come to our rescue and reveal to us his “innermost secret.” And what a secret! It goes well
beyond our wildest dreams, perfectly satisfies the deepest longing of our hearts, and brightens
our lives better than the Aegean summer sun. Let’s now reflect on how this secret perfectly fits
with our deepest desire and how it can make us truly happy.THE GOD WHO IS A COMMUNION
OF LOVE. In our heart of hearts, what do we long for above all else? Love. We all want to love
and to be loved. Specifically, we long for the communion of love. Look around — our culture
makes it so obvious. Almost every song on the radio is about love (or a counterfeit of love). So
much of what people say, do, and wear is really just an effort to be loveable, attractive, and
accepted. Indeed, we hunger to be in communion with others and seek it out in so many forms,
be they good or bad. For instance, we seek it in friendship, family, Facebook, fantasy, or
fornication. With desire, we may run to these things while with fright, we run away from what
seem to be the alternatives (loneliness and alienation).Given our situation of being communion
addicts, God is the perfect fit! He himself fits the hole in our hearts, for we pine for the
communion of love, and God himself is the Communion of Love. We’ve often heard the “good
news” that Jesus died for our sins — thank God and amen! But perhaps we haven’t yet come to
realize the good news that’s just as good, namely, that God is Trinity. Put differently, he’s the
Communion of Love that we long for.Let’s think about this for a minute. Over and over, we’ve
heard that the Trinity is a mystery. And many of us probably take mystery to mean “something we
can’t understand.” Wrong. We can understand it, even if we can’t comprehend it. In other words,
the Trinity makes sense (we can understand it), but we’ll never fully get to the bottom of the
sense it makes (we can’t comprehend it). We can always go deeper into the sense of the Trinity.
Problem is, we often don’t even try to scratch the surface of the sense it makes. But its sense
speaks right to the core of our hearts, to our longing for the communion of love. So, we’d do well
to reflect on the sense it makes, which has the power to make us mind-blowingly happy.Now this
makes sense: If we had to invent a God who would make us perfectly happy, we wouldn’t invent
the ancient Greek gods, and we wouldn’t invent Aristotle’s God. Rather, we’d invent the Trinity. Of
course, nobody did (and actually, as the Church teaches, nobody could have done it16), but it’s
one of those things that in hindsight, might make us say, “Oh, yeah. That makes perfect sense.
Why didn’t Aristotle think of that?” Look at it this way, starting with the basic truth: We long for the
communion of love. But a communion of love takes at least two. Thus, our “invented God” would
need to be at least two. Problem is, God must be one (Aristotle figured that much out).



Otherwise, we’re left with the cartoonish Gods of Greek mythology — or worse, the stick-and-dirt
deities of primitive religion.Okay, so our ideal God must be one, but if he is Love itself, it would
seem that he would also need to be at least two, for love is about relationship, and relationship
involves more than one. Alright then, let’s look at a God who is one-in-two, a “Holy Bi-nity.”On the
one hand, this God is kind of disappointing, because relationships of two tend to be of the
romantic kind, and those in such relationships often jealously guard their love. “Two is company
and three’s a crowd,” as they say. Nevertheless, it would seem that a Holy Bi-nity would make us
at least somewhat happy. It would give us the kind of contentment and warmth that some people
feel when they watch a royal wedding. Of course, they’re not actually involved with the royal
couple, but as they watch the wedding on TV, they’ll squeeze clenched hands to their hearts and
get gushy about seeing the royals in love. So it would be with a Holy Bi-nity: We’d be glad to see
that Mr. and Mrs. God are so in love with each other, but we’d still remain just outside
observers.Now here’s an idea. What if our ideal God were not one-in-two but one-in-three?
Okay, this gets us excited. It’s kind of like the excitement people feel when, a few months after
the royal wedding, they hear that a royal baby is on its way. Better yet, it’s like the excitement
when the baby finally arrives and people are gooo-ing and gaaa-ing over it, wishing they could
hold it, and so on. It’s especially the excitement of the grandparents who come rushing in. Of
course, grandma and grandpa had loved seeing their child and his or her spouse happily
married and in love, but when the baby comes, look out! Then they’re over at the baby’s house
all the time. They want to caress the baby, kiss it, and give it presents.In other words, while the
intimacy of a husband and wife (marital love) is rightfully closed off to and exclusive of others,
the intimacy of a mom, dad, and baby (family love) is rightfully open to others. This kind of family
love is expansive and includes others, including other children. It’s a fruitful love that multiplies.
So, while a marital two is blissful, somewhat exclusive company, a familial three is a happy
crowd that grows.Thus, if we could come up with a God who would make us truly happy, our best
bet would be to make one who is at least one-in-three. For, then, we’d have a God who is a
Family of Love and whose love could reach out to us in our existential loneliness, saying, “Come,
join the Family!”17 Of course, this is as far as our hypothetical invention could go. We don’t know
that God would invite us to share in his inner life — and after the fall, it’s definitely doubtful. But
what if … What if the God who is the Communion of Love invited us to join the Family? This
would make us incomprehensibly happy.Well, something beyond our wildest dreams is true:
God is Trinity, an eternal Family of Love. What’s more, he invites us to share in his own divine life.
If we accept, we’ll enjoy communion with him, and it will make us incredibly happy. In the next
chapter, let’s reflect more deeply on this wonderful news and soak in the joy.CHAPTER ONETo
Appreciate the TrinityPICTURING PAGODAS. In the introduction to his book The Everlasting
Man, G.K. Chesterton makes a sharp observation: Because Christianity is so close and familiar
to us Westerners, we’ve lost a sense of wonder for the sheer beauty of the story. In other words,
we’ve heard so many times that God became man, seen so many images of Jesus dying on the
Cross, and read so often that he rose from the dead that it doesn’t always move us as it should.



As Chesterton puts it, “It is almost impossible to make the facts vivid, because the facts are
familiar; and for fallen men it is often true that familiarity is fatigue.”13 As an antidote to this ill, he
proposes that we picture the story of Christianity in an unfamiliar context, such as in the midst of
“Chinese pagodas.” Thus, he writes:I am convinced that if we could tell the supernatural story of
Christ word for word as of a Chinese hero, call him the Son of Heaven instead of the Son of God,
and trace his rayed nimbus in the gold thread of Chinese embroideries or the gold lacquer of
Chinese pottery, instead of in the gold leaf of our own old Catholic paintings, there would be a
unanimous testimony to the spiritual purity of the story. … We [would] admire the chivalry of the
Chinese conception of a god who fell from the sky to fight the dragons and save the wicked from
being devoured by their own fault and folly.14 Chesterton is right. We’ve gotten used to hearing
the Christian mysteries, and we’ve lost some sense of awe for their greatness and glory. But
while his proposal makes sense regarding the mysteries of faith that we can picture in our minds
(the Incarnation, the suffering, death, and Resurrection of Christ), it doesn’t work so well
regarding the mysteries that are entirely spiritual. The Trinity is one such mystery.So, if we can’t
picture the Trinity in the midst of Chinese pagodas, how do we take the step back from it that
Chesterton recommends? How do we make the familiar idea that God is one-in-three seem not
so familiar? How do we appreciate this mystery as if for the first time? I propose that we imagine
the alternatives, that we picture life without the Trinity. Specifically, I suggest that we put
ourselves in ancient Greece and listen to the philosophers. They’ll help us better realize the
difference that one God in three divine persons really makes.THE GOD OF THE
PHILOSOPHERS. It’s 440 BC. We’re right in the middle of the Golden Age of Greek culture.
We’ve never heard of the Trinity, but we believe there is a God. We’re wearied by the endless
tales of Greek mythology that depict God as so many gods who, sadly, are just like us: imperfect,
petty, and oftentimes tragic. Indeed, something inside us wants more than the jealousy of Hera
or the arrogance of Zeus. So we go to the philosophers.First, we go to Socrates, one of the
greatest lovers of wisdom. We ask him about God, and he simply tells us about the gods: Zeus,
Poseidon, Apollo, and Athena. As we begin to walk away disappointed, he calls out, “But there
are also the Ideas, the greatest of which is the Idea of the Good.” Hearing this, we turn back to
him with full interest and attention. As he begins to speak to us about the Ideas, his face takes
on an expression of reverence and awe, especially as he describes the Idea of the Good as...
the universal author of all things beautiful and right, parent of light and of the lord of light in this
visible world, and the immediate source of reason and truth in the intellectual; and that this is the
power upon which he who would act rationally, either in public or private life must have his eye
fixed.15“Ah, thank you, Socrates, so this Idea of the Good must be God, right?” Socrates
remains silent. He doesn’t say. He waves goodbye and walks away. Like so many of the other
Greek philosophers, he seems reluctant to dispense with the gods he grew up with. No matter.
The good news is that we’re on to something here. We’ve now got a glimpse of something
greater than the all-too-human gods of Greek mythology. So what’s next? Well, let’s fast-forward
100 years and speak with the other giant of ancient Greek philosophy: Aristotle.It’s now 340 BC.



We’re in Macedon at the palace of King Philip II, waiting outside the royal classroom. Inside,
Aristotle is busy tutoring Philip’s bright teenage son, Prince Alexander. When the lesson finishes,
the future great conqueror of empires rushes out, passing us by in a blur of youthful energy.
Then, Aristotle slowly emerges. Approaching him, we ask, “Excuse us, venerable teacher, but
would you mind giving one more lesson today? We want to know about God, and we’re wearied
by the usual stories of the gods.” With a gesture of his hand, he graciously welcomes us in.Once
inside, we explain what we’ve learned from Socrates, “He told us about the Idea of the Good, but
he didn’t tell us if it’s God.” Hearing this, Aristotle’s face brightens with the pleasure of one who
knows he’s just won a debate as he says, “The Idea of the Good is not God, because there’s
something more than the Ideas. Ideas require a thinker, and God is a self-subsisting, solitary Act
of thinking.”“And what does he think about?” we ask.“Well, God thinks only of the best thing,
which is himself.”“But does he think about us and the world?”“No. He has no interest in us or the
world.”Let’s stop right there and reflect. Many would argue that Aristotle is the greatest
philosopher in human history. (Even St. Thomas Aquinas, one of the greatest theologians in the
history of the Church, gave him the compliment of calling him “The Philosopher.”) So, one might
say he represents the farthest that natural reason could take man in his attempts to know God.
And what is the best that human reason could do? A solitary God who thinks only of
himself.Remember now, Aristotle’s God is far more refined than the flippant gods of Greek
mythology, and his theology even goes beyond that of Socrates’s utterly abstract and impersonal
Idea of the Good. Yet his theology poses a big problem. Why? Because as the gods go, so we
go. In other words, if they’re capricious, fickle, and smug — so are we more likely to be. If God is
solitary, impersonal, and aloof — so are we more likely to be. And moreover, it’s all so sad. For
just as a cold, dreary day can darken our mood and make us mean, so believing in a cruel or
heartless God can make us constantly cower in fear and be bitterly harsh with others. On the
other hand, just as a bright, shining sun high in the sky can lift our spirits and make us beam with
joy, so belief in a warm, loving, benevolent God can make our joy complete and our hearts sing
with a gratitude and love that overflows to others.Despite the benefits that derive from believing
in such a good and gracious God, the best human minds couldn’t come up with it. They all came
up short, and their gods ended up simply being reflections of themselves. God himself had to
come to our rescue and reveal to us his “innermost secret.” And what a secret! It goes well
beyond our wildest dreams, perfectly satisfies the deepest longing of our hearts, and brightens
our lives better than the Aegean summer sun. Let’s now reflect on how this secret perfectly fits
with our deepest desire and how it can make us truly happy.THE GOD WHO IS A COMMUNION
OF LOVE. In our heart of hearts, what do we long for above all else? Love. We all want to love
and to be loved. Specifically, we long for the communion of love. Look around — our culture
makes it so obvious. Almost every song on the radio is about love (or a counterfeit of love). So
much of what people say, do, and wear is really just an effort to be loveable, attractive, and
accepted. Indeed, we hunger to be in communion with others and seek it out in so many forms,
be they good or bad. For instance, we seek it in friendship, family, Facebook, fantasy, or



fornication. With desire, we may run to these things while with fright, we run away from what
seem to be the alternatives (loneliness and alienation).Given our situation of being communion
addicts, God is the perfect fit! He himself fits the hole in our hearts, for we pine for the
communion of love, and God himself is the Communion of Love. We’ve often heard the “good
news” that Jesus died for our sins — thank God and amen! But perhaps we haven’t yet come to
realize the good news that’s just as good, namely, that God is Trinity. Put differently, he’s the
Communion of Love that we long for. Let’s think about this for a minute. Over and over, we’ve
heard that the Trinity is a mystery. And many of us probably take mystery to mean “something we
can’t understand.” Wrong. We can understand it, even if we can’t comprehend it. In other words,
the Trinity makes sense (we can understand it), but we’ll never fully get to the bottom of the
sense it makes (we can’t comprehend it). We can always go deeper into the sense of the Trinity.
Problem is, we often don’t even try to scratch the surface of the sense it makes. But its sense
speaks right to the core of our hearts, to our longing for the communion of love. So, we’d do well
to reflect on the sense it makes, which has the power to make us mind-blowingly happy. Now this
makes sense: If we had to invent a God who would make us perfectly happy, we wouldn’t invent
the ancient Greek gods, and we wouldn’t invent Aristotle’s God. Rather, we’d invent the Trinity. Of
course, nobody did (and actually, as the Church teaches, nobody could have done it16), but it’s
one of those things that in hindsight, might make us say, “Oh, yeah. That makes perfect sense.
Why didn’t Aristotle think of that?” Look at it this way, starting with the basic truth: We long for the
communion of love. But a communion of love takes at least two. Thus, our “invented God” would
need to be at least two. Problem is, God must be one (Aristotle figured that much out).
Otherwise, we’re left with the cartoonish Gods of Greek mythology — or worse, the stick-and-dirt
deities of primitive religion. Okay, so our ideal God must be one, but if he is Love itself, it would
seem that he would also need to be at least two, for love is about relationship, and relationship
involves more than one. Alright then, let’s look at a God who is one-in-two, a “Holy Bi-nity.”On the
one hand, this God is kind of disappointing, because relationships of two tend to be of the
romantic kind, and those in such relationships often jealously guard their love. “Two is company
and three’s a crowd,” as they say. Nevertheless, it would seem that a Holy Bi-nity would make us
at least somewhat happy. It would give us the kind of contentment and warmth that some people
feel when they watch a royal wedding. Of course, they’re not actually involved with the royal
couple, but as they watch the wedding on TV, they’ll squeeze clenched hands to their hearts and
get gushy about seeing the royals in love. So it would be with a Holy Bi-nity: We’d be glad to see
that Mr. and Mrs. God are so in love with each other, but we’d still remain just outside
observers.Now here’s an idea. What if our ideal God were not one-in-two but one-in-three?
Okay, this gets us excited. It’s kind of like the excitement people feel when, a few months after
the royal wedding, they hear that a royal baby is on its way. Better yet, it’s like the excitement
when the baby finally arrives and people are gooo-ing and gaaa-ing over it, wishing they could
hold it, and so on. It’s especially the excitement of the grandparents who come rushing in. Of
course, grandma and grandpa had loved seeing their child and his or her spouse happily



married and in love, but when the baby comes, look out! Then they’re over at the baby’s house
all the time. They want to caress the baby, kiss it, and give it presents. In other words, while the
intimacy of a husband and wife (marital love) is rightfully closed off to and exclusive of others,
the intimacy of a mom, dad, and baby (family love) is rightfully open to others. This kind of family
love is expansive and includes others, including other children. It’s a fruitful love that multiplies.
So, while a marital two is blissful, somewhat exclusive company, a familial three is a happy
crowd that grows.Thus, if we could come up with a God who would make us truly happy, our best
bet would be to make one who is at least one-in-three. For, then, we’d have a God who is a
Family of Love and whose love could reach out to us in our existential loneliness, saying, “Come,
join the Family!”17 Of course, this is as far as our hypothetical invention could go. We don’t know
that God would invite us to share in his inner life — and after the fall, it’s definitely doubtful. But
what if … What if the God who is the Communion of Love invited us to join the Family? This
would make us incomprehensibly happy. Well, something beyond our wildest dreams is true:
God is Trinity, an eternal Family of Love. What’s more, he invites us to share in his own divine life.
If we accept, we’ll enjoy communion with him, and it will make us incredibly happy. In the next
chapter, let’s reflect more deeply on this wonderful news and soak in the joy.CHAPTER TWOTo
Share in the Trinity’s Exchange of LoveAlright, now I don’t mean to be a killjoy, but I think we
should organize this section around a more formal theology lesson. Don’t worry, though. It’s a
good one and not too complicated. In fact, it’s one of the best lessons I ever learned during my
marathon time in the seminary. It has to do with the meaning of salvation (or, as the Catechism
calls it, “justification”). According to the Catechism, the gift of salvation is the “most excellent
work of God’s love,” and in the opinion of St. Augustine, “It is a greater work than the creation of
heaven and earth.”18 Again, as I said in the beginning, we’re trying here to get to the heart of
theology, and based on these quotes, it looks like we’re on the right track. So what is salvation?
Salvation is two steps. The first is called redemption (or “restoration”). This is the part of
salvation that has to do with the forgiveness of our sins and our restoration to a state similar to
where we were before the fall. The second step is called glorification. This has to do with our
being raised up to a state much, much higher than before the fall, a state of sharing in the
Trinity’s own exchange of love. To fully appreciate this second step, we need to come to better
understand the first. So, let’s start by looking at redemption.REDEMPTION. We’re all sinners,
born under the power of sin (see Rom 3:9-12). This power took hold of us because of the fall of
our first parents, Adam and Eve. The Catechism describes their first sin as follows:Man, tempted
by the devil, let his trust in his Creator die in his heart and, abusing his freedom, disobeyed
God’s command. This is what man’s first sin consisted of. All subsequent sin would be
disobedience toward God and lack of trust in his goodness.In that sin man preferred himself to
God and by that very act scorned him. He chose himself over and against God, against the
requirements of his creaturely status and therefore against his own good. Created in a state of
holiness, man was destined to be fully “divinized” by God in glory. Seduced by the devil, he
wanted to “be like God,” but “without God, before God, and not in accordance with God.”19As a



result of this original sin, we all suffer its unfortunate effect, namely, broken communion. We find
this break in communion in four different relationships: with God, with ourselves, with our
neighbor, and with the rest of creation. The most fundamental break, the one that leads to
everything else falling apart, is the break in communion with God.One of my professors in the
seminary, Peter Kreeft, explained this with an unforgettable image. He said it’s like a set of iron
rings suspended in the air and held together, because the first one is touching a powerful
magnet, which represents God. When the first ring (man’s soul, which includes smaller, interior
rings) pulls away from the magnet, all the other rings (his other relationships) break away and fall
to the floor. Let’s now unpack this image.Man’s soul is the first ring, and when, through sin, he
pulls away from the magnet (God), he immediately suffers an effect in his soul. Not only does he
lose the magnetizing energy of original holiness and divine friendship, but his heart itself
becomes wounded. We see this wound in Adam and Eve right after the fall, “They become afraid
of the God of whom they have conceived a distorted image — that of a God jealous of his
prerogatives.”20 We see this false fear active in them when they run and hide from God as he
comes strolling into the Garden (see Gen 3:8). We see this same false fear in ourselves when
we, too, run from God and avoid him after we sin.The loss of the “magnetism” of God’s grace in
our souls also makes our souls themselves begin to fall apart. It’s kind of like there’s a set of
smaller rings suspended within the first ring of the soul. These smaller rings are our reason, will,
and passions (appetites). Before the fall, all these smaller rings were joined together and
remained in harmony and communion. After the fall, they’re pulled apart: Reason becomes
darkened such that it doesn’t clearly see the good; the will becomes fickle and weak, and the
passions become wild, unpredictable, and difficult to control. Describing this disharmony within
him as “sin” and “the flesh,” St. Paul unforgettably expresses the common experience of fallen
humanity:I do not understand my own actions. For I do not do what I want, but I do the very thing
I hate. … I can will what is right, but I cannot do it. For I do not do the good I want, but the evil I do
not want is what I do. Now if I do what I do not want, it is no longer I that do it, but sin which
dwells within me.So I find it to be a law that when I want to do right, evil lies close at hand. For I
delight in the law of God, in my inmost self, but I see in my members another law at war with the
law of my mind and making me captive to the law of sin which dwells in my members. Wretched
man that I am! Who will deliver me from this body of death? (Rom 7:15, 17-24).That last line
leads us to the second ring: the human body. Before the fall, the body was to remain in
communion with the soul (the first ring). In other words, if Adam and Eve had not sinned, they
never would have experienced death, which is the separation of body and soul. But when the
first ring (the soul) separates from the force of the magnet (the living God), it can no longer stay
in communion with the second ring (the body). Thus, after the first sin, the body and soul begin
to separate, which is manifested as aging and eventually death. Put differently, after the first sin,
everyone must die a physical death of separation of body and soul. Worse still is the “second
death,” known as hell. In other words, unless God does something to bring us back into
communion with himself before we die, then when we do die, we will also suffer the terrible



second death: eternal alienation from God.Next comes the third ring: our neighbor. What
happens when the third ring breaks off from the others? Tension in human relationships. This
includes the most intimate of human relationships, namely, that between man and woman. The
Catechism teaches that, as a result of the fall, “The union of man and woman becomes subject
to tensions, their relations henceforth marked by lust and domination.”21 All the other human
relationships suffer as well. For, after man’s break with God, so many forms of selfishness and
egotism take over the human heart, causing division, injustice, misery, and war. Indeed, when
man breaks communion with God, he quickly sets himself up as his own god and sees himself
as the center of the universe, which causes a multitude of evils. As the earlier citation from the
Catechism pointed out, this was the very reason why man chose to break from God, “He wanted
to ‘be like God,’ but ‘without God, before God, and not in accordance with God.’”The fourth ring
is the rest of creation. The Catechism observes that now, as a result of original sin, “visible
creation has become alien and hostile to man.”22 Instead of the original harmony with creation,
now wild animals maul men, men torture animals and pollute the environment, and natural
disasters destroy life and property. The earth still sustains humanity, but it yields its fruit only
through the sweat of toilsome labor and by the blood that flows from the pricks of so many forms
of “thorns and thistles” (see Gen 3:18).What a mess! Seven rings scattered on the ground in a
mix of blood, sweat, and tears. But thanks be to God, for Jesus Christ our Redeemer forgives us
our sins, restores us to communion with God, and gives us the grace to re-enter into communion
with ourselves, our neighbors, and even with the rest of creation. In later sections, we’ll look
more closely at how this restoration is accomplished. Right now, let’s turn our attention to the
second part of salvation.GLORIFICATION. The second part of salvation is called glorification.
Unfortunately, this part is often overlooked, and I think it’s because redemption often gets all the
attention. Don’t get me wrong, we surely should rejoice that Christ heals us and forgives us our
sins, but there’s more to get excited about — much, much more.When I was a child, I remember
being taught in my Catechism class that if we follow the commandments and love God with all
our mind, heart, soul, and strength, then we’ll get to go to heaven and behold God in “the
Beatific Vision.” On hearing this, I pictured heaven as all the saints sitting on some massive
grandstand, looking up in the sky at the greatest fireworks display in the cosmos. In other words,
I figured that heaven would be a spectator sport: us watching God do what God does. It’s not
that. Heaven is our participation in the very life and love of the Most Holy Trinity. So, we won’t
simply be “watching the game.” We’ll be playing in it — or, as C.S. Lewis puts it, we’ll be in the
“Great Dance” with God and with one another.23 The point is, we’ll literally be part of the action.I
have to admit that back when I was a child, I wasn’t quite satisfied with the idea of heaven as a
spectator sport. Later in life, I read a passage from an essay by Lewis that spoke directly to my
dissatisfaction:We do not want merely to see beauty, though, God knows, even that is bounty
enough. We want something else which can hardly be put into words — to be united with the
beauty we see, to pass into it, to receive it into ourselves, to bathe in it, to become part of it. ... At
present … [w]e cannot mingle with the splendors we see. But all the leaves of the New



Testament are rustling with the rumor that it will not always be so. Someday, God willing, we shall
get in.24Specifically, we will get “in” on the action. Again, in heaven, we’ll literally be part of the
glorious action that we’ll also behold. And what is the glorious action of the Trinity? As we’ve
already heard from the Catechism, it’s an “eternal exchange of love.” The Father eternally pours
himself out in a total gift of self-giving love to the Son. The Son eternally receives that love from
the Father, beholds his caring countenance, and responds with his own act of self-giving love to
the Father. Meanwhile, the proceeding love between the Father and the Son is the Holy Spirit.
So, we’ll be participating in this eternal exchange of mutual, self-giving love. Indeed, God “has
destined us to share in that exchange.”25 He desires to make us partakers of his own divine
nature (see 2 Pet 1:4). He wants to fully “divinize” us in glory.26Unfortunately, many Christians
have never heard of this “divinization” idea before, and it may seem too good and glorious to be
true. Well, it is true. It’s been the teaching of the Church from the very beginning. In fact, a major
theme in the writings of the early Fathers of the Church is the “divinization” of man, the idea that
in saving us, God wants to make us share in his own divine life. In fact, the theme was so
pervasive in the teachings of the early Church that it was incorporated into the Liturgy,27 and
theologians coined a Latin phrase to describe it: admirabile commercium, meaning “the
marvelous exchange.” This exchange is indeed marvelous as is clear from the famous
expression of it by St. Athanasius (296-373), “God became man that man might become god.”28
It’s summarized by the words of St. Paul, “That though he was rich, yet for your sake he became
poor, so that by his poverty you might become rich” (2 Cor 8:9). And it’s most beautifully
expressed by this poetic passage penned by St. Gregory of Nyssa (335-394):Man, as a being, is
of no account; he is dust, grass, vanity. But once he is adopted by the God of the universe as a
son, he becomes part of the family of that Being, whose excellence and greatness no one can
see, hear, or understand. What words, thoughts, or flight of the spirit can praise the
superabundance of this grace? Man surpasses his nature: mortal, he becomes immortal;
perishable, he becomes imperishable; fleeting, he becomes eternal; human, he becomes
divine.29If this idea of our divinization doesn’t make us shake in our shoes with joy, we haven’t
quite gotten it yet. That’s alright. This idea is a tremendous weight for our minds to try to lift: the
awesome weight of our hope of glory. But we should strive to lift it. We should ponder it in our
hearts. For, as the gift offered becomes more and more real to us, we’ll occupy ourselves less
and less with the petty distractions of life that currently hold so much of our attention.In his
marvelous essay, The Weight of Glory, C.S. Lewis invites us to make it real, to consider “the
staggering nature of the rewards promised in the Gospels.”30 Yet, knowing that we do not
consider these promises enough, Lewis gently chastises himself and us:We are half-hearted
creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition when infinite joy is offered us, like an
ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in a slum because he cannot imagine what
is meant by the offer of a holiday at the sea. We are far too easily pleased.31Now, someone
might say, “Yes, I may be too easily pleased, but at least my little mud pies are right here before
me, and they keep me quite contented. I’d rather have them than the pie in the sky that I can’t eat



until I die.” There’s a problem with this objection. The “infinite joy” that Lewis is talking about isn’t
just pie in the sky. The joy he means seeps in now as the greatness of the gift sinks into our
minds and hearts. We drink deeply of it as our prayer matures, and life becomes bathed in a
peaceful light. But this takes time and the discipline of prayer, and we may not be there yet. Not
to worry. Even if we don’t quite get it yet, the angels do, and they thank God on our behalf while
he patiently waits for us to realize the gift he offers. Moreover, their example helps us appreciate
the gift and experience the joy.THE ANGELS STAND IN AWE — THE DEMONS BURN WITH
ENVY. Regarding the example of the angels, I’m thinking especially of the angels of the Nativity.
On that incredible night when our Savior was born for us, humanity didn’t fully grasp what was
happening. But the angels got it. First, an angel of the Lord announces the good news to the
shepherds:Be not afraid; for behold, I bring you good news of a great joy which will come to all
the people; for to you is born this day in the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And
this will be a sign for you: you will find a babe wrapped in swaddling cloths and laying in a
manger (Lk 2:10-12).Then, after this announcement, all the other angels can’t seem to contain
themselves. “Suddenly,” the text says, “a multitude of the heavenly host” breaks forth from the
heights and appears. At this moment, I imagine them as so many friends at the biggest surprise
party in the history of the cosmos. For long millennia, they’d been hiding in the dark, impatiently
waiting for just the right moment to let out an explosion of joy. Finally, the cue has come: the
announcement of the birth of the Savior. And again, that’s when all heaven breaks loose. A
multitude of angels bursts into ecstatic song and praise, extolling the goodness of God who has
descended not only to forgive the sins of humanity but to raise humanity up to God’s own divine
life. They must have been beside themselves with wonder and joy at the mercy of God.
Marveling at how low God stoops to save man, their song of praise and adoration rises up to
heaven, “Glory to God in the highest!”Now, what a gift we have in the Church that at every
Sunday Mass (outside of the seasons of Advent and Lent), during the Gloria, we’re reminded of
the marvelous moment of the angels’ joyful wonder at man’s salvation, a moment that should
rouse us from our spiritual slumber to rightfully respond to the “good news” of our salvation with
our own joy. Again, this is the good news not only that God forgives us our sins (for good reason,
the Gloria is preceded by the Penitential Rite) but that he raises us up to his own divine life and
glory, to a place that’s even higher than the angels!That the angels rejoice in the gift of salvation
given to man is a testimony to their humility. For, if we think about it, the extent to which God
shows his mercy to humanity can truly be taken as a scandal. In saving us, God raises us higher
than the angels. Think of this for a moment: higher than the angels. According to the natural
order of creation, angels are vastly superior to human beings. As pure spirits, their intellects far
surpass our own. Moreover, when they appear, they are so wonderfully terrible that we may need
to be told, “be not afraid,” and may have to fight the temptation to fall on our faces and worship
them, mistaking them for God (see Rev 22:8-9). Yes, the angels are absolutely fantastic. Yet God
wants to divinize man, not the angels. He has destined man alone to partake of his own divine
nature, and this has potential for great scandal.32Some theologians believe that man’s glorious



destiny was indeed a scandal. They say that the revelation of man’s destiny is what caused, at
the beginning of time, the fall of one-third of the angels. Such theologians speculate that before
the creation of humanity, the angels were given a test. They were shown that the Word would
become flesh, that he would become man, and that by doing so, he would raise up human
nature even higher than that of the highest of angels. This struck the pride of the greatest of the
angels, Lucifer, about whom Isaiah speaks:How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, who didst
rise in the morning? How art thou fallen to the earth, that didst wound the nations? And thou
saidst in thy heart: I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God, I will sit
in the mountain of the covenant, in the sides of the north. I will ascend above the height of the
clouds, I will be like the most High. But yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, into the depth of
the pit (Isaiah 14:12-15).33Notice how Lucifer kept repeating in his heart, “I … I … I.” It seems he
was saying, “No! Not those puny creatures (humanity) but me! I want to be the one to ascend to
the divine nature, I want to exalt my throne above the angels, I want to be the one raised up to
take part in the divine action.” And then, according to one tradition of the Church, Lucifer made
one further “I” statement before being banished to hell: “I will not serve.” In other words, he
decided he wouldn’t humble himself to serve a creature of a lower order of creation than himself,
even if that “creature” were really the Incarnate God himself. And again, a third of the angels
(who are now demons) went down with Lucifer (who is now Satan).The lesson of the fallen
angels is a sobering gift for us. It should help us realize just how good and generous God is to us
fallen human beings. It should remind us that Satan and his demons hate us and literally burn
with hellish envy. It should remind us that in their rebellious rage, they would like nothing more
than to have us lose the gift that they once coveted. It should remind us that they would like
nothing more than to drag us down with them “into the depth of the pit,” that they’d like nothing
more than to get back at God by preventing him from raising us up to the thrones of glory that
Lucifer had so perversely cherished.I suggest that part of Satan’s strategy is to make us never
realize the good that God offers us. For instance, he tries to distract us from God’s gift of glory
with the promise of mere mud pies. On the other hand, I believe it’s the strategy of the good
angels to suddenly burst into song and remind us that we are called to “Gloria! Gloria! Gloria!”
And it is all ours, if only we, unlike Lucifer, will love and serve God, who comes to us in the
greatest humility.COMMUNION WITH THE TRINITY: OUR FINAL, JOYFUL END. Thus, we have
a choice before us: communion or alienation, life or death, eternal bliss or eternal hell. Do we
want to serve God or serve ourselves? Will we do God’s will or our own? Do we choose to be
self-giving or selfish? The heart of the question really is this: Do we want to be truly happy?
During my senior year in high school, I experienced a profound deepening in my Catholic faith, a
kind of conversion. Then, when I entered college, I spent a lot of time trying to put it all together,
trying to figure out how to make what I’d discovered about Christ and his Church more fully the
center of my life. This wasn’t easy. I’d grown up in the fast-paced, fun-loving, and hedonistic
culture of Southern California, and many of my thought patterns and attitudes didn’t yet match
my newly re-found faith. One day, one of my friends handed me a short book entitled, The



Gospel of Life, by Pope John Paul II. Reading it totally changed my life.I think what did it for me
was that the Pope answered “the big question” in a simple and clear-cut way. He basically asked,
“What is the meaning of life?” And then, he gave the answer: self-giving love. John Paul repeated
this simple answer over and over throughout the book: “Life finds its meaning when it is given as
a gift. The meaning of life is self-giving love.” This struck me so profoundly because it was the
exact opposite answer from what I’d learned from my Southern California culture. That culture,
which John Paul would call “a culture of death,” said that the meaning of life is found in
selfishness, pleasure-seeking, and doing whatever you want. It said, “If you want to be happy, be
selfish.” On the other hand, John Paul was saying, “If you want to be happy, give yourself in love.”
Moreover, he added that this kind of self-giving living, when embraced by believers, would build
true communion with others, a culture of life, and a civilization of love.We’ll have more to say
about the culture of life in Part Three, but for now, I think the important point is for us to ponder
more deeply the most crucial question: What is the meaning of life? What brings happiness?
Selfishness or self-giving love? It’s the latter. Look around. People who make selfishness the
center of their lives are miserable. It doesn’t work. It’s never worked. For selfishness leads to the
opposite of authentic communion, which is what we’re really longing for. Yet people keep going
down that road to hell.On the other hand, people who make self-giving the center of their lives
are almost always happy. Look around. The happiest people are the most generous in self-
giving. It works. It’s always worked, and it’s how people find true communion and happiness.
Simply compare Mother Teresa to a Hollywood glamor queen. Mother Teresa, who embraced a
life of humility, self-giving, and sacrifice, radiated joy from within — despite her trials of darkness.
The glamor queen who embraces power, pleasure, and possessions shines and sparkles on the
outside but is often sad and hollow on the inside.This life is a preparation for our final end,
communion with the Most Holy Trinity. The Trinity itself is a communion of Self-Giving Lovers,
and we’re invited to spend eternity in their loving embrace, to share in their exchange of love. Are
we ready? Probably not. That’s okay, because the training time is now. The purpose of this life is
to learn to love as the Trinity loves. It’s the time to be trained in self-giving love. And the soul that
accepts such training in this life will not only be filled with the joy that flows from giving, love, and
communion, but at the end of life, they will easily enter into the overwhelming joy of the God who
is Gift, Love, and Communion. On the other hand, the soul that has been confirmed in
selfishness in this life just may come to see the self-giving love of the Trinity as a kind of torture.
The brightness of Love will burn the eyes of their souls, and they may prefer the dark sorrow and
despair of hell, which just might hurt less.Remember, this present, earthly life is a flash in the
pan. Our time here is short. What is 80 years compared to eternity? Close to nothing. So, we
should use well the short, precious amount of time we have here and come to intimately know
and love our final end: the Most Holy Trinity. That’s what this point, Point One, was meant to help
us do. The next point, Point Two, is dedicated to how we get there.CHAPTER TWOTo Share in
the Trinity’s Exchange of Love Alright, now I don’t mean to be a killjoy, but I think we should
organize this section around a more formal theology lesson. Don’t worry, though. It’s a good one



and not too complicated. In fact, it’s one of the best lessons I ever learned during my marathon
time in the seminary. It has to do with the meaning of salvation (or, as the Catechism calls it,
“justification”). According to the Catechism, the gift of salvation is the “most excellent work of
God’s love,” and in the opinion of St. Augustine, “It is a greater work than the creation of heaven
and earth.”18 Again, as I said in the beginning, we’re trying here to get to the heart of theology,
and based on these quotes, it looks like we’re on the right track. So what is salvation?Salvation
is two steps. The first is called redemption (or “restoration”). This is the part of salvation that has
to do with the forgiveness of our sins and our restoration to a state similar to where we were
before the fall. The second step is called glorification. This has to do with our being raised up to
a state much, much higher than before the fall, a state of sharing in the Trinity’s own exchange of
love. To fully appreciate this second step, we need to come to better understand the first. So,
let’s start by looking at redemption.REDEMPTION. We’re all sinners, born under the power of sin
(see Rom 3:9-12). This power took hold of us because of the fall of our first parents, Adam and
Eve. The Catechism describes their first sin as follows:Man, tempted by the devil, let his trust in
his Creator die in his heart and, abusing his freedom, disobeyed God’s command. This is what
man’s first sin consisted of. All subsequent sin would be disobedience toward God and lack of
trust in his goodness.In that sin man preferred himself to God and by that very act scorned him.
He chose himself over and against God, against the requirements of his creaturely status and
therefore against his own good. Created in a state of holiness, man was destined to be fully
“divinized” by God in glory. Seduced by the devil, he wanted to “be like God,” but “without God,
before God, and not in accordance with God.”19As a result of this original sin, we all suffer its
unfortunate effect, namely, broken communion. We find this break in communion in four different
relationships: with God, with ourselves, with our neighbor, and with the rest of creation. The most
fundamental break, the one that leads to everything else falling apart, is the break in communion
with God.One of my professors in the seminary, Peter Kreeft, explained this with an
unforgettable image. He said it’s like a set of iron rings suspended in the air and held together,
because the first one is touching a powerful magnet, which represents God. When the first ring
(man’s soul, which includes smaller, interior rings) pulls away from the magnet, all the other rings
(his other relationships) break away and fall to the floor. Let’s now unpack this image. Man’s soul
is the first ring, and when, through sin, he pulls away from the magnet (God), he immediately
suffers an effect in his soul. Not only does he lose the magnetizing energy of original holiness
and divine friendship, but his heart itself becomes wounded. We see this wound in Adam and
Eve right after the fall, “They become afraid of the God of whom they have conceived a distorted
image — that of a God jealous of his prerogatives.”20 We see this false fear active in them when
they run and hide from God as he comes strolling into the Garden (see Gen 3:8). We see this
same false fear in ourselves when we, too, run from God and avoid him after we sin.The loss of
the “magnetism” of God’s grace in our souls also makes our souls themselves begin to fall apart.
It’s kind of like there’s a set of smaller rings suspended within the first ring of the soul. These
smaller rings are our reason, will, and passions (appetites). Before the fall, all these smaller rings



were joined together and remained in harmony and communion. After the fall, they’re pulled
apart: Reason becomes darkened such that it doesn’t clearly see the good; the will becomes
fickle and weak, and the passions become wild, unpredictable, and difficult to control.
Describing this disharmony within him as “sin” and “the flesh,” St. Paul unforgettably expresses
the common experience of fallen humanity: I do not understand my own actions. For I do not do
what I want, but I do the very thing I hate. … I can will what is right, but I cannot do it. For I do not
do the good I want, but the evil I do not want is what I do. Now if I do what I do not want, it is no
longer I that do it, but sin which dwells within me.So I find it to be a law that when I want to do
right, evil lies close at hand. For I delight in the law of God, in my inmost self, but I see in my
members another law at war with the law of my mind and making me captive to the law of sin
which dwells in my members. Wretched man that I am! Who will deliver me from this body of
death? (Rom 7:15, 17-24).That last line leads us to the second ring: the human body. Before the
fall, the body was to remain in communion with the soul (the first ring). In other words, if Adam
and Eve had not sinned, they never would have experienced death, which is the separation of
body and soul. But when the first ring (the soul) separates from the force of the magnet (the
living God), it can no longer stay in communion with the second ring (the body). Thus, after the
first sin, the body and soul begin to separate, which is manifested as aging and eventually death.
Put differently, after the first sin, everyone must die a physical death of separation of body and
soul. Worse still is the “second death,” known as hell. In other words, unless God does
something to bring us back into communion with himself before we die, then when we do die, we
will also suffer the terrible second death: eternal alienation from God.Next comes the third ring:
our neighbor. What happens when the third ring breaks off from the others? Tension in human
relationships. This includes the most intimate of human relationships, namely, that between man
and woman. The Catechism teaches that, as a result of the fall, “The union of man and woman
becomes subject to tensions, their relations henceforth marked by lust and domination.”21 All
the other human relationships suffer as well. For, after man’s break with God, so many forms of
selfishness and egotism take over the human heart, causing division, injustice, misery, and war.
Indeed, when man breaks communion with God, he quickly sets himself up as his own god and
sees himself as the center of the universe, which causes a multitude of evils. As the earlier
citation from the Catechism pointed out, this was the very reason why man chose to break from
God, “He wanted to ‘be like God,’ but ‘without God, before God, and not in accordance with
God.’”The fourth ring is the rest of creation. The Catechism observes that now, as a result of
original sin, “visible creation has become alien and hostile to man.”22 Instead of the original
harmony with creation, now wild animals maul men, men torture animals and pollute the
environment, and natural disasters destroy life and property. The earth still sustains humanity,
but it yields its fruit only through the sweat of toilsome labor and by the blood that flows from the
pricks of so many forms of “thorns and thistles” (see Gen 3:18). What a mess! Seven rings
scattered on the ground in a mix of blood, sweat, and tears. But thanks be to God, for Jesus
Christ our Redeemer forgives us our sins, restores us to communion with God, and gives us the



grace to re-enter into communion with ourselves, our neighbors, and even with the rest of
creation. In later sections, we’ll look more closely at how this restoration is accomplished. Right
now, let’s turn our attention to the second part of salvation.GLORIFICATION. The second part of
salvation is called glorification. Unfortunately, this part is often overlooked, and I think it’s
because redemption often gets all the attention. Don’t get me wrong, we surely should rejoice
that Christ heals us and forgives us our sins, but there’s more to get excited about — much,
much more.When I was a child, I remember being taught in my Catechism class that if we follow
the commandments and love God with all our mind, heart, soul, and strength, then we’ll get to
go to heaven and behold God in “the Beatific Vision.” On hearing this, I pictured heaven as all the
saints sitting on some massive grandstand, looking up in the sky at the greatest fireworks
display in the cosmos. In other words, I figured that heaven would be a spectator sport: us
watching God do what God does. It’s not that. Heaven is our participation in the very life and love
of the Most Holy Trinity. So, we won’t simply be “watching the game.” We’ll be playing in it — or,
as C.S. Lewis puts it, we’ll be in the “Great Dance” with God and with one another.23 The point
is, we’ll literally be part of the action. I have to admit that back when I was a child, I wasn’t quite
satisfied with the idea of heaven as a spectator sport. Later in life, I read a passage from an
essay by Lewis that spoke directly to my dissatisfaction:We do not want merely to see beauty,
though, God knows, even that is bounty enough. We want something else which can hardly be
put into words — to be united with the beauty we see, to pass into it, to receive it into ourselves,
to bathe in it, to become part of it. ... At present … [w]e cannot mingle with the splendors we see.
But all the leaves of the New Testament are rustling with the rumor that it will not always be so.
Someday, God willing, we shall get in.24Specifically, we will get “in” on the action. Again, in
heaven, we’ll literally be part of the glorious action that we’ll also behold. And what is the glorious
action of the Trinity? As we’ve already heard from the Catechism, it’s an “eternal exchange of
love.” The Father eternally pours himself out in a total gift of self-giving love to the Son. The Son
eternally receives that love from the Father, beholds his caring countenance, and responds with
his own act of self-giving love to the Father. Meanwhile, the proceeding love between the Father
and the Son is the Holy Spirit. So, we’ll be participating in this eternal exchange of mutual, self-
giving love. Indeed, God “has destined us to share in that exchange.”25 He desires to make us
partakers of his own divine nature (see 2 Pet 1:4). He wants to fully “divinize” us in glory.26
Unfortunately, many Christians have never heard of this “divinization” idea before, and it may
seem too good and glorious to be true. Well, it is true. It’s been the teaching of the Church from
the very beginning. In fact, a major theme in the writings of the early Fathers of the Church is the
“divinization” of man, the idea that in saving us, God wants to make us share in his own divine
life. In fact, the theme was so pervasive in the teachings of the early Church that it was
incorporated into the Liturgy,27 and theologians coined a Latin phrase to describe it: admirabile
commercium, meaning “the marvelous exchange.” This exchange is indeed marvelous as is
clear from the famous expression of it by St. Athanasius (296-373), “God became man that man
might become god.”28 It’s summarized by the words of St. Paul, “That though he was rich, yet for



your sake he became poor, so that by his poverty you might become rich” (2 Cor 8:9). And it’s
most beautifully expressed by this poetic passage penned by St. Gregory of Nyssa (335-394):
Man, as a being, is of no account; he is dust, grass, vanity. But once he is adopted by the God of
the universe as a son, he becomes part of the family of that Being, whose excellence and
greatness no one can see, hear, or understand. What words, thoughts, or flight of the spirit can
praise the superabundance of this grace? Man surpasses his nature: mortal, he becomes
immortal; perishable, he becomes imperishable; fleeting, he becomes eternal; human, he
becomes divine.29 If this idea of our divinization doesn’t make us shake in our shoes with joy,
we haven’t quite gotten it yet. That’s alright. This idea is a tremendous weight for our minds to try
to lift: the awesome weight of our hope of glory. But we should strive to lift it. We should ponder it
in our hearts. For, as the gift offered becomes more and more real to us, we’ll occupy ourselves
less and less with the petty distractions of life that currently hold so much of our attention.In his
marvelous essay, The Weight of Glory, C.S. Lewis invites us to make it real, to consider “the
staggering nature of the rewards promised in the Gospels.”30 Yet, knowing that we do not
consider these promises enough, Lewis gently chastises himself and us:We are half-hearted
creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition when infinite joy is offered us, like an
ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in a slum because he cannot imagine what
is meant by the offer of a holiday at the sea. We are far too easily pleased.31Now, someone
might say, “Yes, I may be too easily pleased, but at least my little mud pies are right here before
me, and they keep me quite contented. I’d rather have them than the pie in the sky that I can’t eat
until I die.” There’s a problem with this objection. The “infinite joy” that Lewis is talking about isn’t
just pie in the sky. The joy he means seeps in now as the greatness of the gift sinks into our
minds and hearts. We drink deeply of it as our prayer matures, and life becomes bathed in a
peaceful light. But this takes time and the discipline of prayer, and we may not be there yet. Not
to worry. Even if we don’t quite get it yet, the angels do, and they thank God on our behalf while
he patiently waits for us to realize the gift he offers. Moreover, their example helps us appreciate
the gift and experience the joy.THE ANGELS STAND IN AWE — THE DEMONS BURN WITH
ENVY. Regarding the example of the angels, I’m thinking especially of the angels of the Nativity.
On that incredible night when our Savior was born for us, humanity didn’t fully grasp what was
happening. But the angels got it. First, an angel of the Lord announces the good news to the
shepherds:Be not afraid; for behold, I bring you good news of a great joy which will come to all
the people; for to you is born this day in the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And
this will be a sign for you: you will find a babe wrapped in swaddling cloths and laying in a
manger (Lk 2:10-12).Then, after this announcement, all the other angels can’t seem to contain
themselves. “Suddenly,” the text says, “a multitude of the heavenly host” breaks forth from the
heights and appears. At this moment, I imagine them as so many friends at the biggest surprise
party in the history of the cosmos. For long millennia, they’d been hiding in the dark, impatiently
waiting for just the right moment to let out an explosion of joy. Finally, the cue has come: the
announcement of the birth of the Savior. And again, that’s when all heaven breaks loose. A



multitude of angels bursts into ecstatic song and praise, extolling the goodness of God who has
descended not only to forgive the sins of humanity but to raise humanity up to God’s own divine
life. They must have been beside themselves with wonder and joy at the mercy of God.
Marveling at how low God stoops to save man, their song of praise and adoration rises up to
heaven, “Glory to God in the highest!”Now, what a gift we have in the Church that at every
Sunday Mass (outside of the seasons of Advent and Lent), during the Gloria, we’re reminded of
the marvelous moment of the angels’ joyful wonder at man’s salvation, a moment that should
rouse us from our spiritual slumber to rightfully respond to the “good news” of our salvation with
our own joy. Again, this is the good news not only that God forgives us our sins (for good reason,
the Gloria is preceded by the Penitential Rite) but that he raises us up to his own divine life and
glory, to a place that’s even higher than the angels!That the angels rejoice in the gift of salvation
given to man is a testimony to their humility. For, if we think about it, the extent to which God
shows his mercy to humanity can truly be taken as a scandal. In saving us, God raises us higher
than the angels. Think of this for a moment: higher than the angels. According to the natural
order of creation, angels are vastly superior to human beings. As pure spirits, their intellects far
surpass our own. Moreover, when they appear, they are so wonderfully terrible that we may need
to be told, “be not afraid,” and may have to fight the temptation to fall on our faces and worship
them, mistaking them for God (see Rev 22:8-9). Yes, the angels are absolutely fantastic. Yet God
wants to divinize man, not the angels. He has destined man alone to partake of his own divine
nature, and this has potential for great scandal.32Some theologians believe that man’s glorious
destiny was indeed a scandal. They say that the revelation of man’s destiny is what caused, at
the beginning of time, the fall of one-third of the angels. Such theologians speculate that before
the creation of humanity, the angels were given a test. They were shown that the Word would
become flesh, that he would become man, and that by doing so, he would raise up human
nature even higher than that of the highest of angels. This struck the pride of the greatest of the
angels, Lucifer, about whom Isaiah speaks:How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, who didst
rise in the morning? How art thou fallen to the earth, that didst wound the nations? And thou
saidst in thy heart: I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God, I will sit
in the mountain of the covenant, in the sides of the north. I will ascend above the height of the
clouds, I will be like the most High. But yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, into the depth of
the pit (Isaiah 14:12-15).33Notice how Lucifer kept repeating in his heart, “I … I … I.” It seems he
was saying, “No! Not those puny creatures (humanity) but me! I want to be the one to ascend to
the divine nature, I want to exalt my throne above the angels, I want to be the one raised up to
take part in the divine action.” And then, according to one tradition of the Church, Lucifer made
one further “I” statement before being banished to hell: “I will not serve.” In other words, he
decided he wouldn’t humble himself to serve a creature of a lower order of creation than himself,
even if that “creature” were really the Incarnate God himself. And again, a third of the angels
(who are now demons) went down with Lucifer (who is now Satan).The lesson of the fallen
angels is a sobering gift for us. It should help us realize just how good and generous God is to us



fallen human beings. It should remind us that Satan and his demons hate us and literally burn
with hellish envy. It should remind us that in their rebellious rage, they would like nothing more
than to have us lose the gift that they once coveted. It should remind us that they would like
nothing more than to drag us down with them “into the depth of the pit,” that they’d like nothing
more than to get back at God by preventing him from raising us up to the thrones of glory that
Lucifer had so perversely cherished. I suggest that part of Satan’s strategy is to make us never
realize the good that God offers us. For instance, he tries to distract us from God’s gift of glory
with the promise of mere mud pies. On the other hand, I believe it’s the strategy of the good
angels to suddenly burst into song and remind us that we are called to “Gloria! Gloria! Gloria!”
And it is all ours, if only we, unlike Lucifer, will love and serve God, who comes to us in the
greatest humility. COMMUNION WITH THE TRINITY: OUR FINAL, JOYFUL END. Thus, we
have a choice before us: communion or alienation, life or death, eternal bliss or eternal hell. Do
we want to serve God or serve ourselves? Will we do God’s will or our own? Do we choose to be
self-giving or selfish? The heart of the question really is this: Do we want to be truly happy?
During my senior year in high school, I experienced a profound deepening in my Catholic faith, a
kind of conversion. Then, when I entered college, I spent a lot of time trying to put it all together,
trying to figure out how to make what I’d discovered about Christ and his Church more fully the
center of my life. This wasn’t easy. I’d grown up in the fast-paced, fun-loving, and hedonistic
culture of Southern California, and many of my thought patterns and attitudes didn’t yet match
my newly re-found faith. One day, one of my friends handed me a short book entitled, The
Gospel of Life, by Pope John Paul II. Reading it totally changed my life.I think what did it for me
was that the Pope answered “the big question” in a simple and clear-cut way. He basically asked,
“What is the meaning of life?” And then, he gave the answer: self-giving love. John Paul repeated
this simple answer over and over throughout the book: “Life finds its meaning when it is given as
a gift. The meaning of life is self-giving love.” This struck me so profoundly because it was the
exact opposite answer from what I’d learned from my Southern California culture. That culture,
which John Paul would call “a culture of death,” said that the meaning of life is found in
selfishness, pleasure-seeking, and doing whatever you want. It said, “If you want to be happy, be
selfish.” On the other hand, John Paul was saying, “If you want to be happy, give yourself in love.”
Moreover, he added that this kind of self-giving living, when embraced by believers, would build
true communion with others, a culture of life, and a civilization of love. We’ll have more to say
about the culture of life in Part Three, but for now, I think the important point is for us to ponder
more deeply the most crucial question: What is the meaning of life? What brings happiness?
Selfishness or self-giving love? It’s the latter. Look around. People who make selfishness the
center of their lives are miserable. It doesn’t work. It’s never worked. For selfishness leads to the
opposite of authentic communion, which is what we’re really longing for. Yet people keep going
down that road to hell. On the other hand, people who make self-giving the center of their lives
are almost always happy. Look around. The happiest people are the most generous in self-
giving. It works. It’s always worked, and it’s how people find true communion and happiness.



Simply compare Mother Teresa to a Hollywood glamor queen. Mother Teresa, who embraced a
life of humility, self-giving, and sacrifice, radiated joy from within — despite her trials of darkness.
The glamor queen who embraces power, pleasure, and possessions shines and sparkles on the
outside but is often sad and hollow on the inside. This life is a preparation for our final end,
communion with the Most Holy Trinity. The Trinity itself is a communion of Self-Giving Lovers,
and we’re invited to spend eternity in their loving embrace, to share in their exchange of love. Are
we ready? Probably not. That’s okay, because the training time is now. The purpose of this life is
to learn to love as the Trinity loves. It’s the time to be trained in self-giving love. And the soul that
accepts such training in this life will not only be filled with the joy that flows from giving, love, and
communion, but at the end of life, they will easily enter into the overwhelming joy of the God who
is Gift, Love, and Communion. On the other hand, the soul that has been confirmed in
selfishness in this life just may come to see the self-giving love of the Trinity as a kind of torture.
The brightness of Love will burn the eyes of their souls, and they may prefer the dark sorrow and
despair of hell, which just might hurt less. Remember, this present, earthly life is a flash in the
pan. Our time here is short. What is 80 years compared to eternity? Close to nothing. So, we
should use well the short, precious amount of time we have here and come to intimately know
and love our final end: the Most Holy Trinity. That’s what this point, Point One, was meant to help
us do. The next point, Point Two, is dedicated to how we get there.Let’s review: Our final end is
communion with the Trinity. In other words, our destiny is to share in the eternal exchange of love
of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.Now, when saints make it to heaven — Blessed Mother Teresa,
for example — does the Trinity suddenly grow in number? Does it become Father, Son, Holy
Spirit … and Mother Teresa? In other words, if the saints are “divinized” (made to share in the
divine nature), do the number of divine persons increase?No. The Trinity remains three.Okay,
then where does Mother Teresa go? Does she take her seat on the great grandstand of the
saints in heaven who fix their gaze on the Most Holy Trinity? Is heaven really a spectator sport
after all?No. While heaven is the Beatific Vision, it’s also a participation in the Trinitarian action,
the action of the Father pouring himself out in self-giving love to the Son, the Son responding in
the same way, and then the Holy Spirit, who is Love, proceeding from the Father and the
Son.Alright, then where do the saints go? I mean, if the Trinity is still three, and the saints are
sharing in the action, then where are the saints?The saints are in Christ. He is our participation
in the Trinity. In other words, our participation in the life of the Trinity is to become one of the
persons of the Trinity. Specifically, we become “part” of the Incarnate Son, through the power of
the Holy Spirit. When this happens, we don’t become equal to Christ. Rather, we become
members of his Body (see Rom 12:5; 1 Cor 12:12). Christ is the Head, and we are his members
— not equal to him, but truly one with him, and we ascend through him, with him, and in him, in
the unity of the Holy Spirit, to the Father. In short, we truly participate as “other Christs” in Christ’s
own eternal gift of self-giving love to the Father.This chapter will focus on our transforming
communion with Christ (by the power of the Holy Spirit), which brings us home to the Father. In
particular, we’re going to look at the ways this marvelous transformation in Christ takes



place.Now, to properly understand our transformation in (or into) Christ, it’s helpful to see it in the
context of a journey. That’s because our transformation in Christ takes us places; with Christ, we
do some traveling; through Christ, we go back to the Father. Alright, but when we travel, it’s often
a good idea to have a map so as to know where we are and where we want to go. Therefore,
before we begin looking at the ways by which we’re transformed in Christ, let’s first spend some
time studying the map.And by the way, while the journey surely involves some very deep
theology, don’t worry. For, as we walk this journey, we’ll take small steps, and there’s no fear of
getting lost, because we’ll have a clear and simple map.Let’s review: Our final end is communion
with the Trinity. In other words, our destiny is to share in the eternal exchange of love of Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit. Now, when saints make it to heaven — Blessed Mother Teresa, for
example — does the Trinity suddenly grow in number? Does it become Father, Son, Holy Spirit
… and Mother Teresa? In other words, if the saints are “divinized” (made to share in the divine
nature), do the number of divine persons increase?No. The Trinity remains three.Okay, then
where does Mother Teresa go? Does she take her seat on the great grandstand of the saints in
heaven who fix their gaze on the Most Holy Trinity? Is heaven really a spectator sport after all?
No. While heaven is the Beatific Vision, it’s also a participation in the Trinitarian action, the action
of the Father pouring himself out in self-giving love to the Son, the Son responding in the same
way, and then the Holy Spirit, who is Love, proceeding from the Father and the Son.Alright, then
where do the saints go? I mean, if the Trinity is still three, and the saints are sharing in the action,
then where are the saints?The saints are in Christ. He is our participation in the Trinity. In other
words, our participation in the life of the Trinity is to become one of the persons of the Trinity.
Specifically, we become “part” of the Incarnate Son, through the power of the Holy Spirit. When
this happens, we don’t become equal to Christ. Rather, we become members of his Body (see
Rom 12:5; 1 Cor 12:12). Christ is the Head, and we are his members — not equal to him, but
truly one with him, and we ascend through him, with him, and in him, in the unity of the Holy
Spirit, to the Father. In short, we truly participate as “other Christs” in Christ’s own eternal gift of
self-giving love to the Father.This chapter will focus on our transforming communion with Christ
(by the power of the Holy Spirit), which brings us home to the Father. In particular, we’re going to
look at the ways this marvelous transformation in Christ takes place. Now, to properly
understand our transformation in (or into) Christ, it’s helpful to see it in the context of a journey.
That’s because our transformation in Christ takes us places; with Christ, we do some traveling;
through Christ, we go back to the Father. Alright, but when we travel, it’s often a good idea to
have a map so as to know where we are and where we want to go. Therefore, before we begin
looking at the ways by which we’re transformed in Christ, let’s first spend some time studying the
map.And by the way, while the journey surely involves some very deep theology, don’t worry. For,
as we walk this journey, we’ll take small steps, and there’s no fear of getting lost, because we’ll
have a clear and simple map.CHAPTER ONEOur Roadmap from the Trinity and Back to the
TrinityFINDING THE MAP. After my first year-and-a-half in the seminary, I felt frustrated. The
classes up to that point had largely been a hodge-podge of different perspectives on Catholic



theology, and I couldn’t make sense of them all. One professor taught this and another taught
that, saying, “Rahner held this,” and “von Balthasar held that.” I knew it was important to know the
different schools of theology and everything, but my mind was swimming in a hundred different
theological opinions. So, I started a novena, and each day, I ardently begged God for wisdom,
for the ability to see the big picture and not to lose the forest for the trees.In the middle of the
novena, I remember sitting in the seminary library, surrounded by books. I complained to the
Lord, saying, “Lord, I don’t even know where to begin. Look at all these books!” A whole shelf of
books with similar spines suddenly caught my eye. I went over for a closer look. Two words
jumped out at me, Summa Theologiae. “Oh, not that, Lord. Anything but that!” This particular
version of the Summa was 60 volumes. I had read short parts of this massive theological work of
St. Thomas Aquinas before, and it was not easy going. Was the Lord now inviting me to dive in?
After dismissing that frightening idea, I got up from my chair and went to one of the library
computers. As soon as I moved the mouse, the blank screen popped to life, and I just about fell
out of my chair. There on the glowing screen shined a beautiful, circular diagram that bore the
heading, “Outline of the Summa.” Okay, I took this as a sign that I should start studying it.The
Summa Theologiae, meaning “summary of theology,” is the greatest theological work of St.
Thomas Aquinas, one of the Church’s preeminent theologians. What makes it so great is not
only its content but also its manner of organization. I had feared reading it so long as I simply
saw it as so many thousands of pages of dense, dry, and outdated medieval theology. I came to
love it as I got to know its brilliant organizational structure, known as the “The Great Circle of
Being,” which is what that diagram on the computer screen was all about.34 I actually had
encountered this circular structure several years before, but I think the shotgun blast of new
theological perspectives blew it out of my mind. Anyway, I should say something more about that
earlier encounter with the Great Circle.While a sophomore in college, I was blessed to take the
most meaningful course of all my studies. It was called “The Human Person: A Philosophical
Exploration” and was taught by a visiting professor, Fr. Norris Clarke, SJ. After the first class, I
knew there was something special about Fr. Clarke. Even though he was in his 80s, he had a
sense of wonder like a child and an ardent love of wisdom that everyone in class seemed to
recognize and appreciate. Therefore, years later, I wasn’t surprised to read the following on the
dedication page of a book written by one of Father’s former students. It read: “To Fr. Norris
Clarke, SJ: More than a Thomist; a little Thomas.” In other words, not only was Fr. Clarke a
master of the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas, but he’d become wise like the saint. And if you
asked this “little Thomas” what best summarizes and captures the essence of wisdom, he’d
probably answer, “The Great Circle of Being,” for he talked so animatedly about it during class.
I’d now like to summarize this phenomenal idea that provides a mental map of all of philosophy,
theology, and reality (as communion).THE UNIVERSE AS JOURNEY. St. Thomas describes the
idea of “The Great Circle of Being” as follows: “In the emergence of creatures from their first
source is revealed a kind of circular movement, in which all things return, as to their end, back to
the very place from which they had their origin in the first place.”35 In other words, all of creation



(all beings) goes forth from God and then returns to God, making one big, circular movement.
This circular movement, or Great Circle, can also be likened to a journey, the Great Journey, the
great movement of all of creation from the Trinity and back to the Trinity.Saint Thomas wasn’t the
first person to come up with the idea of “the Great Circle of Being” (or the universe as Journey).
In fact, he borrowed the idea from a philosopher of late antiquity named Plotinus (205-270 AD).
But even Plotinus wasn’t the first to discover the idea. According to Fr. Clarke, no one person first
discovered it, because it’s a universal concept that everyone recognizes and expresses in
various ways. He writes:[T]his basic image of the universe and all life, including human life, as a
journey is a very old and very rich one, an archetypal image that shows up everywhere in
cultures around the world, in their mythology, poetry, wisdom stories, art, philosophy, religion,
etc. — and for very good reasons, since we all instinctively recognize the journey as the basic
form of all human lives, a journey that can only be adequately described in a story. Thus in most
religions throughout history first comes the story, only later come all the philosophical and
theological reflections, commentaries, clarifications, explanations. Even in Christianity, first
comes the Story, only afterwards the Creed. One of the favorite descriptions of the human being
for St. Thomas and all medieval thinkers was Homo Viator, Man the Traveller.36That last idea
about “Man the Traveller” is something we may easily relate to because of its connection to
another idea, namely, “pilgrimage.” In St. Thomas’s day, making a pilgrimage (going on a no-frills
journey, usually on foot, to a sacred place or shrine) was extremely popular. It was so popular
because a pilgrimage summarizes life, reminding the pilgrim that “here we have no lasting city,
but we seek the city that is to come” (Heb 13:14), the New Jerusalem in heaven. In our own
society, where we have a billion more comforts and luxuries than were available during the
Middle Ages, it would seem that people would be less eager to be reminded that this life isn’t all
there is. Yet the idea of pilgrimage is still popular, at least among Catholics. At the National
Shrine of The Divine Mercy, where I live, I’m amazed at the number of modern-day pilgrims who
come to visit us throughout the year. Not surprisingly, the walking pilgrimage of medieval times
has given way to the riding pilgrimage — usually on a big, air-conditioned bus — but people still
come. For we all know deep inside that this life isn’t all there is. We all know we’re on a journey to
the “something more” that truly satisfies, and the act of making a pilgrimage resonates with this
reality.But what about society as a whole? Is the idea of the universe as journey still widely
recognized? I think so, at least by way of “story” in the sense mentioned by Fr. Clarke in the last
citation, namely, that we all still instinctively recognize the basic form of human life as journey
and story. Speaking of stories, I have one that illustrates this point from the days when I had the
joy of listening to Fr. Clarke’s enthralling lectures week after week.One day, Father was speaking
enthusiastically about the connection between the universe as journey and the human journey
as story, and this is what I remember as the gist of the lesson:In every culture, in every society, in
every family throughout history, people like to tell and listen to stories, but nobody likes a story
without a point, and we love happy endings. That’s because we all recognize deep inside that
our lives are both gift and task, the task being that we’re called to make our lives into good



stories! That is, they should have a point to them, and we want them to have a happy ending.The
way our lives become good stories and have happy endings is by doing God’s will. God has a
plan for our lives; there’s a specific way that he wants us to help him bring all of creation back to
himself, and our happiness comes from helping him do this according to our gifts and talents
and in the way he wills for us.One of the students, an unbeliever who heard Fr. Clarke speak this
way, raised her hand and gave a remarkable response. Here’s my best attempt to repeat what
she shared:Father, this makes sense, and painful sense. I don’t feel that my life is a good story.
Instead, it’s more like the sitcoms I watch on TV. They’re just a series of episodes. There’s no real
point to them as a whole. They just go from one stupid joke to another with no real end in mind.
That’s my life and the lives of so many of my friends: We just go around from weekend to
weekend, doing our best to have “fun” so as to avoid the gnawing, inner ache of a hidden
desperation. But you’re right. There is indeed something else inside me that’s crying out, “Make
your life a good story!” And in my own small way, I want to help the cosmos return to its source.I
was deeply moved by this student’s candor and openness, and it helped me to recognize more
clearly the truth of what Father was saying. I realized that, yes, I, too, want to make my life a
“good story,” or as Mother Teresa would say, “something beautiful for God.” I, too, want to help
God in the great work of salvation. Yet I, too, had often found my life sadly episodic and
meaningless, and I wondered if it were already too late for me. I thought to myself, “Could my life
really become a good story?”I got an answer to this question the following semester when I
discovered the consoling message of Divine Mercy, which emphasizes that it’s never too late to
say “yes” to God. This message, which finds its basis in Sacred Scripture, teaches that mercy
can make all things new, that it can bring good out of evil, and that it can even bring an even
greater good out of evil. But now I’m getting ahead of myself, so let’s get back to learning about
the journey and save Divine Mercy for later.Okay, so there’s this great, universal, and archetypal
idea of “the universe as Journey” that everyone seems to recognize, at least intuitively. But
perhaps the idea is still somewhat vague and general. Well then, let’s begin to home in on
specifics, starting with the point that there are two basic stages to the journey: first, the journey
out from God and then, the journey back to God. In Latin, these two stages are known as exitus
(exit) and reditus (return). Together, the “out and back,” “exitus and reditus” make a circle, the
Great Circle of Being. In what follows, we’ll trace these two stages of the journey out from God
and back to God.THE JOURNEY OUT. Why did God create? He surely didn’t have to. After all,
he was totally happy in and of himself, a perfect family of love: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
Moreover, he knew that creating would add nothing to his glory, for it was already complete. He
created, therefore, simply to share his goodness. As one beautiful line from the Catechism puts
it, “Creatures came into existence when the key of love opened [God’s] hand.”37 Now, what
exactly is this love? Let’s explore it.I wonder if God’s love when he creates is something like that
of a young man and woman who are deeply in love. Sometimes, such a couple will take a step
back from a tender embrace to gaze at each other, to take each other in with their eyes, before
embracing again. We might see them do this, for instance, at a dance. There’s a moment when,



prompted by the man, the woman will playfully spin out from his arms — their hands still joined
and eyes still gazing — and then she’ll come twirling back into his embrace. There’s something
beautiful about that moment, as anyone who’s danced with another well knows. I wonder if there
was something like this going on during the act of creation.Creation is an act of the entire Trinity:
Father, Son (Word), and Holy Spirit. At the same time, each divine person creates according to
his unique “property.”38 The Catechism sums up these “properties” by saying that the Father is
the one “from whom all things are,” the Son is the one “through whom all things are,” and the
Holy Spirit is the one “in whom all things are.”39 In light of these three properties and using the
above analogy, we might describe creation as that playful moment at a dance where, to the
music that is the Holy Spirit and prompted by the Father, the Word goes twirling out from the
Father’s loving embrace. This “twirling out” of the Word to the music of the Holy Spirit from the
arms of the Father causes the procession of creatures from God at creation. Such an image of
creatures playfully and tenderly going forth from the Father, through the Word, and in the Love
that’s the Holy Spirit seems fitting to the imagery of Sacred Scripture:For as the rain and the
snow come down from heaven, and return not thither but water the earth, making it bring forth
and sprout, giving seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall my word be that goes forth
from my mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I purpose, and
prosper in the thing for which I sent it. For you shall go out in joy, and be led forth in peace; the
mountains and the hills before you shall break forth into singing, and all the trees of the field
shall clap their hands (Is 55:10-12, emphasis added).Before the mountains had been shaped,
before the hills, I was brought forth; before he had made the earth with its fields, or the first of the
dust of the world. When he established the heavens, I was there, when he drew a circle on the
face of the deep, when he made firm the skies above, when he established the fountains of the
deep, when he assigned to the sea its limit, so that the waters might not transgress his
command, when he marked out the foundations of the earth, then I was beside him, like a
master workman; and I was daily his delight, rejoicing before him always, rejoicing in his
inhabited world and delighting the sons of men (Prov 8:25-31, emphasis added).Together, these
two passages reveal the exitus-reditus structure of reality as well as the intimacy, joyfulness, and
delight that God finds in creating. They remind us that God did not have to create. Creation was
a freely chosen overflow of love marked by, we might say again, a kind of playfulness. It really
does seem like that moment of the dance, the moment of “twirling out.” It also reminds us of that
brief moment of the loving gaze, that moment to take the other in with one’s eyes in a new light
and, as it were, “from a distance.” I wonder if part of the reason why God the Father created in
the first place was to take a “step back” to admire the beauty of the Word in a new light, namely,
in creatures. For all creatures are created according to the pattern of the Word, and it’s the
Word’s reflection in creatures that causes the Father to gaze so lovingly upon them.With this in
mind, we can better appreciate that God the Father is like the young man at the dance who
lovingly gazes on his beloved at mid-twirl, delighting in her goodness just before she comes
twirling back to him. In other words, God the Father beheld the material creation that twirled out



from him through his Word and in his Spirit, and while lovingly gazing on it, he saw that it was
“good” (Gen 1:25). In fact, it was more than just “good.” For, after he created man and woman,
who reflect the beauty of the Word more than the rest of creation, he then saw that this work was
“very good” (Gen 1:31). Next, he waited for this very good creation to come twirling back to him
through the Word, with the Word, and in the unity of the Holy Spirit — but as we know too well,
man and woman were not the best dancers. They chose not to return to God. They sinned.Sin is
bad news: The “very good” creation becomes badly broken. The good news is that the Word and
the Spirit will see to it that creation is healed and gloriously returned to the Father.40 For, as we
already read in Isaiah, God says, “So shall my word be that goes forth from my mouth; it shall not
return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I purpose, and prosper in the thing for
which I sent it.” Later in this chapter, we’ll learn how the Word and the Spirit bring creation back
to God after sin — “Plan B.” In the next section, “The Journey Back,” we’ll see how creation was
originally supposed to come back to God — “Plan A.”Before we turn our attention to this next
section, there’s one last point that will be helpful for us to consider here: Why does God create
so much? Anyone who has ever sat quietly before a lake on a summer evening will know exactly
what I mean. Remember how the seemingly tranquil scene suddenly came to life? Remember
how you began to notice beetles buzzing about, fish nabbing flies with a “whirlp!” at the water’s
surface, leaves gently rustling in the wind, prickly weeds poking at your pants, and the billion
blades of grass? Creation is full to the brim. Why? Why so much? Why did God create such a
multitude and diversity of things, even encouraging such fullness with the command, “Be fruitful
and multiply”? (Gen 1:28). The answer has to do with God’s desire to see himself reflected in his
creation, and St. Thomas gives this answer in what is probably my favorite passage in his entire
massive Summa. He writes:Hence we must say that the distinction and multitude of things come
from the intention of the first agent, who is God. For He brought things into being in order that
His goodness might be communicated to creatures, and be represented by them; and because
His goodness could not be adequately represented by one creature alone, He produced many
and diverse creatures, that what was wanting to one in the representation of the divine goodness
might be supplied by another. For goodness, which in God is simple and uniform, in creatures is
manifold and divided; and hence the whole universe together participates [in] the divine
goodness more perfectly, and represents it better than any single creature
whatever.41Marvelous. Absolutely marvelous. But why does St. Thomas say that God’s
goodness couldn’t be adequately represented by one creature alone? Surely God’s goodness
could have been represented by a single creature. For instance, God could have created one
white daisy, and the beauty of that little daisy would indeed have reflected and represented
God’s Beauty. But Thomas is right: It would have been inadequate — especially when you
compare that one lonely daisy to a field of flowers of a thousand species planted near a wild
ocean with the bright sun beaming in the sky and a family picnicking on a white, sandy beach,
with their dogs playfully chasing the waves, while seagulls sail lazily on the wind like kites. Of
course, our little, white daisy wilts in comparison to such a glorious scene, because such a



scene much more adequately reflects God’s infinite power, goodness, and beauty. Indeed, when
it comes to finite creatures trying to represent the infinite Creator, St. Thomas is right: While
they’ll never do it perfectly, the more the merrier.CHAPTER ONEOur Roadmap from the Trinity
and Back to the Trinity FINDING THE MAP. After my first year-and-a-half in the seminary, I felt
frustrated. The classes up to that point had largely been a hodge-podge of different perspectives
on Catholic theology, and I couldn’t make sense of them all. One professor taught this and
another taught that, saying, “Rahner held this,” and “von Balthasar held that.” I knew it was
important to know the different schools of theology and everything, but my mind was swimming
in a hundred different theological opinions. So, I started a novena, and each day, I ardently
begged God for wisdom, for the ability to see the big picture and not to lose the forest for the
trees.In the middle of the novena, I remember sitting in the seminary library, surrounded by
books. I complained to the Lord, saying, “Lord, I don’t even know where to begin. Look at all
these books!” A whole shelf of books with similar spines suddenly caught my eye. I went over for
a closer look. Two words jumped out at me, Summa Theologiae. “Oh, not that, Lord. Anything but
that!” This particular version of the Summa was 60 volumes. I had read short parts of this
massive theological work of St. Thomas Aquinas before, and it was not easy going. Was the Lord
now inviting me to dive in? After dismissing that frightening idea, I got up from my chair and went
to one of the library computers. As soon as I moved the mouse, the blank screen popped to life,
and I just about fell out of my chair. There on the glowing screen shined a beautiful, circular
diagram that bore the heading, “Outline of the Summa.” Okay, I took this as a sign that I should
start studying it.The Summa Theologiae, meaning “summary of theology,” is the greatest
theological work of St. Thomas Aquinas, one of the Church’s preeminent theologians. What
makes it so great is not only its content but also its manner of organization. I had feared reading
it so long as I simply saw it as so many thousands of pages of dense, dry, and outdated
medieval theology. I came to love it as I got to know its brilliant organizational structure, known as
the “The Great Circle of Being,” which is what that diagram on the computer screen was all
about.34 I actually had encountered this circular structure several years before, but I think the
shotgun blast of new theological perspectives blew it out of my mind. Anyway, I should say
something more about that earlier encounter with the Great Circle.While a sophomore in
college, I was blessed to take the most meaningful course of all my studies. It was called “The
Human Person: A Philosophical Exploration” and was taught by a visiting professor, Fr. Norris
Clarke, SJ. After the first class, I knew there was something special about Fr. Clarke. Even
though he was in his 80s, he had a sense of wonder like a child and an ardent love of wisdom
that everyone in class seemed to recognize and appreciate. Therefore, years later, I wasn’t
surprised to read the following on the dedication page of a book written by one of Father’s former
students. It read: “To Fr. Norris Clarke, SJ: More than a Thomist; a little Thomas.” In other words,
not only was Fr. Clarke a master of the thought of St. Thomas Aquinas, but he’d become wise
like the saint. And if you asked this “little Thomas” what best summarizes and captures the
essence of wisdom, he’d probably answer, “The Great Circle of Being,” for he talked so



animatedly about it during class. I’d now like to summarize this phenomenal idea that provides a
mental map of all of philosophy, theology, and reality (as communion).THE UNIVERSE AS
JOURNEY. St. Thomas describes the idea of “The Great Circle of Being” as follows: “In the
emergence of creatures from their first source is revealed a kind of circular movement, in which
all things return, as to their end, back to the very place from which they had their origin in the first
place.”35 In other words, all of creation (all beings) goes forth from God and then returns to God,
making one big, circular movement. This circular movement, or Great Circle, can also be likened
to a journey, the Great Journey, the great movement of all of creation from the Trinity and back to
the Trinity.Saint Thomas wasn’t the first person to come up with the idea of “the Great Circle of
Being” (or the universe as Journey). In fact, he borrowed the idea from a philosopher of late
antiquity named Plotinus (205-270 AD). But even Plotinus wasn’t the first to discover the idea.
According to Fr. Clarke, no one person first discovered it, because it’s a universal concept that
everyone recognizes and expresses in various ways. He writes:[T]his basic image of the
universe and all life, including human life, as a journey is a very old and very rich one, an
archetypal image that shows up everywhere in cultures around the world, in their mythology,
poetry, wisdom stories, art, philosophy, religion, etc. — and for very good reasons, since we all
instinctively recognize the journey as the basic form of all human lives, a journey that can only be
adequately described in a story. Thus in most religions throughout history first comes the story,
only later come all the philosophical and theological reflections, commentaries, clarifications,
explanations. Even in Christianity, first comes the Story, only afterwards the Creed. One of the
favorite descriptions of the human being for St. Thomas and all medieval thinkers was Homo
Viator, Man the Traveller.36That last idea about “Man the Traveller” is something we may easily
relate to because of its connection to another idea, namely, “pilgrimage.” In St. Thomas’s day,
making a pilgrimage (going on a no-frills journey, usually on foot, to a sacred place or shrine)
was extremely popular. It was so popular because a pilgrimage summarizes life, reminding the
pilgrim that “here we have no lasting city, but we seek the city that is to come” (Heb 13:14), the
New Jerusalem in heaven. In our own society, where we have a billion more comforts and
luxuries than were available during the Middle Ages, it would seem that people would be less
eager to be reminded that this life isn’t all there is. Yet the idea of pilgrimage is still popular, at
least among Catholics. At the National Shrine of The Divine Mercy, where I live, I’m amazed at
the number of modern-day pilgrims who come to visit us throughout the year. Not surprisingly,
the walking pilgrimage of medieval times has given way to the riding pilgrimage — usually on a
big, air-conditioned bus — but people still come. For we all know deep inside that this life isn’t all
there is. We all know we’re on a journey to the “something more” that truly satisfies, and the act
of making a pilgrimage resonates with this reality. But what about society as a whole? Is the idea
of the universe as journey still widely recognized? I think so, at least by way of “story” in the
sense mentioned by Fr. Clarke in the last citation, namely, that we all still instinctively recognize
the basic form of human life as journey and story. Speaking of stories, I have one that illustrates
this point from the days when I had the joy of listening to Fr. Clarke’s enthralling lectures week



after week.One day, Father was speaking enthusiastically about the connection between the
universe as journey and the human journey as story, and this is what I remember as the gist of
the lesson: In every culture, in every society, in every family throughout history, people like to tell
and listen to stories, but nobody likes a story without a point, and we love happy endings. That’s
because we all recognize deep inside that our lives are both gift and task, the task being that
we’re called to make our lives into good stories! That is, they should have a point to them, and
we want them to have a happy ending. The way our lives become good stories and have happy
endings is by doing God’s will. God has a plan for our lives; there’s a specific way that he wants
us to help him bring all of creation back to himself, and our happiness comes from helping him
do this according to our gifts and talents and in the way he wills for us.One of the students, an
unbeliever who heard Fr. Clarke speak this way, raised her hand and gave a remarkable
response. Here’s my best attempt to repeat what she shared:Father, this makes sense, and
painful sense. I don’t feel that my life is a good story. Instead, it’s more like the sitcoms I watch on
TV. They’re just a series of episodes. There’s no real point to them as a whole. They just go from
one stupid joke to another with no real end in mind. That’s my life and the lives of so many of my
friends: We just go around from weekend to weekend, doing our best to have “fun” so as to avoid
the gnawing, inner ache of a hidden desperation. But you’re right. There is indeed something
else inside me that’s crying out, “Make your life a good story!” And in my own small way, I want to
help the cosmos return to its source.I was deeply moved by this student’s candor and openness,
and it helped me to recognize more clearly the truth of what Father was saying. I realized that,
yes, I, too, want to make my life a “good story,” or as Mother Teresa would say, “something
beautiful for God.” I, too, want to help God in the great work of salvation. Yet I, too, had often
found my life sadly episodic and meaningless, and I wondered if it were already too late for me. I
thought to myself, “Could my life really become a good story?”I got an answer to this question
the following semester when I discovered the consoling message of Divine Mercy, which
emphasizes that it’s never too late to say “yes” to God. This message, which finds its basis in
Sacred Scripture, teaches that mercy can make all things new, that it can bring good out of evil,
and that it can even bring an even greater good out of evil. But now I’m getting ahead of myself,
so let’s get back to learning about the journey and save Divine Mercy for later. Okay, so there’s
this great, universal, and archetypal idea of “the universe as Journey” that everyone seems to
recognize, at least intuitively. But perhaps the idea is still somewhat vague and general. Well
then, let’s begin to home in on specifics, starting with the point that there are two basic stages to
the journey: first, the journey out from God and then, the journey back to God. In Latin, these two
stages are known as exitus (exit) and reditus (return). Together, the “out and back,” “exitus and
reditus” make a circle, the Great Circle of Being. In what follows, we’ll trace these two stages of
the journey out from God and back to God.THE JOURNEY OUT. Why did God create? He surely
didn’t have to. After all, he was totally happy in and of himself, a perfect family of love: Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit. Moreover, he knew that creating would add nothing to his glory, for it was
already complete. He created, therefore, simply to share his goodness. As one beautiful line



from the Catechism puts it, “Creatures came into existence when the key of love opened [God’s]
hand.”37 Now, what exactly is this love? Let’s explore it. I wonder if God’s love when he creates
is something like that of a young man and woman who are deeply in love. Sometimes, such a
couple will take a step back from a tender embrace to gaze at each other, to take each other in
with their eyes, before embracing again. We might see them do this, for instance, at a dance.
There’s a moment when, prompted by the man, the woman will playfully spin out from his arms
— their hands still joined and eyes still gazing — and then she’ll come twirling back into his
embrace. There’s something beautiful about that moment, as anyone who’s danced with another
well knows. I wonder if there was something like this going on during the act of creation. Creation
is an act of the entire Trinity: Father, Son (Word), and Holy Spirit. At the same time, each divine
person creates according to his unique “property.”38 The Catechism sums up these “properties”
by saying that the Father is the one “from whom all things are,” the Son is the one “through whom
all things are,” and the Holy Spirit is the one “in whom all things are.”39 In light of these three
properties and using the above analogy, we might describe creation as that playful moment at a
dance where, to the music that is the Holy Spirit and prompted by the Father, the Word goes
twirling out from the Father’s loving embrace. This “twirling out” of the Word to the music of the
Holy Spirit from the arms of the Father causes the procession of creatures from God at creation.
Such an image of creatures playfully and tenderly going forth from the Father, through the Word,
and in the Love that’s the Holy Spirit seems fitting to the imagery of Sacred Scripture: For as the
rain and the snow come down from heaven, and return not thither but water the earth, making it
bring forth and sprout, giving seed to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall my word be that
goes forth from my mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I
purpose, and prosper in the thing for which I sent it. For you shall go out in joy, and be led forth in
peace; the mountains and the hills before you shall break forth into singing, and all the trees of
the field shall clap their hands (Is 55:10-12, emphasis added).Before the mountains had been
shaped, before the hills, I was brought forth; before he had made the earth with its fields, or the
first of the dust of the world. When he established the heavens, I was there, when he drew a
circle on the face of the deep, when he made firm the skies above, when he established the
fountains of the deep, when he assigned to the sea its limit, so that the waters might not
transgress his command, when he marked out the foundations of the earth, then I was beside
him, like a master workman; and I was daily his delight, rejoicing before him always, rejoicing in
his inhabited world and delighting the sons of men (Prov 8:25-31, emphasis added).Together,
these two passages reveal the exitus-reditus structure of reality as well as the intimacy,
joyfulness, and delight that God finds in creating. They remind us that God did not have to
create. Creation was a freely chosen overflow of love marked by, we might say again, a kind of
playfulness. It really does seem like that moment of the dance, the moment of “twirling out.” It
also reminds us of that brief moment of the loving gaze, that moment to take the other in with
one’s eyes in a new light and, as it were, “from a distance.” I wonder if part of the reason why
God the Father created in the first place was to take a “step back” to admire the beauty of the



Word in a new light, namely, in creatures. For all creatures are created according to the pattern
of the Word, and it’s the Word’s reflection in creatures that causes the Father to gaze so lovingly
upon them. With this in mind, we can better appreciate that God the Father is like the young man
at the dance who lovingly gazes on his beloved at mid-twirl, delighting in her goodness just
before she comes twirling back to him. In other words, God the Father beheld the material
creation that twirled out from him through his Word and in his Spirit, and while lovingly gazing on
it, he saw that it was “good” (Gen 1:25). In fact, it was more than just “good.” For, after he created
man and woman, who reflect the beauty of the Word more than the rest of creation, he then saw
that this work was “very good” (Gen 1:31). Next, he waited for this very good creation to come
twirling back to him through the Word, with the Word, and in the unity of the Holy Spirit — but as
we know too well, man and woman were not the best dancers. They chose not to return to God.
They sinned. Sin is bad news: The “very good” creation becomes badly broken. The good news
is that the Word and the Spirit will see to it that creation is healed and gloriously returned to the
Father.40 For, as we already read in Isaiah, God says, “So shall my word be that goes forth from
my mouth; it shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I purpose, and
prosper in the thing for which I sent it.” Later in this chapter, we’ll learn how the Word and the
Spirit bring creation back to God after sin — “Plan B.” In the next section, “The Journey Back,”
we’ll see how creation was originally supposed to come back to God — “Plan A.” Before we turn
our attention to this next section, there’s one last point that will be helpful for us to consider here:
Why does God create so much? Anyone who has ever sat quietly before a lake on a summer
evening will know exactly what I mean. Remember how the seemingly tranquil scene suddenly
came to life? Remember how you began to notice beetles buzzing about, fish nabbing flies with
a “whirlp!” at the water’s surface, leaves gently rustling in the wind, prickly weeds poking at your
pants, and the billion blades of grass? Creation is full to the brim. Why? Why so much? Why did
God create such a multitude and diversity of things, even encouraging such fullness with the
command, “Be fruitful and multiply”? (Gen 1:28). The answer has to do with God’s desire to see
himself reflected in his creation, and St. Thomas gives this answer in what is probably my
favorite passage in his entire massive Summa. He writes:Hence we must say that the distinction
and multitude of things come from the intention of the first agent, who is God. For He brought
things into being in order that His goodness might be communicated to creatures, and be
represented by them; and because His goodness could not be adequately represented by one
creature alone, He produced many and diverse creatures, that what was wanting to one in the
representation of the divine goodness might be supplied by another. For goodness, which in
God is simple and uniform, in creatures is manifold and divided; and hence the whole universe
together participates [in] the divine goodness more perfectly, and represents it better than any
single creature whatever.41Marvelous. Absolutely marvelous. But why does St. Thomas say that
God’s goodness couldn’t be adequately represented by one creature alone? Surely God’s
goodness could have been represented by a single creature. For instance, God could have
created one white daisy, and the beauty of that little daisy would indeed have reflected and



represented God’s Beauty. But Thomas is right: It would have been inadequate — especially
when you compare that one lonely daisy to a field of flowers of a thousand species planted near
a wild ocean with the bright sun beaming in the sky and a family picnicking on a white, sandy
beach, with their dogs playfully chasing the waves, while seagulls sail lazily on the wind like
kites. Of course, our little, white daisy wilts in comparison to such a glorious scene, because
such a scene much more adequately reflects God’s infinite power, goodness, and beauty.
Indeed, when it comes to finite creatures trying to represent the infinite Creator, St. Thomas is
right: While they’ll never do it perfectly, the more the merrier.
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